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A B S T R A C T

The historical role of nonlinear waves in developing the science of com-
plexity, and also their physical feature of being a widespread paradigm in
optics, establishes a bridge between two diverse and fundamental fields
that can open an immeasurable number of new routes.

In what follows, we present our most important results on nonlinear
waves in classical and quantum nonlinear optics. About classical phe-
nomenology, we lay the groundwork for establishing one uniform theory
of dispersive shock waves, and for controlling complex nonlinear regimes
through simple integer topological invariants. The second quantized field
theory of optical propagation in nonlinear dispersive media allows us to
perform numerical simulations of quantum solitons and the quantum
nonlinear box problem.

The complexity of light propagation in nonlinear media is here exam-
ined from all the main points of view: extreme phenomena, recurrence,
control, modulation instability, and so forth. Such an analysis has a
major, significant goal: answering the question can nonlinear waves do
computation? For this purpose, our study towards the realization of an
all-optical computer, able to do computation by implementing machine
learning algorithms, is illustrated. The first all-optical realization of the
Ising machine and the theoretical foundations of the random optical
machine are here reported.

We believe that this treatise is a fundamental study for the application
of nonlinear waves to new computational techniques, disclosing new
procedures to the control of extreme waves, and to the design of new
quantum sources and non-classical state generators for future quantum
technologies, also giving incredible insights about all-optical reservoir
computing. Can nonlinear waves do computation? Our random optical
machine draws the route for a positive answer to this question, substitut-
ing the randomness either with the uncertainty of quantum noise effects
on light propagation or with the arbitrariness of classical, extremely
nonlinear regimes, as similarly done by random projection methods and
extreme learning machines.
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Thesis Outline
This thesis aims at introducing new methods for study-
ing complex nonlinear dynamics in optical systems, for
classical and quantum evolution. It also aims at using
these methods for novel computational models (cur-
rently involving only linear optical propagation), as an
in-depth, preliminary study to the future goal of do-
ing computation through nonlinear waves. Although
this work is theoretical and numerical, we include many
experimental results, in which the new methods have
been applied, and the computational devices have been
realized.

After a general introduction to the topic here in Part i,
the work is organized as follows.

Part ii is about classical nonlinear dynamics. We deal
with new theoretical models for shock waves, rogue
waves, Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou recurrence, and
soliton gas generation. Experimental results in ther-
mal media and photorefractive crystals confirm the
theory.

Part iii is about quantum nonlinear regimes described
in a nonperturbative framework. We introduce the
positive Prepresentation and apply the resulting
numerical methods for studying quantum effects in
solitons and rogue wave generation.

Part iv is about the use of waves for novel computa-
tional devices, which solve complex optimization
problems, like Ising machines and random optical
neural networks.

Conclusions are drawn in Part v. Different sections are
described in detail at the beginning of each Part.





1WAV E S & C O M P L E X I T Y

introduction

The complexity science is based on a new way of thinking, which stands
in sharp contrast to the philosophy underlying the Newtonian science,
based on reductionism, determinism, and objective knowledge. Sys-
tems theory replaced reductionism by a scientific holism, namely, by
the idea that systems (physical, biological, chemical, social, economic,
mental, linguistic) and their properties should be viewed as wholes, not
just as a collection of parts. Determinism was challenged by Quantum
Mechanics (QM) and chaos theory. Cybernetics and postmodern social
science showed that knowledge is intrinsically subjective, by focusing the
attention on how anything processes information, reacts to information,
and changes or can be changed to accomplish these tasks better.

Nowadays, complexity is perhaps the most essential characteristic of
our society. As technology and global economy advance, transport and
communication are every day more efficient, we interact with ever more
people, organizations, systems, and objects. This network of interactions
continuously grows and spreads around the globe. We take an active
part in different economic, social, technological, and ecological systems
that ceaselessly become more interdependent. The result is an ever more
complex “system of systems", where a change in any component may
affect virtually any other component unpredictably [19].

The traditional scientific method, which is based on analysis, isolation,
and the gathering of complete information about a phenomenon, is
incapable of dealing with such complex interdependencies. For centuries,
the world view underlying science has been deterministic. Over the past
century, several scientific developments have challenged the Newtonian
promise of a complete, objective, and absolute knowledge of the past and
future. This simplistic - although fundamental in various fields of science
- the picture was gradually replaced by another, profoundly different view
of reality, complex at its core. First, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle in
QM, followed by the notion of chaos in nonlinear dynamics, showed that
the world is intrinsically unpredictable. Then, systems theory, cybernetics,
postmodern social science, together with the theories of self-organization
and biological evolution, made us aware that regularity or organization
is not something taken for granted, but emerges dynamically out of a

3



4 waves & complexity

tangle of conflicting forces and random fluctuations, that is, a process
called “order out of chaos” [20]. All the previously listed different
approaches are now starting to become integrated under the heading
complexity science. Its central paradigm is the multi-agent system: a
collection of autonomous components whose local interactions give rise
to global order. Agents are intrinsically subjective and uncertain about
the consequences of their actions, but they generally manage to self-
organize into an emergent, adaptive system. For this reason, uncertainty
and subjectivity should no longer be viewed negatively, as the loss of
the absolute order of mechanicism, but positively, as factors of creativity,
adaptation, and evolution.

Complexity science emerged as a new approach to the study of reality
as an assembly of multi-agent systems in the 1980’s [21–24]. Although
its origins are largely independent of systems science and cybernetics,
complexity science offers the promise to extend and integrate their ideas,
and thus to develop a radical, yet workable alternative to the Newtonian
paradigm. The roots of the complexity movement are diverse, including:

nonlinear dynamics and statistical mechanics , which noted
that the modeling of more complex systems required new mathe-
matical tools that can deal with randomness and chaos;

computer science , which allowed the simulation of systems too
large or too complex to be modeled mathematically;

biological evolution, which explains the appearances of complex
forms through the intrinsically unpredictable mechanism of blind
variation and natural selection;

social sciences , such as stock markets, the internet, or insect so-
cieties, where there is no predefined order, although there are
emergent structures.

In fact, the signature of complexity science is its focus on phenomena
that are characterized neither by order (like those studied in Newtonian
mechanics and systems science), nor by disorder (like those investigated
by statistical mechanics and postmodern social science), but that are
situated somewhere in between, in the zone that is commonly called the
“edge of chaos" [25]. We already know how to model order, since we can
predict everything once we know the initial conditions and the constraints.
We already know how to model disorder as well, to some extent: while
we cannot predict the behavior of individual components, statistical
independence allows us to predict their average behavior accurately. In
a genuinely complex system, on the other hand, components are, to a
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certain degree, independent, and thus autonomous in their behavior,
while undergoing various direct and indirect interactions. This makes
the global behavior of the system very difficult to predict, although it is
not truly random.

However, a conceptual framework, able to examine whatever complex
phenomenon, belonging to whichever field of knowledge, in its entirety
and to establish the methodological structure to analyze the system as a
whole, is still lacking. Currently, complexity science is little more than an
amalgam of methods, models, and metaphors from a variety of disciplines
rather than an integrated science. Applications of complexity science use
either very specialized, technical formalisms - such as network clustering
algorithms, computer simulations, and nonlinear Partial Differential
Equations (PDEs) - or rather vaguely defined ideas and metaphors.

A possible - and promising - first step towards the construction of
complexity science foundation may be an exhaustive physical model,
supported by experimental proofs, of a self-analyzing multi-agent system:
finding a field that can be represented as an ensemble of nonlinear
complex phenomena, that is, a complex “system of systems", whose self-
organization and adaptation to the environment can be used to describe
and predict the behavior of the ensemble itself, could open the way to a
new scientific paradigm and allow to reach new unthought-of frontiers,
where complexity explains complexity.

Physically, what does “complex" mean? A complex physical system is
a system with a high number of degrees of freedom, which are governed
by a nonlinear evolution. It is not a particle in gas, because particles
belonging to gas do not have long-term interactions. We need nonlinearity
to make the system’s components to be highly interacting. For all these
reasons, complexity in physics finds its true expression in the inevitable
need of a high amount of information for any mathematical description
of the system, and its numerical simulation [26].

If we turn the gaze to Nonlinear Optics (NLO), namely, to the multiple
possible undulatory phenomena that a laser beam can experience or
realize in a nonlinear medium, we can ask if it is the feasible complex
“system of systems" we are looking for. Optical nonlinear waves have
many interesting features:

nlws are complex , indeed, recent experiments showed that a non
trivial regime of nonlinear waves is now completely accessible; just
until a few decades ago, scientists could not go beyond the study of
few solitons, while today we are able to access extremely nonlinear
and multi-modal regimes, from hydrodynamics to Bose-Einstein
Condensation (BEC), to classical and quantum NLO [4, 7, 8, 10];
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nlws are controllable , we show that we can control transitions
from Dispersive Shock Waves (DSWs) to Rogue Waves (RWs) in
classical NLO, and the propagation of quantum solitons in quantum
NLO;

can nlws do computation? At a linear regime, many efforts have
been made in quantum technology - without a decisive success -
but new computational models, such as the Ising machine, have
been solved classically through optical free propagation [9].

Can nonlinear waves do computation? This question is still open, but the
scientific community is making a great effort to answer it, and several
signs of progress have already been reached [1, 27]. Whenever we will be
able to answer that question positively, that is, whenever we will prove
that nonlinear waves can do computation and we will build an all-optical
nonlinear computer, we will not only have found the first self-analyzing
multi-agent system, demonstrating that complexity does explain complexity,
but we will have proven that complexity does explain complexity at the speed
of light.

optical nonlinear waves

When we deal with waves in dispersive media, we are facing specific
mathematical objects, that is, dispersive PDEs. A linear PDE is dispersive
when it has a solution ψ(x, t) = Aei[kx+ω(k)t] + c.c., i.e., a monochromatic
wave, for which k ∈ R ⇒ ω(k) ∈ R and ∃k ∈ R : ω′′(k) 6= 0.
For a linear dispersive PDE, we can define a leading wave number as
k0 ∈ R : ∂kφ|k0 = 0, a group velocity vg = ω′(k0), and a phase velocity

vp = ω(k0)
k0

. The same definitions remain valid also for nonlinear PDE, by
looking at their linearized versions (neglecting the nonlinear terms), or by
looking at which model equation they correspond through the multiscale
method [28]. The multiscale method consists in a weakly pertubative
approach, where a general class of solutions of a specific PDE is modified
by introducing new spatiotemporal coordinates (or scales) in order to get
rid of secular terms - oscillating solutions whose amplitude grows with
time - and hold the asymptotic expansion true. The result is a chain of
PDEs, each one at an increasing perturbative order. In one-dimensional
problems, for example, a model equation for the continuity laws is the
Hopf equation:

∂tψ + ψ∂xψ = 0. (1.1)
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If we consider modifications of continuity laws, by adding a dissipative
or a dispersive term, we attain two other model equations, respectively,
the Burgers equation

∂tψ + ν∂2
xψ + ψ∂xψ = 0, withν ∈ R, (1.2)

and the Korteweg-de Vries Equation (KdVE)

∂tψ + ∂3
xψ + 6ψ∂xψ = 0. (1.3)

The model equation that rules third-order nonlinear phenomena in
optics is the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (NLSE)

ı∂tψ +
1
2

∂2
xψ + |ψ|2ψ = 0. (1.4)

It belongs to the same class of the KdVE, that is, it is a dispersive PDE.
Its three-dimensional version is equivalent to the Gross-Pitaevskii in
condensed-matter problems, or to a Klein-Gordon equation for a complex
field in high-energy models. The NLSE set of solutions is ample and
varied, with features covering a large spectrum of cases: NLSE solutions
can be very simple, as one soliton propagating shape-invariantly, or can
be extremely complex, as DSWs generating RWs, or a Soliton Gas (SG).

To go into much deeper details about what complexity means in NLO,
let us recall the definition of physical complexity: a complex physical
system is a system with a high number of degrees of freedom, which are
governed by a nonlinear evolution, and it finds its true expression in a
high amount of information for any mathematical (or numerical) descrip-
tion. Optically, it is the number of modes that determines the complexity
of any scenario. As the number of modes grows, the complexity arises.
This appears very clear when one considers the propagation of a Nth-
order soliton under Eq. (1.4). In the Inverse Scattering Transform (IST)
method, the scattering problem associated with Eq. (1.4) is [29]

ı∂xν1 + ψν2 = ζν1,

ı∂xν2 + ψ∗ν1 = −ζν2,
(1.5)

where ν1,2 are the amplitudes of the two waves scattered by the potential
ψ(x, t), and ζ is the IST eingevalue, similar to the frequency for the
Fourier Transform (FT). Following the IST method, in order to obtain the
initial scattering data for a given initial condition ψ(x, 0), namely, the
reflection coefficient r(ζ), its N complex poles ζ j and their residues cj
(j = 1 . . . N), Eqs. (1.5) are solved. The solution ψ(x, t) is reconstructed
from the evolved scattering data using the IST as sketched in Fig. 1.1. The
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Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation




ı∂tψ + 1
2
∂2xψ + |ψ|2ψ = 0

ψ(x, 0) = ψ0(x)

Scattering Matrix

Ŝ(ζ, 0)

ψ(x, t) Ŝ(ζ, t)

Lax Pair
{
L̂Ψ = ζ2Ψ

∂tΨ = M̂Ψ
t-evolution

Inverse Scattering

Figure 1.1: Pictorial representation of the IST method.

general solution can be written as [30]

ψ(x, t) = −2
N

∑
j=1

λ∗j ψ∗2j , (1.6)

with ζ j =
1
2 δj +

ı
2 ηj (δj , ηj ∈ R), and

λj −√cje
ıζ j x+ıζ2

j t = 0,

ψ1j + ∑N
k=1

λjλ
∗
k

ζ j−ζ∗k
ψ∗2j = 0,

ψ∗2j −∑N
k=1

λ∗j λk

ζ∗j −ζ∗k
ψ∗1k = λ∗j .

(1.7)

The first-order soliton corresponds to the case of a single eigenvalue,
that is, N = 1. It propagates without changing its shape and its mathe-
matical expression is [31]

ψ(x, t) = ηsech [η(x− xs + δt)] e
ı
2 (η

2−δ2)t−ıδx+ıφs) , (1.8)

with η the soliton amplitude, δ the frequency, xs the position and φs
the phase. Without loss of generality [for Eq. (1.4), ηψ(ηx, η2t) is also a
solution], we treat the simpler form with η = 1, xs = δ = φs = 0:

ψ(x, t) = sech (x) e
ı
2 t. (1.9)

The higher-order solitons can be found by imposing initial data ψ(x, 0) =
Nsech(x), N ∈N, and they correspond to N pure imaginary eigenvalues
ζ j =

ı
2 ηj. The explicit solution at the second order is

ψ(x, t) = 4
cosh (3x) + 3cosh (x) e4ıt

cosh (4x) + 4cosh (2x) + 3cos (4t)
e

ı
2 t , (1.10)

it is t-periodic, with period t0 = π/2, property true for all solitons with
N ≥ 2. Calculations become more and more complicated for increasing
values of N. Whereas fundamental solitons are usually rather stable,
higher-order solitons can break up into fundamental solitons under the
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influence of various effects, such as higher-order dispersion, Raman
scattering, or two-photon absorption [32]. In a few words, the higher the
soliton order is, the more complex its propagation can be.

Solitons are not the only kind of nonlinear waves that can be solution
of NLSE, namely, that can be generated by a laser beam propagating
into a Kerr medium. Another important effect conveyed by NLSE is the
Modulation Instability (MI). The MI is a phenomenon whereby deviations
from a Continuous Wave (CW) are strengthen by nonlinearity, leading
to a linear single-mode amplification and multi-solitons generation [31,
33]. When we consider a strongly nonlinear regime, light can experi-
ence a damping after the amplification, which means that the MI has
reached a nonlinear stage [34]. The nonlinear MI induces RWs emergence,
like Akhmediev breathers or Peregrine solitons, and if the damping
is followed again by linear amplification, the RWs occurrence becomes
recurrent [10, 35–37].

Equation (1.4) is called focusing NLSE, because it is derived by the
focusing Kerr effect, but studying its defocusing version is worthwhile as
well. It reads

ı∂tψ +
1
2

∂2
xψ− |ψ|2ψ = 0, (1.11)

and the main important types of nonlinear waves generated by Eq. (1.11)
are dark solitons [31] and DSWs [13, 38]. DSWs, RWs, SGs and other NLSE so-
lutions are very complex, nonlinear phenomena, and their description has
already required a great effort, albeit there is still much to be done. The
non-trivial nature of these undulatory events, their complicated modal
distribution and their heterogeneous intensity landscape, composed by
high peaks, flat plateau, fast oscillations, phase discontinuities, and so on
and so forth, lead us to define these nonlinear waves as extreme.

a novel perspective

We have just argued that extreme nonlinear waves are complex phe-
nomena. Can they be a new tool to analyze/interpret other fields of
complexity science? In a nutshell, again the same question: can nonlinear
waves do computation? This thesis does not answer this question defini-
tively but makes a special effort to draw the route to follow in order to
attain a positive response.

At first, almost every main class of optical nonlinear waves is analyzed,
and, in particular, the ones generated by propagation in Kerr or Kerr-like
media. DSWs are presented in Chapter 2, with specific reference to their
demonstrated intrinsically irreversible evolution in thermal media. In
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Chapter 3, we experimentally demonstrate a recent theory on nonlin-
ear MI and RW recurrent emergence made by P. G. Grinevich and P. M.
Santini [35, 36]. Chapter 4 is about the control, by topological tools, of
light propagation in the multimodal regime, that is, the box problem - an
initial waveform with an infinite number of modes- in a photorefractive
crystal.

Major complexity arises when one considers the quantum version of
the previously treated NLSE solutions. Quantization of NLSE is conveyed
in Chapter 5. In the process that leads to an exact - neither approximated,
nor given by perturbation theory - description of nonlinear waves at a
quantum regime, that is, at low photon number, the uncertainties due
to the Heisenberg principle are mapped into a stochastic white noise
through phase-space methods. The result is an equivalence between
the Quantum Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (QNLSE) and a system
of two coupled Stochastic Nonlinear Schrödinger Equations (SNLSEs).
The numerical simulations of the solution of such a stochastic PDEs

system let us study the quantum realization of the aforementioned optical
nonlinear waves. Chapter 6 reports the study of quantum solitons and
their quantum control along propagation. The quantum nonlinear box
problem is treated in Chapter 7.

Once we analyzed both classical and quantum nonlinear waves, we can
move to computation. Our attempt to draw the mentioned route is to de-
velop linear all-optical devices, able to solve paradigmatic computational
problems and to mimic Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. After a brief
introduction to computational complexity and the related classification
of decision problems, followed by an overview of the Ising Hamiltonian
models and the quantum annealing, in Chapter 8, the first all-optical
realization of an Ising machine is illustrated in its details in Chapter 9.
In Chapter 10, the class of ML algorithms are reviewed, and a specific
application of a supervised ML regression technique - implemented by
the use of TensorFlowTM (TF) routines - to the inverse problem for a
topological laser design is reported. Last but not least, in Chapter 11, we
establish the theoretical foundation of the random optical machine. We
prove that light transmission in a random medium generates an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) - as deep as the amount of system perturbations
- that performs reservoir computing. This represents one of the first
conceptual fulfilments of an all-optical computer, of which experimental
realization is designed in what follows, treating the application of the
random optical machine to the implementation of quantum gates.

Finally, Chapter 12 concludes the thesis, unveiling the way to a possible
all-optical nonlinear computer.





Part II

C O M P L E X I T Y I N C L A S S I C A L N O N L I N E A R
WAV E S

Outline of Part ii
This Part deals with complex classical nonlinear optical
waves.

• Chapter 2 is a general introduction to theory and
experiments on optical shock waves, with emphasis
on nonlocal media.

• Chapter 3 describes the onset of complex regimes
by nonlinear modulation instability. Fermi-Pasta-
Ulam-Tsingou recurrence is described as the leading
mechanism towards non-trivial nonlinear dynamics,
starting from a simple periodical wave. Theory and
experiments in photorefractive media are reported.

• Chapter 4 describes the fully developed complex
nonlinear regime starting from a box-shaped wave.
The roles of shock waves, rogue waves, and soliton
gases are outlined in a phase-diagram, which en-
ables the interpretation of new experiments about
the control of this highly nonlinear regime.
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Synopsis
Chapter 1 presents the role of nonlinear waves in de-
veloping the science of complexity, and also illustrates
what nonlinear waves are, their paradigmatic model in
optics, i.e., the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, and why
we are interested in them, from both fundamental and
applied perspectives.

In what follows, we present our most important results
on classical nonlinear waves in nonlinear optics: the
model of dispersive shock wave intrinsic irreversibility
by time asymmetric quantum mechanics, in the context
of the nonlocal Kerr nonlinearity, the optical realiza-
tion of Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou recurrence, and the
topological control of extreme waves, included the super-
vised transition from dispersive shock waves to rogue
waves, ending in a soliton gas.

We believe that this treatise is not only a fundamental
study for application of nonlinear waves to new com-
putational techniques, but can also be a further step
towards a complete description of dispersive nonlin-
ear phenomena, where inverse scattering transform,
Whitham modulation, hydrodynamic approximation
and time asymmetric quantum mechanics cooperate
in establishing one uniform theory of dispersive shock
waves, and towards the control of complex nonlinear
regimes through simple integer topological invariants.
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introduction

The intent of Part ii is to show our study on nonlinear waves in classical
coherent light propagation by the alternation of general introductions to
topics of broad interest in NLO, and of analysis in details of our original
results in the related area. We start illustrating DSWs in defocusing
nonlocal nonlinearity, which allows a simpler description than its local
counterpart.

DSWs are rapidly oscillating solutions of hyperbolic partial differential
equations that contrast the generation of multivalued regions through
the formation of undular bores [13, 39–49]. This class of phenomena
was investigated in several physical fields, initially in shallow water
waves [50] and ion-acoustic waves [51], then in oceanography [52], pulses
propagation in photonic fibers [53, 54], BEC [55–60], quantum liquids [61],
photorefractive media [62], plasma physics [63], viscous fluids [64], and
diffracting optical beams [16, 17, 43, 65–78].

In 1967 Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura developed a method to
solve the KdVE equation, called IST [79]. Among all the equations solvable
by IST, which allowed to find the mathematical formulation of exact
solutions of such nonlinear models, KdVE and the NLSE belong to the
case with dispersive regularization of the aforementioned multivalued
singularity. NLSE is a universal model that describes many phenomena,
in particular a third-order nonlinear phenomenon in optics: the Kerr
effect [80], a refractive index perturbation linearly scaling with the light
intensity. Kerr effect can be generalized to the nonlocal case when the
nonlinear response in a specific point depends on entire beam transverse
profile. This occurs, e.g., in thermal media [42, 49, 66, 71, 81–95]. In
these materials, light propagation is affected by a highly nonlocal Kerr
nonlinearity, ruled by nonlocal NLSE.

Unfortunately, IST is still of little use for the nonlocal NLSE and other
theoretical approaches must be conceived, despite some recent progress
in 2D media [96, 97]. For many years, Whitham modulation and hy-
drodynamic approximation have predominated in solving the nonlocal
NLSE [40, 66]. However, hydrodynamic approximation cannot describe
light propagating beyond the shock point, and two new techniques have
been developed, one coming from nuclear physics, the Time Asymmetric

15
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Quantum Mechanics (TAQM) [2, 13, 14, 98–107], which models the non-
linear wave intrinsically irreversible propagation as a superposition of
decaying resonances, and the wave turbulence theory [70, 74, 76, 108–111],
which uses a statistical interpretation of NLO.

This Chapter aims to summarize all the current theoretical models to
describe wave breaking of nonlocal NLSE solutions in diffracting optical
beam propagation, and to highlight some of the most recent experimental
observations of DSWs in spatial nonlinear photonics.

After an introductory section about the derivation of nonlocal NLSE in
Sec. 2.2, we report the main theoretical approaches and results related
to DSWs. Section 2.2.1 explains in details the difference between the
wave breaking due to local Kerr effect, which causes shock both in phase
and in intensity, and the one in nonlocal Kerr media, where the beam
intensity follows the phase singularity adiabatically [66]. The most recent
theoretical models of nonlinear wave propagation in highly nonlocal
nonlinear media are treated in Secs. 2.2.2, 2.2.3. Section 2.2.2 treats DSWs

generated by laser beams and gives an analytical description of their
intrinsic irreversibility, due to the complexity of the dynamics rather than
losses [13]. Section 2.2.3 applies this model to a novel kind of DSWs, which
simultaneously presents two diverse singularities: the annular collapse
singularity and the zero-singularity. Nonlocality has strong impact also
in random dispersive waves nonlinear interaction, where it produces
giant collective incoherent shock waves [74, 76, 110]. However, this thesis
is limited to the analysis of initially coherent beams propagation, but one
can refer to [8, 110] for further details.

The second part of the Chapter is a collection of experiments on DSW

generation in thermal media. Sec. 2.3 reports observations in Rhodamine
solutions [66]. Output beam intensity profiles in Sec. 2.3.1 are modeled
by TAQM both in two dimensional experiments, where decaying states
describe the longitudinal propagation [16, 17], and in the one dimensional
approximation, having the proof that TAQM is an excellent approach also
to analyze transverse intensity profiles beyond the shock point [75].
The interplay of nonlinearity and disorder is illustrated in Sec. 2.3.2.
There, observations in Rhodamine with silica spheres [69] and in silica
aerogel [72] exhibit the competition between randomness and nonlocal
Kerr effect. DSW generation processes in chemical [73] and biological
solutions [78] are illustrated in Sec. 2.3.3, while observations of anisotropic
DSWs in M-Cresol/Nylon are in Sec. 2.3.4.
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the nonlocal nonlinear schrödinger equation

From Maxwell’s equations, considering a region with zero charge, current
and magnetization, we obtain the following electric field wave equation

−∇2E +
1
c2 ∂2

t E = − 1
ε0c2 ∂2

t P, (2.1)

with E the electric field and P the medium polarization [38].
The relation between P and E depends on the material properties.

Including all the nonlinear terms, we have

P = ε0 ∑
n≥1

χ(n) · E⊗n = P(L) + P(NL) , (2.2)

where E⊗n is the vector Kronecker product, which maps a vector into an n-

order tensor:
[
E⊗n]

i1 ...1n
= Ei1 . . . Ein . In other terms, P(L)

j = ε0 ∑k χ
(1)
jk Ek

is the linear polarization j-th component, and the same for the nonlin-

ear polarization is P(NL)
j = ε0

[
∑k,l χ

(2)
jkl EkEl + ∑k,l,m χ

(3)
jklmEkEl Em + . . .

]
,

with 1 + χ(1) = n2
0 when χ(1) = χ(1)1 (in case of isotropic medium -

our assumption hereafter - 1 is the identity matrix), n0 the medium re-
fractive index, χ(2) and χ(3) tensors denoted as second and third order
susceptibility, respectively.

One must take into account the temporal delay between the instant
when the electric field reaches the medium and the medium response. For
this reason, this radiation-matter interaction is more properly represented
by the following non instantaneous superposition of linear and nonlinear
polarization [38]:

P(t) = ε0

( [
χ̃(1) ∗ E

]
(t) +

[
χ̃(2) ∗ E⊗2

]
(t) +

[
χ̃(3) ∗ E⊗3

]
(t) + . . .

)
,

(2.3)

where ∗ is the convolution product
[
χ̃(n) ∗ E⊗n

]
j
(t) =

∫ t
−∞ dt1· · ·

∫ t
−∞ dtn

∑i1 ,...,in
χ̃
(n)
ji1 ...in

(t− t1, . . . , t− tn)Ei1 (R, t1) . . . Ein (R, tn),
(2.4)

and

χ̃(n)(t1, . . . , tn) =
1

(2π)n

∫ +∞

−∞
dω1· · ·

∫ +∞

−∞
dωnχ(n)(ω1, . . . , ωn)eı ∑n

i=1 ωiti

(2.5)
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is the n-order susceptibility FT. If we have a third-order isotropic and
centrosymmetric material, the nonlinear polarization is

P(NL)(R, t) = ε0
∫ t
−∞ dt1

∫ t
−∞ dt2

∫ t
−∞ dt3

χ̃(3)(t− t1, t− t2, t− t3)E⊗3(R, t1, t2, t3)
(2.6)

and the related dielectric tensor changes as

εnew = ε + ε2〈E · E〉, (2.7)

where 〈E · E〉 = 1
2 |E|2 is the square of the electric field time average.

The final refractive index causes the Kerr effect [38], a phenomenon that
consists in a perturbation of the medium refractive index, proportional
to the field intensity:

n =

√
εnew

ε0
=

√
ε + ε2〈E · E〉

ε0
≈ n0 + n2 I, (2.8)

with I = |E|2 the field intensity and n2 the Kerr coefficient.
The nonlocal Kerr effect is a third-order phenomenon, but the radiation-

matter interaction depends on the whole intensity profile, as occurs in
thermal media. In these materials, when an optical beam propagates,
it locally heats the medium, and the resulting temperature gradient
generates a variation of the density distribution and a refractive index
perturbation [66, 88, 94]:

∆n =

(
∂n
∂T

)

0
∆T, (2.9)

with
(

∂n
∂T

)
0

the thermo-optic coefficient of the sample at the steady-state.

It turns out that the nonlinear response induced at a specific spatial point
is carried away to the surrounding region, and the size of this extended
region determines the range of nonlocality. The heat conduction in
optical thermal materials was termed “response with an infinite range of
nonlocality" [86] until 2007, when A. Minovich et al. [88] demonstrated
experimentally and proved theoretically that the nonlocal response of
thermal optical media can be accurately described by a localized well
function dependent only on the sample geometry, and not on the nature
of the material. This property allows us to express the temperature
variation, in a stationary limit, as governed by the following 3D heat
equation [66, 81, 86–88, 94, 112, 113] with constant boundary conditions
(at room temperature):

(
∂2

X + ∂2
Y + ∂2

Z

)
∆T(R) = −γ|E(R)|2, (2.10)
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where γ = (Llossρ0cPDT)
−1, Lloss is the loss characteristic length, ρ0 is

the material density, cP is the specific heat at constant pressure, DT is
the thermal diffusivity and R = (X, Y, Z) = (R⊥ , Z). The solution can
be written as

∆T(R) =
∫ ∫ ∫

dZ′dR⊥
′G(R⊥ − R⊥

′ , Z− Z′)|E(R⊥
′ , Z′)|2, (2.11)

with G(R⊥) a Green function that depends only on the sample geometry
and the boundary conditions, and expresses the nonlocality of the nonlin-
ear effect. In principle, one can remove the Z-dependence by integrating
along the longitudinal medium length Z0 [88], but we are interested in
the Green function itself, and the longitudinal behavior of G becomes
as complicated as Z0 becomes comparable to Lloss, getting smaller and
strongly asymmetric near the boundaries [94]. Physically, the reason
why this happens is due to the choice of heat equation to describe the
nonlinear radiation-matter interaction: it works only in a neighborhood
of the sample midpoint Ẑ = Z0/2, not in proximity of the borders. Math-
ematically, this is deciphered in a longitudinal parabolic approximation

with characteristic width Lnloc =

√
|n2|

γ| ∂n
∂T |0

∝
√

Lloss:

∆T(R) =

[
1− (Z− Ẑ)2

2Lnloc

]
∆T⊥(R⊥). (2.12)

From Eqs. (2.10,2.12) we obtain the 2D heat equation
(

∂2
X + ∂2

Y

)
∆T⊥(R⊥)− L−2

nloc∆T⊥(R⊥) = −γI⊥(R⊥), (2.13)

with I⊥(R⊥) = 1
Z0

∫
dZ|E(R⊥ , Z)|2. Eq. (2.11) now reads

∆T⊥(R⊥) =
∫ ∫

dR⊥
′G⊥(R⊥ − R⊥

′)I⊥(R⊥
′). (2.14)

In low absorption regime (Z0 << Lloss) ∆T(R) ∼ ∆T⊥(R⊥) and ∂Z I(R) ∼
0 (intensity longitudinal changes are negligible as for solitary wave pack-
ets), therefore we attain n[I](R) = n0 + ∆n[I](R⊥), with the refractive
index nonlocal perturbation

∆n[I](R⊥) = n2

∫ ∫
dR⊥

′K(R⊥ − R⊥
′)I(R⊥

′), (2.15)

and n2K(R⊥) =
(

∂n
∂T

)
0
G⊥(R⊥).

By a comparison between the nonlocality length Lnloc and the beam
waist diameter W0, we can analyze two different limits: the standard
Kerr effect in Eq. (2.8) when Lnloc � W0 (local approximation), i.e.,
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K(R⊥ − R⊥′) ∼ δ(R⊥ − R⊥′), and the opposite case Lnloc �W0, that is,
the highly nonlocal approximation, where K ∗ I(R) ∼ K(R⊥)P(Z), with
P(Z) =

∫
dR⊥ I(R) the power.

For a monocromatic field E(R, τ) = Ê0<
[
A(R)e−ıωτ

]
in a third-order

thermal medium, in paraxial and slowly varying envelope approxima-
tions, introducing the delayed time τ = t− n0

c Z and adding a linear loss
of characteristic length Lloss, from Eq. (2.1) we find that the propagation
along Z is ruled by the nonlocal NLSE [66]:

2ık∂Z A +
(

∂2
X + ∂2

Y

)
A + 2k2 ∆n[|A|2]

n0
A = −ı

k
Lloss

A, (2.16)

with k = 2πn0
λ = ωn0

c the wavenumber.

Spatial Dispersive Shock Waves in Nonlocal Kerr Nonlinearity

Spatial DSWs are rapidly oscillating waves which regularize an abrupt dis-
continuity in phase through diffraction, that is, through the formation of
intensity undular bores on the beam borders. Scientific community paid
close attention to the theoretical description [39, 40, 59] and experimental
demonstration [51, 53, 55–58, 63, 64, 66, 67, 70] of optical DSWs. Here we
summarize results on the defocusing DSWs in nonlocal media [66]. In
such materials, the IST cannot describe the solutions, and we need other
methods.

In next sections, we detail a specific methodology for DSWs in nonlocal
media: the TAQM [13, 14, 98–107]. Such a theory also proves that DSWs

are intrinsically irreversible.
Starting from Eq. (2.16), through the scaling x = X

W0
, y = Y

W0
, z = Z

L ,

ψ(x, y, z) = A(X,Y,Z)√
I0

, with I0 the intensity peak, L =
√

Lnl Ld, Lnl =
n0

k|n2|I0

the nonlinear length scale associated to a local Kerr effect, Ld = kW2
0 the

diffraction length, one obtains the normalized nonlocal NLSE

ıε∂zψ +
ε2

2

(
∂2

x + ∂2
y

)
ψ + χθψ = −ı

α

2
εψ, (2.17)

with ε = Lnl
L =

√
Lnl
Ld

a small quantity in strongly nonlinear (or weakly

diffracting) regime, as the one we are considering, χ = n2
|n2| , θ =

∣∣∣ k∆nLnl
n0

∣∣∣,
α = L

Lloss
. From Eq. (2.13)

−σ2
(

∂2
x + ∂2

y

)
θ + θ = |ψ|2, (2.18)

where σ = Lnloc
W0

is the nonlocality degree, which expresses the nature
of the Kerr effect through the limits we have previously discussed: if
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σ � 1 we are considering the local limit θ ∼ |ψ|2, instead, if σ �
1, by highly nonlocal approximation θ ∼ κ(x, y)p(z), with p(z) =∫

dxdy |ψ(x, y, z)|2 = P(Z)
W2

0 I0
.

The fundamental laser mode (Gaussian TEM00) is described by an ax-
isymmetric Gaussian input ψ0(r) = exp(−r2), with r =

√
x2 + y2, which

evolves in the WKB approximation [114] as ψ(r, z) =
√

ρ(r, z) exp
[
ı φ(r,z)

ε

]
.

For D = 2 the transverse dimensionality and u = ∂rφ the phase chirp,
from Eqs. (2.17, 2.18) one obtains

∂zρ +
[

D−1
r ρu + ∂r(ρu)

]
= −αρ,

∂zu + u∂ru− χ∂rθ = 0,

−σ2
[
∂2

r θ + D−1
r ∂rθ)

]
+ θ = ρ.

(2.19)

Figure 2.1 reports phase chirp and field amplitude for D = 1, so for
∂y ∼ 0 and r → x, in a defocusing medium (χ = −1) without losses
(α = 0). The local case (σ = 0) is illustrated in Figs. 2.1a,c and follows
from system (2.19):

∂zρ + ∂x(ρu) = 0, ∂zu + u∂xu = −∂xρ. (2.20)

Eqs. (2.20) are equivalent to Euler and continuity equations, respectively,
for a fluid of speed u, mass density ρ and pressure proportional to ρ2. In
the reported dynamics, the diffraction, initially of order ε2, starts to play
a relevant role in proximity of the wave breaking. In fact, it regularizes
such a discontinuity by rapid oscillations of wavelength ∼ ε, which
appear simultaneously in phase chirp u and intensity ρ. For large values
of σ, the normalized refractive index variation, here expressed by θ(x),
is wider than the Gaussian input. As shown in Figs. 2.1b,d the shock
oscillations are essentially driven by the phase chirp u, while the intensity
ρ adiabatically follows. Major details are given in [66].

An in-depth description of the difference between DSWs in local and
nonlocal Kerr media is also provided by turbulence theory, in particular
by the Vlasov formalism [8, 110]. Indeed, the analysis made for random
optical waves is also relevant to the coherent problem considered here,
since the reduced hydrodynamic equations derived from the Vlasov
model [[74], Eqs. (3,4)] coincide with Eq. (2.19). Following this approach,
DSWs in thermal nonlinearity were interpreted for the first time as an
annular collapse singularity in [74]. By looking at the M-shaped field
amplitude in Fig. 2.1d (and, in the following, at the intensity profiles
in Fig. 2.4a, Fig. 2.8, Figs. 2.9D,E, and Figs. 2.11a,b), and comparing
this to the fast oscillations in Fig. 2.1c [or Fig. 2 in [67]], the feature
of the collapse singularity in nonlocality appears evident. Indeed, the
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corresponding hydrodynamic model in the limit of a local nonlinearity
[Eq. (2.20)] recalls the shallow water equations, which exhibit a pure
shock without collapse.

Figure 2.1: Phase chirp u(x) (a,b), and amplitude
√

ρ(x, z) (c,d) for transverse
dimensionality D = 1 and different values of z, as indicated. (a,c)
are obtained by Eqs. (2.20) with ε = 10−3. (b,d) are simulations of
the result of the system (2.19) with D = 1, α = 0, χ = −1, σ2 = 5.
Reprinted from [66].

High Nonlocality and Time Asymmetric Quantum Mechanics

Let us consider the nonlocal NLSE in Eq. (2.16) with a medium response
function K(X, Y) = exp [−(|X|+ |Y|)/Lnloc] /(2Lnloc)

2. Being K separa-
ble, i.e., K(X, Y) = K̃(X)K̃(Y), through the approximation ∂Y ∼ 0 (as in
the previous section) we can consider only one transverse dimension,
since analyzing propagation along Y is no more interesting for our pur-
poses. We rewrite Eq. (2.16) in terms of 1 + 1 dimensionless variables by
using the same scaling of Eq. (2.17) and choosing I0 such that Lnl = Ld:

ı∂zψ +
1
2

∂2
xψ− κ ∗ |ψ|2ψ = −ı

α

2
ψ. (2.21)

with κ(x) = W0K̃(xW0) = exp (−|x|/σ) /(2σ).
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We take into account a medium where the nonlocality length is much
larger than the beam waist diameter. By highly nonlocal approximation
we have [90, 115]

κ ∗ |ψ|2 ∼ κ(x)p(z), (2.22)

where κ is a function no more depending on |ψ|2. In a system without
loss, that is, α = 0, the normalized power p is conserved and the NLSE

is mapped into a linear Schrödinger equation ı∂zψ = Ĥψ, with the
Hamiltonian Ĥ = 1

2 p̂2 + pκ(x) ( p̂ = −ı∂x). When we express the even

function κ as its second order expansion, that is, κ(x) = κ2
0 −

κ2
2

2 x2,
where κ2

0 = 1
2σ and κ2

2 = 1√
πσ2 , we obtain the Reversed Harmonic

Oscillator (RHO) Hamiltonian [14, 103, 105]:

Ĥ = pκ2
0 + ĤRHO , ĤRHO =

p̂2

2
− γ2 x̂2

2
, γ2 = pκ2

2 . (2.23)

If ψ = exp
(
−ıκ2

0 pz
)

φ, then ı∂zφ = ĤRHOφ.
Figure 2.2 sketches the relation between the harmonic and the reversed

oscillators. For a Harmonic Oscillator (HO), the spectrum is discrete
and the corresponding eingenstates form a orthonormal basis (both a
orthogonality and a completeness relations hold):

ĤHO =
p̂2

2 + ω2

2 x̂2

ĤHOψ(x) = Eψ(x), En = ω
(

n + 1
2

)
,

ψn(x) = 4
√

ω
π

1√
2nn!

Hn
(√

ωx
)

,

(2.24)

with Hn(x) = (−1)nx2 dn

dxn e−x2
the Hermite polynomials. On the other

hand, RHOs has complete continuous spectrum, but one derives a gen-
eralized discrete spectrum from HO spectrum by a complex analytic
prolongation in the Rigged Hilbert Space (RHS) [14, 102, 116] through
the transformation ω → ıγ, x̂ → e−ı π

4 x̂, p̂ → eı π
4 p̂ [14, 105]. The new

stationary Schrödinger equation is ĤRHOf
±(x) = ı Γ

2 f
±(x), solved by the

spectrum Γn
2 = γ

(
n + 1

2

)
and the non normalizable eigenfunctions

f±n (x) =
4
√±iγ√
2nn!
√

π
Hn(

√
±iγx) exp(∓i

γ

2
x2), (2.25)

namely, the RHOs Gamow Vectors (GVs) [117, 118].
We can express every wavefunction as a truncated superposition of GVs

added to a background function, which dispersively oscillates at infinite
as a polynomials [14]:

φ(x) = φG
N(x) + φBG

N (x) (2.26)
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Figure 2.2: Pictorial representation of an energy landscape. When the system is in
proximity of a local maximum it obeys the RHOs Hamiltonian, in figure
ĤRO. In proximity of the minimum the system obeys the Hamiltonian
of a HO, in figure ĤHO. The two Hamiltonians are explicitly written
in the two the corresponding text boxes, with the related dynamical
systems and the discrete eingenvalues. Insets show the transverse
profiles of the respective eigenfunctions, bounded on right hand side
for the HO, unbounded on the left hand side for the RHOs.

with

φG
N(x) =

N

∑
n=0

f−n (x)〈f+n |φ(x, 0)〉. (2.27)

Figure 2.3 shows the GV square norms (Fig. 2.3a) and phase chirps
(Fig. 2.3b). The evolution of the normalized field ψ presents a Gamow
part resulting as a superposition of exponential decays with quantized
decay rates [14]:

ψG
n (x, z) =

N

∑
n=0
〈f+n |ψ(x, 0)〉f−n (x)e−iκ2

0 pze−
Γn
2 z. (2.28)

Eq. (2.28) proves an intrinsical irreversibility of DSWs, where a backward
propagation beyond the shock point is no physically possible because of
the exponentially decaying evolution. This explains why the quantum
representation of wave propagation theory in a RHS is called TAQM (here
time is replaced by z). More details can be found in A.1 and in [14].

In the probabilistic interpretation of TAQM [17], the projection of
Eq. (2.28) over

√
Γnf

+
n gives the probability pn(z) of finding the system

in a decaying GV

pn(z) = Γn|〈f+n |ψ(x, 0)〉|2e−Γnz , (2.29)
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Figure 2.3: (a) ||f−n (x)||2 in Eq. (2.25) for increasing even order n; (b) corresponding
phase chirps ∂xArg [f−n (x)]; (c) weights pn(0) [Eq. (2.29)] of the GV
expansion of a Gaussian wave packet.

which gives the z−dependent weight of the n-order GV. Initial weights
pn(0) are reported in Fig. 2.3c as functions of γ2. Since a Gaussian
beam ψ(x, 0) = ϕ(x) = exp(−x2/2)/ 4

√
π is an even input, all the odd

terms in Eq. (2.28) vanish due the x−parity. Figure 2.4a shows the
numerical solution of Eq. (2.21). Yellow lines give the transverse intensity
profile. We see that these are modeled by a superposition of exponential
decays, where the plateau is given by the groundstate GV, and the peaks
are given by higher order GVs. Simulations of weights pn(z) are in
Figs. 2.4b,c. While dotted profiles are numerical results from Eq. (2.29),
continuous lines result from the general projection definition pn(z) =
Γn|〈f+n |ψ(x, z)〉|2, with ψ(x, z) numerical solution of Eq. (2.21).

Anisotropic Dispersive Shock Waves in The Rigged Hilbert Space

Fixing z as the longitudinal and x, y as the transverse directions, we
consider an initial beam which is even in the y direction, and odd along x.
This initial condition causes a new phenomenon: the shock does develop
an annular collapse, but around the zero-singularity it presents an abrupt
intensity discontinuity. We theoretically analyze this anisotropic wave
breaking. We model the beam propagation beyond the shock point
by TAQM and uncover the mechanism of how such an abrupt intensity
discontinuity is generated. We numerically simulate these results and find
remarkable agreement with experiments and theoretical predictions [2].

By defining I = |A|2 the intensity, PMKS(Z) =
∫ ∫

dR⊥ I(R) the power
(MKS refers to the international system of units SI), Ld = kW2

0 the
diffraction length, and α = Ld

Lloss
∼ 0 (then ∂ZPMKS ∼ 0) [119], and the

response function

K(X, Y) = K̃(X)K̃(Y), K̃(X) =
e−

|X|
Lnloc

2Lnloc
, (2.30)
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Figure 2.4: (a) Numerical solution of Eq. (2.21) with p = 104 and σ2 = 10; (b) pro-
jection on GVs for increasing order n for α = 0.3 and γ = 8; continuous
lines are from Eq. (2.21), dots are from Eq. (2.29); (c) as in panel (b) for
γ = 24.

we rescale Eq. (2.16) through the dimensionless variables x = X/W0,
y = Y/W0 and z = Z/Ld, and obtain

ı∂zψ +
1
2
∇2

r⊥ψ + χPK0 ∗ |ψ|2ψ = 0, (2.31)

where r = (r⊥ , z) = (x, y, z),∇2
r⊥ = ∂2

x + ∂2
y, ψ(r) = W0√

PMKS
A(R), χ = n2

|n2|
and P = PMKS

PREF
with PREF = λ2

4π2n0|n2| (REF stands for reference power).
The asterisk ∗ in Eq. (2.31) stands for the convolution product, while

K0(x, y) = K̃0(x)K̃0(y) with K̃0(x) = W0K̃(X) = e−
|x|
σ

2σ and σ = Lnloc
W0

the
nonlocality degree.

In highly nonlocal approximation (σ >> 1), once fixed the initial
conditions, |ψ|2 mimics a delta function (or a narrow superposition
of delta functions), and the nonlocal potential looses its I-dependence,
becoming a simple function of the transverse coordinates [90, 115]:

K0 ∗ |ψ|2 ' κ(r⊥) ' κ(0) + (∂xκ|r⊥=0) x +
(
∂yκ|r⊥=0

)
y+

+ 1
2
(
∂2

xκ|r⊥=0
)

x2 +
(
∂x∂yκ|r⊥=0

)
xy + 1

2

(
∂2

yκ|r⊥=0

)
y2,

(2.32)
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after a Taylor second-order expansion. This approximation maps the
NLSE (2.31) into a linear Schrödinger equation ı∂zψ(r) = Ĥ(p⊥ , r⊥)ψ(r),
with Ĥ(p⊥ , r⊥) = 1

2 p̂⊥2 + V̂(r⊥) the Hamiltonian, p̂⊥ = ( p̂x , p̂y) =
(−ı∂x ,−ı∂y) the transverse momentum and V̂(r⊥) = −χPκ(r⊥)1 the
multiplicative potential (1 is the identity operator). Let us consider the
initial condition

ψISO(r⊥) = ψ2(x)ψ2(y), ψ2(x) =
1

4
√

π
e−

x2
2 . (2.33)

The shape of κ(r⊥) depends on ψISO(r⊥). Indeed, since ψISO is an even,
separable function, all the first derivatives in Eq. (2.33) vanish and it
results to be κ(r⊥) = κ2

0 − 1
2 κ2

2 |r⊥|2, where κ2
0 = 1

4σ2 and κ2
2 = 1

2
√

πσ3 .
In the defocusing case (n2 < 0), the transversal profile of the solu-

tion of Eq. (2.31) with initial condition (2.33) is shown in Fig. 2.5(a).
Fig. 2.5(b) exhibits the central part of the symmetric response func-
tion K0(x, y), while the longitudinal profile on x, z (same of y, z) is
reported in Fig. 2.5(c). The corresponding Hamiltonian reads Ĥ =
Pκ2

0 + ĤRHO(px , x) + ĤRHO(py , y), where

ĤRHO(px , x) =
1
2

p̂x
2 − γ2

2
x̂2 (2.34)

is the one-dimensional RHOs Hamiltonian of frequency γ =
√

Pκ2. Once
moved to φ(r) = eıPκ2

0 ψ(r), our Schrödinger equation becomes ı∂zφ(r) =[
ĤRHO(px , x) + ĤRHO(py , y)

]
φ(r), which is completely separable. In

bra-ket notation

ı d
dz |φ(z)〉 = ĤISO(p⊥ , r⊥)|φ(z)〉,

ĤISO(p⊥ , r⊥) = ĤRHO(px , x)⊗ 1y + 1x ⊗ ĤRHO(py , y),

|φ(z)〉 = |φ2(z)〉x ⊗ |φ2(z)〉y ,

(2.35)

with ⊗ the tensorial product, no more explicitly written hereafter. The
solution of Eq. (2.35) lives in a tensorial product between two one-
dimensional RHSs. Indeed, if we consider the evolution operator Û(z) =
e−ıĤz such that |φ(z)〉 = Û(z)|φ(0)〉, for Eq. (2.35)
|φ(z)〉 = e−ıĤRHOz|ψ2〉xe−ıĤRHOz|ψ2〉y. The representation of |φ2(z)〉x,y =

e−ıĤRHOz|ψ2〉x,y in terms of GVs was already given in Eqs. (2.26-2.28). It is
|φ2(z)〉x,y = |φG

N(z)〉+ |φBG
N (z)〉, with

|φG
N(z)〉 =

N

∑
n=0

e−
γ
2 (2n+1)z|f−n 〉〈f+n |ψ2〉 (2.36)
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Figure 2.5: Solution of the defocusing NLSE (2.31) with initial condition (2.33), for
P = 4× 106 and σ = 120, in arbitrary units: (a) shows the intensity
transverse profile at z = 0, (b) exhibits the symmetric response function
derived from Eq. (2.33), and (c) reports the intensity longitudinal
outline, here on the plane (x, z), equal to one on the plane (y, z).

the decaying superposition of Gamow states |f−n 〉, corresponding to the
energy levels ERHO

n = ı γ
2 (2n + 1), and |φBG

N (z)〉 the background function,
both belonging to the same one-dimensional RHS.

We model the initial asymmetric beam-shape as follows:

ψANI(r⊥) = ψ1(x)ψ2(y), ψ1(x) = −
√

2
4
√

π
xe−

x2
2 , (2.37)

ψ2(y) = 1
4√π

e−
y2

2 as in Eq. (2.33). In this case, Eq. (2.32) is reduced to

κ(r⊥) = κ2
0 +

1
2 κ2

1x2 − 1
2 κ2

2y2, with κ2
0 = 1

4σ2 , κ2
1 = 1

4σ4 and κ2
2 = 1

2
√

πσ3 .
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Figure 2.6: Solution of the defocusing NLSE (2.31) with initial condition (2.37), for
P = 4× 106 and σ = 120, in arbitrary units: (a) shows the intensity
transverse profile at z = 0, (b) exhibits the asymmetric response func-
tion derived from Eq. (2.33), and (c) reports the intensity longitudinal
outline on the plane (x, z), with the zero-singularity.

The anisotropy appears evident: not only the initial condition presents
a zero-singularity, but also the response function has two different behav-
iors along x, y directions. Numerical simulations are illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
Fig. 2.6(a) shows the anisotropic DSWs [2], solution of the NLSE (2.31)
with initial condition (2.33). Fig. 2.6(b) gives numerical proof of the
response function anisotropy: the (x, y)-plane origin corresponds to a
saddle point, with a locally increasing profile along x > 0, y < 0 and
a locally decreasing outline along x < 0, y > 0. Fig. 2.6(c) reports the
intensity zero-singularity in a neighborhood of x = 0 in propagation.
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The presence of the saddle point in the response function has direct con-
sequences through highly nonlocal approximation in mapping the NLSE

in the quantum-like linear Schrödinger equation. From the expression of
κ(r⊥) above, for φ(r) = eıPκ2

0 ψ(r) we obtain

ı d
dz |φ(z)〉 = ĤANI(p⊥ , r⊥)|φ(z)〉,

ĤANI(p⊥ , r⊥) = ĤHO(px , x)1y + 1x ĤRHO(py , y),

|φ(z)〉 = |φ1(z)〉x|φ2(z)〉y ,

(2.38)

where ĤHO(px , x) = 1
2 p̂x

2 + ω2

2 x̂2 is the one-dimensional HO Hamil-
tonian with ω =

√
Pκ1, and ĤRHO is the 1D-RHOs Hamiltonian in

Eq. (2.34). The solution of Eq. (2.38) is the tensorial product of |φ1(z)〉x =

∑+∞
n=0 eı ω

2 (2n+1)z|ΨHO
n 〉〈ΨHO

n |ψ1〉, where |ΨHO
n 〉 are ĤHO-eigenstates cor-

responding to the energy levels EHO
n = ω

2 (2n + 1) [14], and |φ2(z)〉y =
|φG

N(z)〉+ |φBG
N (z)〉, explicitly written in Eq. (2.36).

Evidence of the presence of GVs is given in Fig. 2.7. By defining
Γn = γ(2n + 1), we look for the first two quantized decay rates Γ0,2 (the
even Gaussian initial function lets achieve only even energy levels) in
the longitudinal propagation in y-direction. Indeed, if one computes the

intensity of the y-part, one finds 〈φ2(z)|φ2(z)〉y
N>>0' 〈φG

N(z)|φG
N(z)〉 =

∑N
n=0 e−Γnz

∣∣〈f+n |φ2〉
∣∣2. Fig. 2.7(a) shows the theoretical section of the

nonlinear sample where we seek decaying states. We fix x = 2.29, a little
distant from the shock-gap, and report the corresponding intensity in y, z
plane. The pink line is equivalent to x = y = 2.29. Fig. 2.7(b) exhibits
|φ(x = 2.29, y = 2.29, z)|2, exponentially decaying. Two exponential fits
demonstrate the GV occurrence: the fundamental Gamow state represents
the plateau with decay rate Γ0 = 1.51, whereas the first excited one
interpolates the peak, with decay rate Γ0 = 1.51. We stress that the rule
Γ2
Γ0

= 5 is respected.
This treatise demonstrates that the interplay of a trapping (HO) and

an antitrapping (RHO) potential generates a novel kind of DSWs, with the
contemporary presence of annular collapse singularities and a shock-
gap enclosed by very intense light barriers. The outcoming dynamics is
modeled through an advanced theoretical description in RHSs, by means
of TAQM, proving its intrinsic irreversibility.

experimental observations in thermal media

Shock waves described by Eq. (2.16) have been originally shown in an
experiment from [66]. The sample is a cell of length 1mm filled with an
aqueous solution of Rhodamine B (RhB), with a concentration of 0.6mM.
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Figure 2.7: GVs signature. From Fig. 2.6, in the same conditions, (a) is the y, z
profile at fixed x = 2.29. Intensity along the pink line, i.e., |φ(x =
2.29, y = 2.29, z)|2, is in (b), with the decaying part fitted with two
exponential function: the fundamental GV, with decay rate Γ0, and the
first excited GV, with decay rate Γ2.

Measurements of beam intensity profiles at different initial powers - the
characteristic shock internal collapse is evident for the three highest
power values - are in Fig. 2.8. A Gaussian CW-laser beam of intensity
waist diameter W0 = 20µm, at wavelength λ = 532nm, propagates
in a material with linear refractive index n0 = 1.3, defocusing Kerr
coefficient n2 = −7× 10−7cm2W−1, loss length L−1

loss = 62cm−1. For
water DT = 1.5× 10−7m2s−1, ρ0 = 103kg m−3, cp = 4× 103J kg−1K−1,∣∣∣ ∂n

∂T

∣∣∣
0
= 10−4K−1. The degree of nonlocality is estimated as σ = 0.3.
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Figure 2.8: Experimental transverse intensity profiles of an initial Gaussian beam
propagating in a thermal medium. Measurements are performed for
varying input power P = πW2

0 I0. Insets show the 2D output patterns.
Reprinted from [66].

The beam exhibits, beyond the shock point, the formation of undular
bores moving outward with increasing power. The next subsections
report different experiments exhibiting DSWs in nonlocal samples.

Rhodamine and Time Asymmetric Quantum Mechanics Interpretation

In this section we report two experiments in order to validate the presence
of GVs in DSWs: a 2D propagation pattern to observe GVs decay rates
Γn [16], and a 1D experiment to show that GVs describe also the M-shaped
profile in the far field of a DSW in highly nonlocal approximation [75],
in [74] identified for the first time as collapse singularity. These are
validations of TAQM in describing DSW propagation.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2.9A. Samples are prepared
by dispersing 0.1mM of RhB in water. The solution is placed in a cuvette
1mm thick in the propagation direction. The measured defocusing Kerr
coefficient is |n2| = 2× 10−12m2W−1 and the absorption length is Lloss '
1.6mm at the laser beam wavelength 532nm [69]. The CW-laser beam is
focused through a lens into a sample. Light is collected by a spherical
lens and a Charged Coupled Device (CCD) camera. A microscope is
placed above the sample in order to capture top-view images of the laser
beam along the propagation direction Z. The difference between the
two experimental apparatus is the choice of the first lens (L1). In the
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2D experiment [16], L1 is spherical with focal length 10cm, and a focus
spot size of 10µm. The setup was placed having the beam propagating
vertically through the sample, reducing thermal convection in the water.
In the 1D experiment [75], it was used a cylindrical lens as L1, with focal
length f = 20cm in order to mimic a nearly one-dimensional propagation.
Being Z the propagation direction, the lens focuses the beam in the X
direction. The input spot dimension is 1.0mm in the Y direction and 35µm
in the X direction. These geometrical features make the one-dimensional
approximation valid and allow us to compare experimental results with
the theoretical one-dimensional model. The diffraction length in the X
direction is Ld = 3.0mm. This time, the setup was placed horizontally.

Figures 2.9B,C report the observed laser beam propagation top-view,
detected by a microscope through RhB fluorescence, and the numerical
calculation from the NLSE, respectively. The beam displays the character-
istic strongly defocusing and the M-shaped behavior, also evident in the
transverse sections of the intensity in Figs. 2.9D,E. These are signatures
of DSWs in nonlinear media at high power.

Decay rates in Fig. 2.10 are detected by slicing the intensity profile
I(X, Z) at X ' 0.1mm (yellow line in Fig. 2.9B) and fitting the intensity
versus Z with two exponential functions. Different power levels exhibit
very different dynamics. The presence of double exponential decays, that
is, the superposition of the first two GVs, is more evident at high power.
It was observed and calculated that double-exponential decay dynamics
obey the quantized spectrum scaling Γ2/Γ0 = 5 at all investigated power
levels, as shown in Fig. 2.10D. This demonstrates that we excited the
fundamental state f−0 and the first excited state f−2 [16]. Odd states are
not excited, as expected from Gaussian TEM00 x−parity. Each of the two
rates has a square root dependence on P, signature of the underlying
nonlinearity. This power dependence distinguishes RHOs dynamics from
linear loss, due to absorption and scattering.

The RHOs eigenstates are quasi-eigenstates of the FT operator, which in
optics represents the far field. Let us consider the RHOs Hamiltonian in
the momentum basis (p̂→ p and x̂ → ı∂p)

ĤRHO(p, ı∂p) =
p2

2
+

1
2

γ2∂2
p = −ĤRHO(−ı∂x , x). (2.39)

Pure GVs are infeasible to describe a physical experiment, because one
cannot neglect that GVs have an infinite support, i.e., the x-region where
the eigenfunction is not null, is not finite. In order to account for the
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Figure 2.9: A Experimental setup. We collected the transmitted and fluorescence
images of the laser beam propagating in RhB samples [16, 75]. Two
types of launching lenses L1 were used: a cylindrical and a spherical,
for the 1D and 2D experiments, respectively. The top fluorescence
image of the propagating beam was collected by a microscope placed
above the RhB samples. The second lens is spherical and was used to
collect the transverse output profile. B,C Top-view intensity distribu-
tion as obtained from 2D experiment B and numerical simulations C.
Respectively experimental D and numerical E sections of the images B
and C taken at z = 0.2 (red), 0.6 (green) and 0.9mm (blue).

Figure 2.10: A Observed intensity decay at different laser powers, obtained by
slicing along X ' 0.1mm the top-view intensity distribution the
propagation direction (see the yellow line in Fig. 2.9B). B Numerically
calculated decays in the conditions of panel A. C Peak region of the
experimental curve at P = 450mW. The superposition of the first two
exponential decays unveils the presence of two GVs, the fundamental
state, n = 0 (slowly decaying) and the first excited state, n = 2 (fastly
decaying). D Decay rates vs P for the fundamental state, Γ0 (filled
circles) and the excited state, Γ2, (triangles).
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spatial confinement of the experiment, the windowed GVs were intro-
duced [75]:

φW
G (x) =

N

∑
n=0

√
Γnf
−
n 〈f+n |ψ(x, 0)〉rectW(x), (2.40)

where

rectW(x) =

{
0 for|x| ≥W

1 for|x| < W
, (2.41)

with W is the finite size of the physical system. During the evolution, the
Gamow ground state has the lowest decay rate, i.e., γ/2. This allows us
to consider, in the long term evolution, only the fundamental GV, and so
only the FT F of the fundamental state of Eq. (2.40):

ψ̃(kx) = F
[
f−,W
0 (x)

]
=

=

(
1
4 + ı

4

)
e−

ıkx2
2γ (−ıγπ)1/4

W ×
{
−Erf

[
( 1

2− ı
2 )(kx−Wγ)√

γ

]
+ Erf

[
( 1

2− ı
2 )(kx+Wγ)√

γ

]}
.

(2.42)

Eq. (2.42) provides an analytical expression of the far field, which is
compared below with the experiments. Indeed, Eq. (2.42) allows us to
predict in closed form the typical M-shaped shock profile: it describes the
internal undular bores and the correct scaling of the undulation period
with respect to the power, i.e. the period T is predicted to scale with the
square root of γ, and hence with the forth square root of the beam input
power.

Figure 2.11 reports experimental results in RhB, through the previously
described setup, and the comparison with the numerical results. Images
of the beam in the far field (corresponding to the square modulus of
the spatial intensity FT) for different input powers were collected and
shown in Figs. 2.11a,b. For low power (not reported) the elliptical beam
profile remains Gaussian along propagation. A different phenomenon
occurs while increasing the power: the beam transverse section along X
broadens and develops intensity peaks on its lateral edges. Essentially,
it becomes M-shaped. These results are in remarkable agreement with
Eq. (2.42), as shown in Figs. 2.11c,d.

Different positions in the Y direction correspond to different power
levels. Any power level furnishes a different value of γ, being γ =√

p√
πσ2 . The Gaussian beam profile in the Y direction, that is, p ∝

exp(−y2), provides the link between Y, P and γ. This implies that,
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observing a CCD image, intensity profiles at different Y correspond to
different powers. Therefore, the expected exponential trend with respect
to the power can be extracted from a single picture by looking at different
Y positions. Figure 2.11e exhibits a fitting with two exponential decays
in an intensity profile versus power. The extracted ratio of the related
two decay rates is 5 and hence in agreement with the expected quantized
theoretical values described in Sec. 2.2.2.

Undular bores of DSWs were analyzed and exhibited in Fig. 2.11f, while
the field intensity undulation period T versus P is shown in Fig. 2.11g. In
order to demonstrate univocally that T ∝ 4

√
P, inset in Fig. 2.11g reports

the period T as function of 4
√

P. The resulting linear behavior confirms
the theoretical results.

Nonlinearity and Disorder in Thermal Media

Thermal media have been investigated also in their interplay with dis-
order. Theoretical studies demonstrated that, even if solitons are stable
under a certain amount of randomness, the latter competes with nonlin-
earity, while nonlocality filters disorder-induced scattering effects and
soliton random walk can be efficiently suppressed in highly nonlocal
media [89, 91, 120]. DSWs are nonlinear coherent oscillations, and the
phenomenon of light scattering affects their formation in significant
way [69].

In this section we report experiments in two different optical systems
that combines third-order nonlinearity (high-power laser beams) with
nonlocality (thermal material response) and disorder (scattering par-
ticles). The first thermal medium is a dispersion of silica spheres of
1µm diameter in 0.1mM aqueous solution of RhB. The second one is
a 1mm×1mm×8.5mm parallelepiped of silica aerogel. Despite obser-
vations of DSWs in disordered thermal media, a theoretical model that
comprehends both nonlinearity, nonlocality and disorder has been devel-
oped only for solitons [89]. The existing theoretical model for DSWs is
summarized below and neglects the nonlocality contribution. It approx-
imates thermal nonlinearity to a local Kerr effect, and adds a random
potential [69].

We start from Eq. (2.16) with ∆n[|A|2] = n2|A|2 + ∆nR(X, Y, Z) and
Lloss ∼ ∞ (no loss). Through the same scaling of Sec. 2.2.1 and the one-
transverse-dimension approximation ∂y ∼ 0 (experimentally generally
given by a cylindrical lens), we obtain

ıε∂zψ +
ε2

2
∂2

xψ− |ψ|2ψ + URψ = 0, (2.43)
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Figure 2.11: (a,b) Laser beam output intensity, detected by the CCD-camera, at
laser powers P = 2W and 4W, respectively; the bottom panels show
the normalized intensity profile along Y = 0, i.e., at the maximum
width, resembling the M-shape. (c) Analytical solution obtained by
Eq. (2.42) changing Gaussianly the power P in the y direction. (d) As
in (c) but for higher powers; the bottom panels show the slice of panel
(c) and (d) at y = 0, i.e., Eq. (2.42) square modulus for W = 1.5 and
γ ' 12 and γ ' 40, respectively. (e) Log-scale normalized intensity
as a function of power, as obtained by slicing along Y a region in
panel (b). The slopes of the straight lines give the GV decay rates
(γ1 = −8± 0.4 and γ2 = −1.6± 0.1). Their quantized ratio is 5.0± 0.4
as expected from theory [17]. (f) Intensity oscillations for different
power values. (g) Measured oscillations period T as a function of
power; continuous line is the fit function T ∝ 4√P, as expected by the
theory; the inset shows the same curve of (g) with P1/4 as abscissa
axis. Reprinted from [75].

with UR(x, y, z) = ∆nR(X,Y,Z)
n2 I0

taken as a random dielectric noise mainly
acting on the phase [69]. In the hydrodynamic limit ε ∼ 0, the phase
chirp behaves like a moving unitary mass particle [69]:

d2x
dz2 = −dU

dx
+ ηR , (2.44)

with U = exp
(
−x2/2

)
the deterministic potential for a Gaussiam TEM00

given by the nonlinearity, and ηR = − dUR
dx a Langevin force with Gaussian
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distribution, such that 〈ηR(z)ηR(z′)〉 = η2δ(z− z′) and η =

√〈(
dUR
dx

)2
〉
'

√
〈(∆nR)

2〉(|n2|I0)
−1 the disorder strength. Brackets 〈, 〉 denote the statis-

tical average, and the dependence of ηR on x, y is neglected for stochastic
independence and cylindrical symmetry, respectively, thus ηR ' ηR(z).

Figure 2.12 shows trajectories x(z) (Figs. 2.12a,b) and phase space
(x, v) (Figs. 2.12c,d), where v = dx

dz , respectively without (η = 0) and
with (η = 0.1) disorder, the latter obtained by a stochastic Runge-Kutta
algorithm [121, 122]. In absence of disorder (Figs. 2.12a,c) the shock
is signaled by the intersection of multiple trajectories x(z) and, in the
phase space, this corresponds to the induced wave breaking phenomenon,
that is, the folding of the velocity profile into a multivalued function
for increasing z. In presence of disorder, Figs. 2.12b,d, the particle-like
dynamics tends to diffuse, as is evident from the related trajectories
and phase space. Correspondingly, the propagation distance before the
intersections is greater for the disordered case and the shock is delayed
in the z direction.

Figure 2.12: (a,b) Trajectories x(z) and (b,d) phase space (x, v), respectively with
disorder strength η = 0 and η = 0.1. z varies from z = 0 to z = 3.
Reprinted from [69].

We report here the experiments in RhB with silica spheres disper-
sions [69]. In order to vary the degree of disorder, several silica concen-
trations were prepared, ranging from 0.005w/w to 0.03w/w, in units
of weight of silica particles over suspension weight. The experimental
setup is similar to that illustrated in Fig. 2.9A. The first lens focuses the
beam on the input facet of the sample, reaching a beam waist diameter
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W0 ' 10µm. The aqueous solutions are put in 1mm×1cm×3cm glass
cells with propagation along the 1mm vertical direction (parallel to grav-
ity) to moderate the effect of heat convection. All measurements are
performed after the temperature gradient has reached the stationary state
and the particle suspensions are completely homogeneous. In [69], main
loss mechanisms are absorption and scattering. The measured loss length
(absorption plus scattering) varies in a range from 1.2mm to 1.6mm
(highest value is for for pure dye solution). These values are obtained by
fitting with exponential decay the beam intensity vs propagation distance
Z. The fact that the loss length is always greater than the position of the
shock point [69] allowed authors to neglect losses at a first approximation
in their theory. In addition, they found that the scattering mean free
path is of the order of millimeters for all the considered samples. In
Fig. 2.13 images of the transmitted beam on the transverse plane for
different input laser powers P and various concentrations c are shown.
The number and the visibility of the DSW oscillations increase with P
and decrease with c, evidence of DSWs enhancement by nonlinearity and
inhibition by disorder.

Figure 2.13: Transverse intensity patterns for different input power P and silica
spheres concentration c: (a) P = 5mW, c = 0w/w, (b)P = 400mW, c =
0w/w, (c) P = 5mW, c = 0.017w/w, (d) P = 400mW, c = 0.017w/w,
(e) P = 5mW, c = 0.030w/w, (f) P = 400mW, c = 0.030w/w. White
1D curves show the measured section of the intensity profiles vs X.
Reprinted from [69].

Experimental observations have been also performed in silica aero-
gel [72]. The silica aerogel samples are prepared following a base-
catalyzed sol-gel procedure [123], and in-depth details are given in [72].
It turns out that the sample used in the experiment has mass density
ρ = 0.215g/cm3 and refractive index n0 = 1.074. Experimental setup is
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very similar to the previous ones (Fig. 2.1a), except for the sample. In [72],
authors vary the input beam waist diameter W0, the input laser power
Pin, and record the transmitted intensity distribution I(X, Y, Z = 8.5mm)
by the CCD camera. Observations are shown in Fig. 2.14. Images in the
second and third rows of Fig. 2.14 correspond to the same experimental
conditions in term of incident laser power and beam size, but the incident
laser beam impinges on different points. In correspondence of regions of
the silica aerogel sample displaying low enough disorder (second row),
a transition from scattering dominated regimes to nonlinear regimes is
present: at moderate powers DSWs are not observed because of scattering
losses, at high powers DSWs can be generated.

Figure 2.14: Far field intensity profiles at the output of the silica aerogel for Pin
ranging from 1mW to 1W, and input beam waist diameter w0 ranging
from 43µm to 1.4mm. Images in the second and third rows correspond
to the same incident laser power and beam size, but different positions
of the incident laser beam. Reprinted from [72].

Dispersive Shock Waves in Biological Suspensions and Chemical Compounds

The study of optical effects in light propagation through chemical and
biological solutions is a field of growing interest [73, 78, 93, 124–127],
both from a linear and a nonlinear perspective. However, although
observations of nonlinear optical phenomena in chemical and soft-matter
systems can be found in a extensive literature [16, 66, 69, 71, 72, 75, 84, 93,
128–131], and new experiments in chemical media are useful only if the
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material owns very specific properties, little is known about nonlinearity
in biological fluids and the related literature is very recent [78, 126]. Bio-
materials can be very interesting, because both chemical and biological
compounds can be excellent tunable thermal media, and DSWs were
already observed [66, 73, 78].

For sake of completeness, in this section we report two experiments.
The first one (an a further one, reported in the next section) in M-
Cresol/Nylon, a chemical solution that exhibits an isotropic giant self-
defocusing nonlocal nonlinearity, tunable by varying the nylon concentra-
tion [73]. The second one in human red blood cell suspensions, where the
concentration of Hemoglobin (Hb) and the input laser beam power make
the nonlinearity change from self-focusing to nonlocal defocusing [78].

Figure 2.15 shows transverse profiles of output beam intensity after a
propagation of 2mm in M-Cresol/Nylon. M-Cresol/Nylon is made up
of an organic solvent (m-cresol) and a synthetic polymeric solute (nylon).
When it is enlightened by a CW-laser beam, light absorption induces
local temperature variations, which reduces the refractive index, that is,
the material experiences a nonlinear thermo-optical effect. In particular,
[93]’s authors measured the M-Cresol/Nylon nonlinear Kerr coefficient
n2 and found that, if for pure m-cresol it is −9 × 10−8cm2/W, for a
nylon mass concentration of 3.5% it is −1.6× 10−5cm2/W, higher than
other thermal nonlinear materials where annular collapse singularities
have been observed [8, 73]. Authors generated the DSWs in Fig. 2.15

by focusing the input beam (a CW-laser beam of wavelength 532nm) to
20± 1µm onto the surface of M-Cresol/Nylon solution of 3.5% nylon
concentration. The input laser power was varied ranging from 2µW to
20mW and, when it reached 5mW, the wave-breaking occured.

Figure 2.15: Output beam intensity transverse profiles, coming out from a 2mm
long M-Cresol/Nylon solution. Input power varies: (a) Pin = 2µW, (b)
Pin = 5mW, (c) Pin = 10mW, (d) Pin = 20mW. Reprinted from [73].

Figure 2.16 reports a part of the results obtained in lysed human red
blood cells aged samples, where free RhB determines sign and nonlocality
of the optical nonlinearity from self-focusing (and self-trapping) to strong
thermal defocusing effects, regime in which DSWs occur [78]. Beyond the
biological issues related to human red blood cells, holding uncountable
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applications to life sciences and medicine, red blood cells refractive
index tunability makes this medium be incredibly interesting also from
a physical point of view [132–135]. In normal conditions, red blood
cells are disc-shaped malleable cells, averagely with 8µm of diameter
and 2µm of thickness, which have a spatially uniform refractive index
because of the lack of nuclei and most organelles [133, 135]. To enable
the passage through veins and narrow microcapillaries, red blood cells
exhibit distinctive deformability. Since their optical properties depend
on the shape and refractive index of cells, they can be used as tunable
optofluidic microlenses [134].

The red blood cell refractive index is mainly determined by RhB, which
is the largest part of the erythrocyte dry content by weight [132]. Fig. 2.16a
shows the output beam waist diameter as a function of input power
through the RhB solutions for four different concentrations, from 2.4 to
15.0 million cells per mL. Experiments in [78] are performed by using a
linearly polarized CW-laser beam with a wavelength of 532nm focused
through a lens of 125mm focal length into a 3cm long glass cuvette filled
with the red blood cell suspensions. In particular, the focused beam has
initial waist diameter W0 = 28µm at the focal point, which was located
at 1cm away from the input facet of the cuvette to avoid heating and
surface effects [126]. Outputs from the sample were monitored with a
CCD camera and a power detector, and are reported in Figs. 2.16b-e, at
variance of RhB concentration and input power. DSWs occur at high power
(Figs. 2.16c,e), more visible in high RhB concentration regime (Fig. 2.16c).

Anisotropic Shock Waves in M-Cresol/Nylon

Following experimental results in Fig. 2.15, we report evidences of two-
dimensional optical DSWs with an anisotropic zero-singularity in M-
Cresol/Nylon 3.5%-solution [2], theoretically treated in Sec. 2.2.3. Our
experiments are performed with an asymmetric initial condition, de-
signed through a phase mask, to attain an anisotropic light propagation.
The setup is illustrated in Fig. 2.17(a). A laser beam with wavelength
λ = 532nm passes through two lenses (L1 and L2) to collimate the light,
and through a beam splitter (BS1), which divides the beam into two
arms, one used for the nonlinear experiment, and the other for getting
a reference beam for interference measurements. The beam outcoming
from the first arm is transformed in our asymmetric input by a phase
mask, and then is focused (via L3) onto the facet of a 2mm-long cuvette,
which contains a M-Cresol/Nylon 3.5%-solution. The output is imaged
(via L4 and BS2) onto a CCD camera.
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Figure 2.16: Output beam waist diameter for varying RhB concentration and input
power. a Detected beam diameter as function of input power through
the RhB solutions for four different concentrations (RhB1-RhB4): 2.4,
5.1, 8.6, and 15.0 million cells per mL. Nonlinear self-focusing of the
beam occurs around 100mW for high concentrations of RhB, but it
subsequently expands into thermal defocusing rings at high powers.
b-e Output beam transverse intensity profiles for b self-trapped beam
at high concentration and low power, c DSW at high concentration and
high power, d self-trapped beam at low concentration and low power,
e DSW at low concentration and high power. Reprinted from [78].

Figure 2.17(b) reports the input (intensity and phase patterns at initial
power PMKS = 2mW and waist diameter W0 = 15, 8µm) and the outputs
at different initial powers. The input beam presents a phase discontinuity
of π along x = 0. Here we observe the first realizations of what we
define anisotropic DSWs: annular collapse singularities with an initial
zero-singularity, which generates two barriers of light intensity around
a gap in the middle of the beam. The analysis of the barriers, due to
the HO component, and the corresponding shock-gap is also examinated.
Since ĤHO has potential V̂HO(x) = ω2

2 x̂2, we expect a shock-gap with the
same behavior of the potential width ∆x ∝ 1√

ω
= 2σ2√

P
.

Figure 2.18 reports experimental measurements of the shock-gap at
variance of initial power PMKS. A theoretical fit with a function ∝ 1√

PMKS

is drawn in the red line. The agreement between observations and
numerical simulations confirms the theoretical statement.

The use of a thermal medium with a giant Kerr coefficient, the M-
Cresol/Nylon 3.5%-solution, let us access an extremely-nonlinear highly-
nonlocal regime and perform accurate experiments in absence of losses.
These results not only confirm previous studies on the giant nonlinear
response of M-Cresol/Nylon, but also disclose fundamental insights on
propagation of DSWs with a singular initial intensity profile.
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Figure 2.17: (a) Experimental setup. A λ = 532nm CW-laser beam is collimated
through two lenses (L1 and L2). A beam splitter (BS1) divides the
beam into two arms. the first is made asymmetric by a phase mask
and propagates in a 2mm-long cuvette with M-Cresol/Nylon 3.5%-
solution. The second is a reference beam for interference measure-
ments. The output is imaged (via L4 and BS2) onto a CCD cam-
era. (b) Input and outputs observed. The phase mask in (a) gener-
ates a π-discontinuity in the input phase, here reported with initial
power PMKS = 2mW and waist diameter W0 = 15, 8µm, together
with the intensity profile. Several output at different initial power
(from left-hand-side to right-hand-side: PMKS = 2mW, PMKS = 10mW,
PMKS = 30mW, PMKS = 50mW) are shown. If at low power we cannot
distinguish nonlinear effects from diffraction, the higher the power
is, the stronger the nonlinear effects are. We observe the formation of
anisotropic DSWs, with annular collapse singularity and the formation
of two intense barriers in the beam center.

conclusions

We reviewed the most widespread current theoretical models that de-
scribe nonlocal NLSE DSWs in spatial optical beam propagation. Moreover,
we discussed their experimental observations.
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Figure 2.18: Observation of the shock-gap versus the initial power PMKS. The red
line shows the theoretical fit with a function ∝ 1√

PMKS
.

In Sec. 2.2 the derivation of nonlocal NLSE was detailed, and main
features of wave breaking in thermal Kerr media were reported [66]. In
order to exhibit the theoretical interpretations of these phenomena as
intrinsically irreversible, TAQM approach was summarized [13, 74, 76].

Section 2.3 is a collection of experiments on DSW generation in ther-
mal media, first about a quite rich literature on observations in Rho-
damine [66], and their TAQM explaination [16, 17, 75]. As second instance,
we analyzed the interaction between disorder and nonlinearity in Rho-
damine with silica spheres [69] and in silica aerogel [72], where the
randomness inhibits the DSWs occurrence. Moreover, we reviewed very
recent works on generation of photonic wave breaking in chemical [73]
and biological solutions [78], fields where DSWs are emerging as surpris-
ing tools, useful for sensing and control of extreme phenomena.

DSWs are complex nonlinear waves, and their complexity was here
detailed in the highly nonlocal regime, which allows a simplified descrip-
tion. However, non-negligible nonlocality is limited to thermal media
in spatial experiments, or non-instantaneous fibers, i.e., filled with spe-
cific gases, in temporal ones. In the much more widespread local case,
such as common fibers or photorefractive crystals, other methods are
necessary, like IST or finite-gap approximation. In what follows, we show
how these sophisticated mathematical techniques foster the description
of other extremely complex nonlinear waves, their related experimental
observations, and also their control.
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introduction

Nonlinear interaction in a multimodal system introduces coupling be-
tween its linear modes. When a reduced set of modes is initially excited,
the energy exchange associated to this coupling provides the route to
reach thermodynamic equilibrium. However, as discovered by Fermi
in collaboration with Pasta, Ulam and Tsingou [136], the irreversible
process towards thermalization can present local reversibility. Studying
a chain of anharmonic oscillators with a single-mode initial condition,
they found that the system fails to thermalize on small time scales and
undergoes a dynamics characterized by the quasi-periodic appearance
of specific states, a behavior known as Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou Recur-
rence (FPUTR) [137–139].

An approach to understand the physical mechanism underlying the
phenomenon rests on the quasi-integrability of the system [140–143]. This
property implies the existence of a time scale for which the Fermi-Pasta-
Ulam-Tsingou dynamics is essentially integrable. In fact, for integrable
models, pure thermalization has never been reached since normal modes
are phase-locked and not free to resonantly interact and spread energy
over the entire spectrum [141]. Consistently, certain integrable systems
support breathers; their phase space presents homoclinic orbits connect-
ing unstable solutions, so that trajectories starting in proximity of these
unstable points can return close to the original state.

The key role of integrability explains why the FPUTR has eluded in-
depth experimental investigations. Specifically, while in numerical stud-
ies the thermalization time was too large to be initially identified, quite
the opposite issue arises in experiments: in open systems involving sev-
eral interacting modes recurrences to the initial state are not normally
reported. In fact, due to the effect of intrinsic dissipation or input noise
amplification [144], a natural process rarely is integrable and preserves
multiple returns. Observations in quasi-Hamiltonian systems have so
far been limited to one or two return cycles [145]. Evidences of the re-
currence of states have been reported in deep water waves [145], surface
gravity waves [146], magnetic rings [147], optical microresonators [148]
and optical fibers [37, 149, 150]. In spite of these efforts, how the spe-

46
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cific initial condition determines the properties of the recurrent behavior
remains a fundamental point that has never found experimental vali-
dation. An important attempt in this direction has been reported very
recently in loss-compensated optical fibers [37], where, however, the
tailored amplification allows the system just to mimic the return cycles
that would have its non-dissipative counterpart. In this setting, among
the many recurrent behaviors expected varying the input state, only the
two types with opposite symmetry has been observed and related to
separate families of orbits in phase space [37]. The observation of the
Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou dynamics as predicted by exact solutions of
an underlying integrable model remains an open challenge.

Here we observe the FPUTR in spatial NLO and provide evidence that
the recurrent behavior is ruled by the exact solution of the Nonlinear
Schrödinger Equation integrable dynamics. Specifically, we exploit a
three-waves interferometric setup to finely tune amplitude and phase
of the single-mode input excitation propagating in a photorefractive
medium. The unstable mode manifests the Akhmediev breather profile
and undergoes several growth and decay cycles whose partial-period
and phase-shift are determined by the initial excitation in remarkable
agreement with the analytic nonlinear Schrödinger theory. This allows
us to retrieve the specific input state from the properties of the nonlinear
stage of instability, the signature of the predictability of the underlying
dynamics.

exact recurrences in the nlse

The integrable NLSE [Eq. (1.4)] is a universal model describing the prop-
agation of a quasi-monochromatic field ψ(x, z) in a weakly nonlinear
medium [151]. Exact solutions of Eq. (1.4) corresponding to perturbations
of the constant background wave have recently attracted considerable
attention in hydrodynamics and optics [33, 152–157], in particular as they
describe the dynamics of the MI and may be relevant in explaining the
formation of extreme amplitude waves [RWs] [158–163]. On the other
hand, the NLSE naturally arises as the continuous limit (infinite number
of modes) for the dynamics of a chain of anharmonic oscillators cou-
pled by a cubic nonlinearity, the so called β-Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou
model [164, 165]. In this framework, the problem of finding the time
scale of the recurrence as a function of the specific input condition has
been elusive up to recently. The analytic description of the recurrence
for an initially-perturbed background field of finite length with a single
unstable mode has been reported by Grinevich and Santini using the finite-
gap approximation or matched asymptotic expansions [35, 36]. Theory
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points out a variety of phase-shifted recurrences closely determined by
the phase and amplitude of the input condition. In particular, considering
the single-mode perturbed input field

ψ0(x) = 1 + ε
(

c1eikx + c2e−ikx
)

, (3.1)

with complex amplitudes c1 and c2 and ε� 1, we expect the recurrent
growth of a coherent structure of the Akhmediev type (x-periodic) and its
recurrent decay to the initial state. The first-appearance time or recurrence
partial-period of this large-amplitude wave is predicted to as [35, 36]

Z1 =
1
σk

log

(
σ2

k
2ε|α|

)
, (3.2)

where σk = k
√

4− k2 is the growth rate of the input unstable mode
with wavevector k and α = c∗1 − c2 exp(2iϑ) with ϑ = arccos(k/2). The
multiple recurrence of the field to the initial condition corresponds to
periodic orbits close to the homoclinic orbit described by the well-known
Akhmediev breather exact solution of the NLSE [166]. In fact, in the m-th
recurrent nonlinear stage of the dynamics (m ≥ 1), the field is described
by the Akhmediev breather, which, at its maximum, reads as

ψ(x, Zm) = eiξm
cos(2ϑ) + sin(ϑ) cos[k(x− Xm)]

1− sin(ϑ) cos[k(x− Xm)]
+ O(ε), (3.3)

where ξm, Zm and Xm are parameters related to the input condition
through the elementary functions [35, 36]

Zm = Z1 + (m− 1) 2
σk

log
(

σ2
k

2ε
√
|αβ|

)
, m ≥ 1

Xm =
arg(α)−ϑ+π/2

k + (m− 1) arg(αβ)
k ,

ξm = 2Zm + 2(2m− 1)ϑ,

(3.4)

with β = c∗2 − exp(−2iϑ)c1. Although solution of the Akhmediev type
have been observed and connected to recurrent behaviors in different
settings [37, 145], experimental demonstration of Eq. (3.2), which forms
the basis for the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou dynamics in a broad range
of systems, is lacking. In other words, the way in which these exact
recurrent solutions can have physical relevance is an open question.
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propagation in photorefractive media

The propagation equation of the complex optical field envelope A(x, y, z)
in a photorefractive crystal is a saturable NLSE, with a nonlinear term
depending on intensity and time:

ı∂z A +
1
2k
∇2 A +

k
n0

δn(I, t)A = 0, (3.5)

with z the longitudinal coordinate, x, y the transverse coordinates, ∇2 =
∂2

x + ∂2
y, and n = n0 + δn(I, t) the refractive index, weakly depending

on the intensity I = |A|2 (δn(I) << n0). Time dependence is due to
the nonlinear self-interaction, which increases, on average, with the
exposure time up to a saturation value, on a slow timescale, typically
seconds for peak intensities of a few kWcm−2 [167]. In a centrosymmetric
photorefractive crystal, at first approximation δn = −δn0(

1+ I
IS

)2 f (t), with f (t)

the response function. δn0 includes the electro-optic effect coefficient [167–
169]. For weak intensities I << IS, we obtain a Kerr-like regime with
δn = 2δn0

I
IS

f (t), apart from a constant term. We consider the case
∂y A ∼ 0 (strong beam anisotropy), thus we look for solutions of the
(1 + 1)-dimensional NLSE for the envelope A ∼ A(x, z):

ı∂z A +
1
2k

∂2
x A + 2ρ(t)|A|2 A = 0, (3.6)

with ρ(t) = 2πδn0
λIS

f (t). Introducing the change of variables Z = ρz,
X =

√
2kρx, the equation can be transformed into the dimensionless

NLSE [Eq. (1.4)]. An analogous renormalization of the wave equation
is widely adopted in nonlinear fiber optics, where the optical power
of the input wave is exploited to mimic the spatial dynamics along the
fiber [170]. Rigorously, since the normalization makes dispersive terms
slowly varying along the propagation, the approach allows us to observe
only an effective field evolution.

In the present case, the evolution in Z is studied at a fixed value
of z (the crystal output) varying the exposure time t. In fact, experi-
mental results obtained in similar photorefractive KTN crystals have
verified that the average index change grows and saturates according
to f (t) = 1− exp(−t/τ) [171]. The time dependence is well defined
through the saturation time τ once the input beam intensity, applied
voltage and temperature have been fixed. Using this relation with the
measured τ ≈ 100 s, observations at the crystal output are rescaled as
a function of the effective distance Z. The nonlinear response function
f (t) represents the main limitation of the technique in recostructing the
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spatial dynamics from time-resolved measurements. Specifically, f (t)
is independent of the local intensity only in a first approximation, a
fact that affects the accuracy of the obtained field evolution. When the
intensity distribution presents large intensity variations or strong spatial
inhomogeneities, intensity-dependent corrections to f (t) should be taken
into account to have a quantitative reconstruction along the evolution
coordinate. These high-order terms are nonlocal in space and time; their
main effect is that the time evolution of high-intensity regions slows
down [167]. Therefore, in the present case, the method is particularly
accurate up to a distance Z1 (first-appearance time). Small longitudinal
deformations appear at longer evolution scales [Figs. 3.2(a,b)] and the
relative distance between the observed Akhmediev breather structures
cannot be accurately evaluated. This fact explains the discrepancy with
theory for the value of the recurrent period when measured through
the Z-distance between returning intensity maxima. In particular, the
recurrent Akhmediev breather seems to appear at an effective distance
that is always shorter than expected according to theoretical predictions.
Moreover, as the nonlinearity finally saturates in time, the field dynam-
ics at large Z departs from that of the integrable model and evolution
towards thermalization is observed.

spatial optical setting

To investigate FPUTRs in optical dynamics, we consider the propagation
of optical nonlinear waves in a photorefractive crystal. The wavectors
of the optical field constitutes the linear modes which are coupled by
nonlinear propagation. The transverse crystal size fixes the finite length
of the input wave, a condition ensuring a countable set of Fourier modes
and a finite recurrence period. Under specific conditions, the system can
be described by the NLSE in the spatial domain, with the propagation
direction acting as evolution coordinate [172].

The experimental geometry of our setup is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). A
y-polarized optical beam at wavelength λ = 532nm from a continuous
30mW Nd:YAG laser source is split and recombined in the xz-plane to
form a symmetric three-wave interferometer, with the two arms having
opposite wavevectors and forming an angle θ with the 300µW central
beam. The interference pattern is focused by a cylindrical lens down to
a quasi-one-dimensional beam with waist diameter ω0 = 15µm along
the y-direction and periodically-modulated along the x-direction [inset
in Fig. 3.1(a)]. The copropagating waves are launched into an optical
quality specimen of 2.1(x)x1.9(y)x2.5(z)mm Potassium-Lithium-Tantalate-
Niobate K0.964Li0.036Ta0.60Nb0.40O3 (KLTN) with Cu and V impurities. The
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crystal exhibits a ferroelectric phase transition at the Curie temperature
TC = 284K. Nonlinear light dynamics are studied in the paraelectric
phase at T = TC + 8K, a condition ensuring a large nonlinear response
and a negligible effect of small-scale disorder [173]. The time-dependent
photorefractive response sets in when an external bias field E is applied
along y (voltage V = 500V). To have the aforestated Kerr-like (cubic)
nonlinearity from the photorefractive effect, the crystal is continuously
pumped with an x-polarized 15mW laser beam at λ = 633nm. The
pump does not interact with the principal beams propagating along the
z-axis and only constitutes a reference intensity larger than the single-
mode perturbed background wave. The spatial intensity distribution is
measured at the crystal output as a function of the exposure time by
means of an high-resolution imaging system composed by an objective
lens (NA = 0.5) and a CCD camera at 15Hz.

The three continuous, symmetrically interfering, laser sheets form a
quasi-one-dimensional background wave with a coherent single-mode
perturbation. Along the transverse x-direction, the relevant one for
the dynamics under study, the optical field resulting from the sym-
metric interference of three mutually-coherent, linearly-polarized op-
tical waves is E = E0 + E1eiφ1 eikx + E2eiφ2 e−ikx, with k = 2π tan(θ)/λ.
The optical intensity normalized to the background I/I0 (I0 = |E0|2)
can be expressed as I/I0 ≡ |ψ0(x)|2 = 1 + A cos(kx + B), which di-
rectly maps the initial condition in Eq. (3.1) with A = 2ε|γ|, B =
arg(γ) and γ = c1 + c∗2 . With respect to the experimentally accessi-
ble parameters, the amplitude and phase of the perturbation read as

A = 2
√
[I1 + I2 + 2

√
I1
√

I2 cos(φ1 + φ2)]/I0 and tan(B) = (
√

I1 sin φ1 −√
I2 sin φ2)/(

√
I1 cos φ1 +

√
I2 cos φ2). Therefore, the spatial frequency

of the perturbation k can be varied acting on the geometrical angle θ in
between the arms of the interferometer, whereas their optical power and
phase delay φ ≡ φ1 + φ2 = arg(c1) + arg(c2) set, respectively, the ampli-
tude and phase of the single-mode [Figs. 3.1(b,c)]. The fringe visibility
is thus maximum for φ1 + φ2 = 0 and minimum for φ1 + φ2 = π. In the
symmetric case I1 ' I2, we have B ' (φ1 − φ2)/2.

Since the propagation length cannot be varied in our setting and the
intensity profile inside the crystal cannot be directly measured [174],
nonlinear evolution of the input field is observed by the time the crys-
tal is exposed to the copropagating light beams. The method relies on
the nature of the photorefractive nonlinearity, that is noninstantaneous
and accumulates in time as a photogenerated space-charge field builds
up [167]. Since the process occurs on a slow time scale compared to wave
propagation through the medium, this implies a nonlinear coefficient that
depends parametrically on the exposure time. Due to the invariant prop-
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup. (a) Sketch for the symmetric three-wave interfero-
metric scheme used to generate a quasi-one-dimensional background
wave with a single-mode perturbation that propagates in a pumped
photorefractive KLTN crystal. The inset shows an example of the de-
tected input intensity distribution (scale bar is 50µm). (b) Input inten-
sity x-profiles normalized to the background for different amplitudes
of the harmonic perturbation (k = 0.019µm−1). (c) Phase control of
the initial condition: intensity distribution varying the relative phase φ
between the interfering waves.

erties of the wave equation, observations of the intensity distribution at
the crystal output at different times correspond to beam propagation for
increasing effective distances Z. This is equivalent to study the dynamics
varying the strength of the nonlinearity through an external parameter,
in close analogy with Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou investigations in optical
fibers where changes of the input optical power are exploited [149].

experimental results

The spatial intensity distribution I(x)/I0 detected as a function of the
evolution coordinate Z is reported in Fig. 3.2(a) for k = 0.019µm−1,
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A = 0.3. We observe the input perturbation grow on the modulationally
unstable background forming a train of large-amplitude localized waves,
which decays back to an almost constant background and recurrently
reappear from it. The set of linear modes undergoes several return cycles
in which energy flows back and forth, passing from the zero and first
mode (the initial perturbation) to a spectral distribution in which all
the modes are excited, the signature of the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou
dynamics [175]. At variance with classical and quantum beating, such as
Rabi cycles in two-level quantum systems [176], here energy oscillations
involve several modes and occur without any driving field. At each
cycle, the whole field distribution is spatially shifted by an amount
∆, a phenomenon also referred to as broken symmetry of FPUTR [37,
145]. Although a similar phase-shift has been associated theoretically
to the specific gain of the seeded wavevector [177] and the effect of
dissipation [178], we show hereafter that it results from the sensitivity
of the dynamics to the specific initial phase. This phase-shift, as well as
the recurrence period detected through the first appearance distance Z1
of the high-intensity pattern, strongly changes as the input perturbation
is varied. For instance, in Fig. 3.2(b) we report the observed FPUTR for
k = 0.030µm−1 and A = 0.5, where no significant phase-shift occurs.

The recurrent behavior can be directly related to the excitation from
the single-mode input perturbation of an orbit close to the Akhmediev
breather [36]. As shown in Figs. 3.2(c,d), the periodic intensity profile
detected along x when the amplified modes reach their first maximum
is well fitted by the Akhmediev breather solution of the NLSE at its
maximum [Eq. (3.3)]. Precisely, in fitting the data in Figs. 3.2(c,d), the
coefficients ξm, k, ϑ and Xm are considered as bounded parameters.
Consistently, we refer to these localized states as Akhmediev breathers.
The finding of exact solutions indicates that our system remains close
to the integrable regime on these effective distances, that is, it can be
properly described by the NLSE.

We study the FPUTR by varying the single-mode input condition. Fixing
the initial phase of the field through a careful maximization of fringe
visibility, we first analyze the recurrence partial-period varying the am-
plitude of the perturbation A. Results in Fig. 3.3(a) show that the first
appearance of the Akhmediev breather occurs at a distance that decrease
as the single-mode amplitude becomes larger. An analogous behavior is
observed for the recurrent breather (second appearance). In remarkable
agreement with the analytic solution of the NLSE, the observed scaling
follows Eq. (3.2), which predicts Z1 ∝ log(1/A). For modes k falling
in proximity of the maximum gain, the recurrence period only weakly
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Figure 3.2: Observation of the FPUTR of Akhmediev breathers. (a-b) Evolution
of the detected spatial intensity distributions for (a) k = 0.019µm−1,
A = 0.3 and (b) k = 0.030µm−1, A = 0.5. Both observations show
the appearance of a high-intensity pattern at a distance Z1 (red dotted
line), its return to the initial state and multiple recurrences with a
spatial phase-shift that depends on the experimentally assigned input
condition (∆ ≈ 15µm, 2µm in (a) and (b), respectively). (c-d) Intensity x-
profile measured at the first appearance of the localized waves (circles)
fitted with the Akhmediev breather profile at its maximum [red line,
Eq. (3.3)] for (c) k = 0.021µm−1 and (d) k = 0.014µm−1.

depends on the input wavevector [Fig. 3.3(b)], a feature well captured by
Eq. (3) through σk.

More importantly, the main effect on the recurrence is found to be
related to the phase of the initial condition. To investigate its role, we
balance the optical power in the interferometer arms (I1 ≈ I2) and
introduce a slight tilt in one of them, to have a perturbation with a
phase that depends on the spatial point. The observed Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-
Tsingou dynamics is reported in Fig. 3.3(c); the Akhmediev breather
appears and recurs phase-shifted at a propagation distance that varies
along the transverse coordinate.

As a function of the input phase delay, Z1 presents an oscillation
having a sharp maximum for φ ' −0.3π and a broad minimum for
φ ' −0.9π, 0.35π [Fig. 3.3(d)]. This characteristic behavior, which reflects
phase-dynamics in each return cycle, is in remarkable agreement with the
NLSE theory and represents its main validation. In fact, in Eq. (3.2) the
recurrent semi-period critically depends on |α|, a quantity that oscillates
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with the relative phase of the complex amplitudes c1 and c2 forming
the initial perturbation. Specifically, in the case of symmetric perturba-
tions (I1 ≈ I2), theory predicts a sharp maximum in Z1 for φ ' −2ϑ;
from Fig. 3.3(d) we can thus obtain the theoretical parameter ϑ ' 0.15,
consistent with the one extracted from the Akhmediev breather profile.
Moreover, a sharp transition is expected for the recurrent phase-shift
as a function of the input phases [37]. In Fig. 3.3(e) we report the mea-
sured shift, which sharply passes from ∆ ≈ 0 to ∆ ≈ 1/2k varying the
phase delay, a behavior that well agrees with the theoretical condition
cos(φ) ≷ cos(2ϑ). These effects indicate that the coherence of the field
is maintained as energy is exchanged between different modes: phase-
locking dominates the nonlinear stage of the unstable dynamics and
thermalization slows down.

For an in-depth analysis, major information on theoretical fittings
follows. For the measurements in Fig. 3.3(a) we consider a log(b/ε) as
a fitting function, with a and b free parameters. In Fig. 3.3(b) we use
a log(b(k

√
K2

max − k2)2)/k
√

K2
max − k2, where a and b are free parame-

ters and Kmax ≈ 0.03µm−1 is the wavevector with maximum gain that we
independently measure from spontaneous MI of the background wave. In

Fig. 3.3(d) the detected Zm is compared to log(a/
√

c2
1 + c2

2 − 2c1c2 cos(φ + b)),
being a, b, c1 and c2 bounded parameters. In this case, it is interesting to
note that the fitting procedure returns c1 ' c2, that is, a balanced condi-
tion for the interferometer arms as experimentally settled. In Fig. 3.3(e)
the fitting functions are a + b/[cos(φ) − cos(c)], as predicted for the
symmetric case |c1| ≈ |c2|.

The deterministic properties of the return cycle imply its predictability
once the input condition is completely known, and viceversa. To inves-
tigate this integrable character in experimental conditions we retrieve
the actual initial state from the features exhibited by the recurrent stage
(inverse problem). We consider the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou dynamics
reported in Fig. 3.4(a). The phase B of the input perturbation is obtained
taking into account that the periodic transverse position X1 at which the
first Akhmediev breather has its maximum intensity strictly depends on
φ, as well as the specific shift ∆ characterizing the return cycle. In fact,
according to Eq. (3.4), we have X1 = (arg(α)− ϑ+π/2)/k. At each recur-
rent cycle the breather solution is transversely shifted by ∆ = arg(αβ)/k.
Therefore, when ϑ ≈ 0, arg β ' k(∆− X1) + π/2 and the phase of the
input excitation can be evaluated as

B = arg(γ) ≈ k(∆− X1)− ϑ, (3.7)

where k and ϑ are extracted from the first Akhmediev breather profile.
The amplitude of the single-mode follows from the observed Z1 through
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Figure 3.3: Properties of the recurrent behavior. Recurrence partial-period mea-
sured (dots) varying (a) the amplitude of the input excitation (k =
0.023µm−1) and (b) the frequency of the input mode (A = 0.3). (c)
Evolving intensity distribution detected for an input phase that varies
along x (k = 0.030µm−1). White lines interpolates local maxima and
serve as guides. (d) Zm as a function of the initial dephasing. Blue
and magenta lines in (a-d) are fitting functions according with Eq. (3.2).
(e) Recurrence phase-shift varying the input phase: measured sharp
transitions (dots) and predicted behavior (line).

the scaling in Fig. 3.3(a). As shown in Figs. 3.4(b-d) for different initial
dephasing, the field retrieved using this procedure agrees well with
the experimental input condition that generates the recurrence: the
non-equilibrium dynamics can be accurately traced on the basis of the
underlying integrable model.

As for the following retrieval of the input perturbation, from the
observed recurrences in Fig. 3.4(a,b) we measure, for example, k =
0.021µm−1, ∆ = 1 ± 1µm, Z′1 = 2.6 ± 0.1, ϑ = 0.1 which, for X1 =
208µm, gives B = −40.1± 0.3 and A = 0.33± 0.02. For comparison,
B = −40.9± 0.2 and A = 0.34± 0.01 are the values obtained fitting the
experimental initial intensity.

The predictability of the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou dynamics is a
general property of the system and does not depend on the specific input
state. However, nonlinear evolution becomes more complex when several
harmonics are initially excited. We observe that for two excited input
modes recurrent high-intensity patterns still occur but their periodicity
is lost and different states are experienced during propagation. Starting
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Figure 3.4: Inverse problem. (a) Experimental observation used to test the
predictability of the input state from the recurrent dynamics (k =
0.021µm−1). Measured (dots) and retrieved (line) input field for differ-
ent initial phases: (b) φ ' π, (c) φ ' 0 and (d) φ ' 0.3π. Dashed lines
indicates the uncertainty of the retrieved condition.

with a superposition of a large number of modes, random noise or
localized perturbations, wave turbulence sets in [110, 179]. In these
complex regimes, disordered nonlinear interactions may play a crucial
role with respect to exact solutions of the underlying model [180]. Finally,
we note that the observed recurrence gradually disappears as the external
pump is weakened, a finding that further corroborates integrability as
the basis of the phenomenon. The continuous transition towards the
non-integrable regime is reported in Fig. 3.5. Pseudo-recurrent breather
structures persist as the nonlinearity approaches the saturable regime and
the model departs from the canonical NLSE [181] [Figs. 3.5(a,b)], whereas
no return to the initial state occurs in highly-saturated, non-integrable
conditions [Fig. 3.5(c)]. Here, interacting spatial solitons form and evolve
towards equilibrium compatibly with a soliton turbulence scenario [182].
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Figure 3.5: From the integrable to the non-integrable regime. Nonlinear evolution
detected for k = 0.021µm−1 and A = 0.5 varying the external pump
power: (a) P = 6mW, (b)P = 2mW and (c) P = 0.5mW. The recurrent
behavior in (a) is superseded by the appearance of spatial solitons (c)
as the dynamics is far from integrability (highly-saturated conditions).

conclusions

We have observed the FPUTR in nonlinear spatial optics providing an
unprecedented experimental evidence of its underlying integrable dy-
namics. We reveal that the single-mode input field deterministically sets
the properties of the recurrent behavior for several breathing cycles and
in close agreement with the analytic NLSE theory. The dynamics is thus
accurately predicted, a result that extends predictive approaches to unsta-
ble wave regimes and maps a strategy to achieve the control of localized
large-amplitude waves in environmental conditions. The optical setting
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we have introduced, in which the input condition can be in principle
arbitrarily shaped, provides a general test-bed for investigating universal
nonlinear phenomena. Our findings shed light on the foundations of
the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou problem and represent a unique test for
nonlinear wave theory.



4 T O P O L O G I C A L C O N T R O L O F E X T R E M E WAV E S

introduction

As aforementioned, the NLSE [166] is a cornerstone of IST for detailing
dispersive phenomena, as DSWs [48, 59, 67], RWs [159, 160, 183, 184] and
shape invariant solitons [185–187]. DSWs regularize catastrophic disconti-
nuities by mean of rapidly oscillations [13, 62, 66, 69, 188]. RWs are giant
disturbances appearing and disappearing abruptly in a nearly constant
background [154, 156, 157, 161, 163, 189–195]. Solitons are particle-like
dispersion-free wave packets that can form complex interacting assem-
blies, ranging from crystals to gases [185, 186, 194, 196–198].

DSWs, RWs, and SG generation are related phenomena, and all appear
in paradigmatic nonlinear evolutions, as the box problem for the focusing
NLSE [110, 199–203]. However, for the box problem in the small-dispersion
NLSE, IST becomes unfeasible. In this extreme regime, the problem can
be tackled by the finite-gap approximation [200, 204]. It turns out that
extreme waves are described in terms of one single mathematical entity,
the Riemann theta function, and classified by a topological index, the
genus g (see Fig. 4.1). In nonlinear wave theory, g represents the number
of oscillating phases, and evolves during light propagation: “single phase”
DSWs have g = 1, RWs have g ∼ 2 and SGs have g >> 2. This creates a
fascinating connection between extreme waves and topology. Indeed, the
same genus g allows a topological classification of surfaces, to distinguish,
for examples, a torus and sphere (Fig. 4.1). The question lies open if
this elegant mathematical classification of extreme waves can inspire new
applications. Can it modify the basic paradigm by which the asymptotic
evolution of a wave is encoded in its initial shape, opening the way to
controlling extreme waves, from lasers to earthquakes?

Here, inspired by the topological classification, we propose and demon-
strate the use of topological indices to control the generation of extreme
waves with varying genera g [201]. We consider the NLSE box problem
where, according to recent theoretical results [200], light experiences
various dynamic phases during propagation, distinguished by diverse
genera. In particular, for high values of a nonlinearly-scaled propagation
distance ζ, one has g ∼ ζ. By continuously varying ζ, we can change g
and explore all the possible dynamic phases (see Fig. 4.1, where ζ is given
in terms of the observation time t, detailed below). We experimentally

60
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test this approach in photorefractive materials, giving evidence of an un-
precedent control of nonlinear waves, which allows the first observation
of the transition from focusing DSWs to RWs.

genus characterization in the nlse box problem

We consider the NLSE

ıε∂ζ ψ +
ε2

2
∂2

ξ ψ + |ψ|2ψ = 0, (4.1)

where ψ = ψ(ξ , ζ) is the normalized complex field envelope, ζ is the
propagation coordinate, ξ is the transverse coordinate and ε > 0 is the
dispersion parameter. We take a rectangular barrier as initial condition

ψ(ξ , 0) =

{
q for|ξ| < l

0 elsewhere
, (4.2)

that is, a box of finite height q > 0, length 2l > 0 and genus g = 0. In
our work, we fix q = l = 1. Eq. (4.1) with (4.2) is known as the NLSE

box problem, or the dam break problem, which exhibits some of the
most interesting dynamic phases in nonlinear wave propagation [200,
205]. The initial evolution presents the formation of two wave trains
counterpropagating that regularize the box discontinuities. These wave
trains are single-phase DSWs (g = 1). Their two wavefronts superimpose
in the central part of the box (see Fig. 4.1a) - occurring at ζ = ζ0 := l

2
√

2q
-

and generate a breather lattice of genus g = 2, a two-phase quasi-periodic
wave resembling an ensemble of Akhmediev breathers [157, 159]. Since
both ξ− and ζ−period increase with ζ, the oscillations at ξ ' 0 become
locally approximated by Peregrine solitons [152, 159, 206, 207]. At long
propagation distance ζ >> ζ0, the wave train becomes multi-phase and
generates a SG with g ∼ ζ.

In Figure 4.1a, we report the wave dynamics in physical units, as we
make specific reference to our experimental realization of the NLSE box
problem for spatial optical propagation in photorefractive media. In
these materials, the optical nonlinearity is due to the time-dependent
accumulation of free carriers that induces a time-varying low-frequency
electric field. Through the electro-optical effect, the charge accumulation
results into a time-varying nonlinearity, as shown in Sec. 3.3. The corre-
sponding time-profile can be controlled by an external applied voltage
and the intensity level [167–169]. These features enable to experimentally
implement our topological control technique.
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a

b

Figure 4.1: Topological classification of extreme waves. a Final states of the wave
for a fixed initial waist diameter W0 = 100µm showing the generation
of focusing dispersive shock waves (g = 1), RWs (g ∼ 2) and a SG
(g >> 2) after different time intervals in a photorefractive material.
b Phase diagram reporting the final states in terms of the parameter
ε and the initial beam waist diameter. Transitions occur by fixing
waist diameter and varying ε or, equivalently, the observation time t.
Different surfaces displayed in proximity of the various wave profiles,
corresponding to the different regions in the phase diagram, outline the
link between the topological classification of extreme waves in terms
of the genus g and the topological classification of toroidal Riemann
surfaces (for a sphere, g = 0, for a torus, g = 1, etc.).

In photorefractive media, Eq. (4.1) describes an optical beam with
complex amplitude A(z, x, t), intensity I = |A|2, and initial condition

A(x, 0) =

{ √
I0 for|x| ≤ 1

2 W0

0 elsewhere
, (4.3)
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through the transformation

ζ = z
εzD

, ξ = 2x
W0

, ψ = A√
I0

, (4.4)

with W0 the initial beam waist diameter along x-direction, zD =
πn0W2

0
2λ

the diffraction length, n = n0 +
2δn0 I

IS
f (t) the refractive index, δn0 > 0

the nonlinear coefficient, IS the saturation intensity, I0 the initial intensity.
For photorefractive media

ε =
λ

πW0

√
IS

2n0δn0 I0 f (t)
, (4.5)

namely, the dispersion is modulated by the time-dependent crystal re-
sponse function f (t) = 1− exp (−t/τ), with the saturation time τ fixed
by the input power and the applied voltage [10].

For a given propagation distance L (the length of the photorefractive
crystal), the genus of the final state is determined by the detection time t,
which determines ε, ζ = L

εzD
, and g, correspondingly. The genus time-

dependence is sketched in Fig. 4.1a. The output wave profile depends on
its genus content, which varies with t.

Following the theoretical approach in [200], the two separatrix equa-
tions divide the evolution diagram in Fig. 4.1a in three different areas:
the flat box plateau with genus g = 0, the lateral counterpropagating
DSWs with genus g = 1, and the RWs after the DSW-collision point (cor-
responding to the separatrices intersection) with genus g = 2. The two
separatrices (dashed lines in Fig. 4.1a) have equations

x = x0 ±
W0
2t0

(t− t0) = x0 ± v(t− t0), (4.6)

with (t0, x0) the DSW-collision point, with t0 ' τ Isn0W2
0

64I0δn0 L2 and x0 given by
the central position of the box. It turns out that the shock velocity is

v =
W0
2t0

=
32δn0L2

Isn0W2
0 U0τ

P, (4.7)

proportional to the input power, as experimentally demonstrated below
(Fig. 4.3b, other parameters are detailed below).

Eqs. (4.6) express the genus time-dependence for its first three values
g = 0, 1, 2. It allows designing the waveshape, before the experiment,
by associating a specific combination of the topological indices, and to
predict the detection time corresponding to the target topology. In other
words, by properly choosing the experimental conditions, we can manage
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to predict the occurrence of a given extreme wave by using the expected
genus g. According to Eq. (4.5), we use time t and initial waist diameter
W0 to vary ε. The accessible states are outlined in the phase diagram in
Fig. 4.1b, in terms of ε and W0. Choosing W0 = 100µm as in Fig. 4.1a, by
varying t one switches from DSWs to RWs, and then to SGs.

We solve numerically Eq. (4.1) by a one-parameter-depending Beam
Propagation Method (BPM) with a symmetrized split-step in the code
core [208]. We use a high-order super-Gaussian initial condition

ψ(ξ , ζ = 0) = q exp

{
−1

2

(
ξ

l

)24
}

. (4.8)

For each temporal value, Eq. (4.1) solutions have different dispersion
parameter ε and final value of ζ, because from Eqs. (4.4) it reads ζ f in =

4L
ε(t)kW02 , where L is the crystal length. In Figs. 4.2,4.4, we show the
numerical results. The propagation in time considers ψ(ξ , ζ f in), which
corresponds to detections at end of the crystal.

supervised transition from shock to rogue waves

The case W0 = 140µm is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 by numerical simulations
(the corresponding experimental results are in Fig. 4.3). The two focusing
DSWs and the SG are visible at the beginning and at the end of temporal
evolution, respectively (see phase-diagram in Fig. 4.1b). As soon as an ini-
tial super-Gaussian wave (Fig. 4.2b) starts to propagate, two DSWs appear
on the beam borders (Fig. 4.2c) and propagate towards the beam central
part (Fig. 4.2d). When the DSWs superimpose, Akhmediev breathers are
generated (Fig. 4.2e). From the analytical NLSE solutions for the focus-
ing dam break problem [200], we see that Akhmediev breathers have
ξ-period increasing with ζ. Moreover, one finds that ∂tζ > 0, therefore
the period in the x-direction must increase with time, and central peaks
appear upon evolution. These peaks are well approximated by Peregrine
solitons, for large t, as confirmed by Figs. 4.2f,g.

Figure 4.3 shows the experimental observation of the controlled dy-
namics simulated in Fig. 4.2. Figure 4.3a sketches the experimental setup.
A y-polarized optical beam at wavelength λ = 532nm from a continuous
80mW Nd:YAG laser source is focused by a cylindrical lens down to a
quasi-one-dimensional beam with waist diameter U0 = 15µm along the
y-direction. The initial box shape is obtained by a mask of tunable width,
placed in proximity of the input face of the photorefractive crystal. A
sketch of the optical system is shown in Fig. 4.3a. The beam is launched
into an optical quality specimen of 2.1(x) × 1.9(y) × 2.5(z)mm KLTN with
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Figure 4.2: Controlling the extreme wave genus. a Numerical simulation of the
control of the final state after a propagation distance L = 2.5mm for
an initial beam waist diameter W0 = 140µm (I0 = P

U0W0
= 0.38 ×

105W/m2). Axis x represents the beam transverse direction, axis t the
time of output detection. b Initial beam intensity: a super-Gaussian
wave centered at x = 150µm of height I0 and width W0. c-d Focusing
dispersive shock waves occurrence: (c) represents the beam intensity at
t = 5s, when the wave breaking has just occurred, so two lateral intense
wave trains regularize the box discontinuity and start to travel towards
the beam central part; (d) the beam intensity at t = 11s, which exhibits
the two counterpropagating DSWs reaching the center x = 150µm.
e-g Akhmediev breathers and Peregrine solitons generation: beam
intensity at (e) t = 49s, (f) t = 98s, and (g) t = 120s, after the two
dispersive shock waves superposition and the formation of Akhmediev
breathers with period increasing with t. Since a Peregrine soliton is an
Akhmediev breather with an infinite period, increasing t is tantamount
to generating central intensity peaks, locally described by Peregrine
solitons.

Cu and V impurities (n0 = 2.3). The crystal exhibits a ferroelectric phase
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transition at the Curie temperature TC = 284K. Nonlinear light dynamics
are studied in the paraelectric phase at T = TC + 8K, a condition ensuring
a large nonlinear response and a negligible effect of small-scale disor-
der [173]. The time-dependent photorefractive response sets in when an
external bias field E is applied along y (voltage V = 500V). To have a
so-called Kerr-like (cubic) nonlinearity from the photorefractive effect, the
crystal is continuously pumped with an x-polarized 15mW laser beam
at λ = 633nm. The pump does not interact with the principal beam
propagating along the z axis and only constitutes the saturation intensity
IS. The spatial intensity distribution is measured at the crystal output as
a function of the exposure time t by means of a high-resolution imaging
system composed of an objective lens (NA = 0.5) and a CCD camera at
15Hz. In the present case, evolution is studied at a fixed value of z (the
crystal output) by varying the exposure time t. In fact, the average index
change grows and saturates according to a time dependence well defined
by the saturation time τ ∼ 100s once the input beam intensity, applied
voltage, and temperature have been fixed [see Secs. 3.3,3.5].

The observation for W0 = 140µm is reported in Fig. 4.3c. We observe
an initial DSW phase that undergoes into a train of large amplitude waves.
In this regime, we identify breather-like structure (Akhmediev breathers,
inset in Fig. 4.3c) that evolves into a SG at large propagation time. The
DSW phase is investigated varying the input power. We find a linear
increasing behavior of the shock velocity when increasing the power
(Fig. 4.3b), as predicted by Eq. (4.7). The shock velocity is proportional to
the distance between the two counterpropagating DSWs at a fixed time.
We measured the width ∆x of the plateau at time t̄ ∼ 30s. Referring to
Eq. (4.7), we obtain the normalized velocity v̄ = v/v0, with v0 = L/t̄.

peregrine soliton emergence

Figure 4.4 illustrates the numerically determined dynamics at smaller
values of the beam waist diameter (W0 = 10µm), a regime in which the
generation of single Peregrine solitons is evident. The intensity profile is
reported in Fig. 4.4a. As shown in Fig. 4.1b, one needs to carefully choose
W0 for observing a RWs generation without the DSWs occurrence. For
W0 = 10µm, the super-Gaussian wave (Fig. 4.4b) generates a Peregrine
soliton (Fig. 4.4c-e). The following dynamics shows the higher-order
Peregrine soliton emergence (Figs. 4.4f,g), each order with a higher genus.

Figures 4.5a-g report the experimental results for the case W0 = 30µm.
Observations of the Peregrine-like soliton generation are shown, both
in intensity (Figs. 4.5a-d) and in phase (Figs. 4.5e-g). For a small initial
waist diameter, a localized wave, well described by the Peregrine soliton
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Figure 4.3: Experimental demonstration of the extreme wave genus control. a Ex-
perimental setup. A CW-laser beam is made a quasi-one-dimensional
wave by a cylindrical lens (CL), then a tunable mask shapes it as a
box. Light propagates in a pumped photorefractive KLTN crystal, it is
collected by a microscope objective and the optical intensity is detected
by a CCD camera. The inset shows an example of the detected input
intensity distribution (scale bar is 50µm). b Normalized shock velocity
[v0 = L/t̄, L = 2.5mm, t̄ = (30± 2)s], measured through the width of
the oscillation tail at fixed time, versus input power. The blue squares
are the experimental data, while the dashed pink line is the linear fit.
c Experimental observation of optical intensity I/I0 for an initial beam
waist diameter W0 = 140µm. Axis x represents the beam profile, trans-
verse to propagation, collected by the CCD camera, while axis t is time
of CCD detection. Output presents a first dispersive-shock-wave phase,
a transition to a phase presenting Akhmediev breather structures and,
at long times, a generation of a SG. The inset is an exemplary wave
intensity profile detected at t = 63s (dotted blue line), along with the
theoretical Akhmediev breather profile.

(Figs. 4.5b,d), forms and recurs without a visible wave breaking. This
dynamics is in close agreement with simulations in Figs. 4.4d-g, where
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of the topological control for a small waist. a Numerical
simulation of the control of the final state after a propagation distance
L = 2.5mm for an initial beam waist diameter W0 = 10µm (I0 =

P
U0W0

= 5.33× 105W/m2). Axis t expresses time of detection, while x
is the beam transverse coordinate. b Initial beam intensity: a super-
Gaussian wave centered at x = 150µm. c-e Peregrine soliton generation:
beam intensity (c) at t = 12s, and (d) at t = 64s, during the formation of
the Peregrine soliton, while (e) exhibits the Peregrine soliton profile at
t = 70s. f-g Higher-order Peregrine soliton generation: beam intensity
at (f) t = 85s, and (g) t = 100s, where the Peregrine soliton is alternately
destroyed and reformed.

the Peregrine soliton is repeatedly destroyed and generated, each time
at a higher order. Phase measurements are illustrated in Figs. 4.5e-
g. Each Peregrine soliton has two phase signatures: a longitudinal
smooth phase shift of 2π and a transversal rectangular phase shift profile,
with height π and basis as wide as the Peregrine soliton width [206,
207]. Such signatures are here both experimentally demonstrated. From
Fig. 4.5e, which shows interference pattern during the first Peregrine
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soliton occurrence, we obtain the longitudinal phase shift behavior in
Fig. 4.5g, by a cosinusoidal fitting along the central propagation outline.
Fig. 4.5f reports the experimental transversal phase shift profile along x.
A comparison with the measured interference fringes is also illustrated
in the inset, which directly shows the phase jump (topological defect).
Stressing the significance of these results is very important, because they
are a proof of the topological control: the genus is determined by the
input waist and time of detection. Indeed, the longitudinal phase shift
represents the transition from genus 0 to genus 2, whereas the transversal
Peregrine soliton phase shift outline unveils the value g = 2, equal to the
number of phase jumps (first from 0 to π, then again from π to 0). This is
summarized in Fig. 4.5h, which sketches numerical simulations of phase
behavior at W0 = 10µm, normalized in [−π, π]. Fig. 4.5h gives a picture
of genera changes, Peregrine soliton occurrence and phase discontinuities.
The genus is zero and the phase profile is flat until the first Peregrine
soliton occurrences. After that, the phase value changes and the phase
transverse profile presents two jumps of π.

modulation instability and losses

We perform experiments - and validate them by numerical simulations -
to prove that our results are genuinely caused by a NLSE box evolution,
and they are not due to MI arising from noise in the central part of the
box. Figure 4.6 reports the outcomes. MI generates transversal periodic
waves; DSWs occur in strongly nonlinear regimes and present fast non-
periodic oscillation. Figs. 4.6a-d show the different behaviors of such
phenomena, occurring on two distinct spatial scales in our experiments.
It turns out that MI from spontaneous noise affects light propagation
only for very large beam waists, much larger than the ones previously
analyzed, because the period of generated waves is comparable to the
waist diameter corresponding to Fig. 4.6d. Fig. 4.6e illustrates the experi-
mental gain related to Fig. 4.6a at t̄ = (30± 2)s, computed through the
expression [187]

G(kx) =
1
L

log

[
Â(kx , z = L)
Â(kx , z = 0)

]
, (4.9)

with L = 2.5mm the propagation distance, Â the FT of the field envelope
and kx the spatial momentum. A possible waist diameter threshold value,
which separates the nonlinear and the MI dynamics, is also established by
the the comparison of the spectral weights in Fig. 4.6f. Spectral weights
are computed as maximum absolute values of Â field for the DSW and
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MI momenta, and they indicate a change of dominating effect around
W0 ∼ 150µm. This is also proved numerically in Figs. 4.7a-e: above
W0 ∼ 150µm [Figs. 4.6a-d] MI alters significantly light propagation, while
below, in Fig. 4.6e [corresponding to Fig. 4.2a, but with initial perturbative
noise], we cannot appreciate any modification of nonlinear dynamics.

Another effect that could modify the nonlinear dynamics is the pres-
ence of loss, as shown in [206], where the dissipation significantly affects
the local genus of the breather structure. Adding losses to Eq. (3.6), we
obtain

ı∂z A +
1
2k
∇2 A +

k
n0

δn(I)A = −ı
α

2
A. (4.10)

The KLTN photorefractive crystal is transparent above λ = 380nm, and
the copper doping introduces a small absorption from λ = 550nm to λ =
800nm, where the value of the absorption coefficient α is approximately
α = 2cm−1. It turns out that losses need a propagation length Lloss = α−1

to be effective for the pump laser beam (λ = 633nm), that is, one order
of magnitude higher than the crystal length L, while the reference laser
beam, generating the box, propagates without losses (λ = 532nm).

rogue waves and soliton gases statistical analysis

RWs are waves of unusually high intensity |ψRW |2, whose Probability
Density Function (PDF) does not decay exponentially (linearly on the
semilogarithmic scale used in Figures 4.7f-i), but presents a tail at highest
intensity values [192].

The statistical properties of the intensities illustrated in Figs. 4.7f,g
confirm the occurrence of RWs in the small box regime, both with initial
noise [Fig. 4.7f] and without [Fig. 4.7g]. The latter case is widely treated
in this Chapter, where the emergence of Peregrine solitons is proved, and
the agreement with analytical Peregrine soliton profile is demonstrated
both in intensity and in phase outlines. The question regarding the
deterministic nature of models generating Peregrine solitons, as the
focusing NLSE with initial rectangular conditions, and so the fact that
the Peregrine soliton emergence is wholly predictable and does not
exhibit a statistical rarity, makes the debate on considering Peregrine
solitons RW prototype still open. Another conventional criterion for RWs

is |ψMAX |2 > 8|ψBG|2, with |ψMAX |2 the intensity peak and |ψBG|2 the
background intensity [200]. Figs. 4.4,4.5 prove that the Peregrine solitons
generated in simulations and experiments fulfill this requirement.

The same analysis can be done for the Akhmediev breathers generation,
shown in Figs. 4.2,4.3, whose intensity PDF are reported in Figs. 4.7h,i.
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Last point we want to discuss is about the formation of SGs in the long-
term propagation reported in Figs. 1a, 4.2a,4.3c. Solitons are propagation-
invariant waves with particle-like interactions. This means that, when
many solitons form a disordered finite-density ensemble rather than
a well-ordered modulated soliton lattice, they resemble a gas of par-
ticles. The definition of SG has required a huge effort from scientific
community to be established. G. A. El et al. in 2005 derived the kinetic
equations for SGs in physical systems described by integrable nonlinear
wave equations [197].

About the box problem and its evolution in terms of genera, the
leading theoretical paper is [200], and an introductory part of the related
analysis is reported in the very first paragraphs. In [200], the authors
associate the long-time asymptotic solution ψ with a "breather gas" and
numerically observe the presence of higher-order RWs with maximum
height 4 < |ψMAX | < 5 in the regions with g ≥ 4. Their numerical
simulations suggest that the pattern of the ξ − ζ plane (splitting into the
regions of different genera) persists as ζ increases, and therefore g ∼ ζ

asymptotically.
In 2018, A. A. Gelash et al. studied a statistically homogeneous SG

with essential interaction between the solitons [194]. The model used
by the authors is a focusing NLSE, and they generated ensembles of
N−soliton solutions (N ∼ 100) by using the Zakharov-Mikhailov variant
of the dressing method. Through such a mathematical description, it
was demonstrated that spontaneous noise-induced MI of a plane wave
generates SGs [195].

In the KdVE theory, the thermodynamic type infinite-genus limit of
finite-band potentials leads to the kinetic description of a SG [197]. Very
recently, I. Redor et al. showed that it is possible to produce in a lab-
oratory a SG described in statistical terms by integrable turbulence in
hydrodynamics [198]. In optics, the focusing NLSE counterpart of this
theory would include the breather gas description, yet to be developed,
providing insights on NLSE turbulence, which is subject of active re-
search [110].
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conclusions

The topological classification by the genus of the Riemann theta function
opens a new route to experimentally control the generation of extreme
waves. We demonstrated the topological control for the focusing box
problem in optical propagation in photorefractive media. By using the
time-dependent photorefractive nonlinearity, we were able to change the
final state of the wave evolution in a predetermined way and explore all
the possible dynamic phases. This enables the first observation of the
transitions from shock to RWs. This also demonstrates that different ex-
treme wave phenomena are deeply linked and that proper tuning of their
topological content in the nonlinear evolution enables transformations
from one state to another.

These results are general, and not limited to the photorefractive media.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental topological control for a small waist. a Observation of
optical intensity I/I0 for an initial beam waist diameter W0 = 30µm.
Axis t is time of output detection, x is the transverse direction. In
this regime, we observe Peregrine-soliton-like structures formation (see
Fig. 4.1b) [the colored scale goes from 0 (dark blue) to 5 (bright yellow)].
c-d Intensity outlines corresponding to numbered dashed lines in (a):
the blue lines are experimental waveforms, the pink continuous lines
are fitting functions according to the analytical Peregrine soliton profile.
e-h Phase measurements (e-g) and simulations (h) of the Peregrine
soliton. The detected interference pattern during the first Peregrine
soliton generation is reported in (e), corresponding to (b). The jump
from 0 to 2π along the white dashed line corresponds to the transition
from g = 0 to g = 2. The black dashed line highlights the jump,
shown in (g). The experimental transversal phase shift profile along x is
reported in (f), showing the expected π shift corresponding to (b). Error
bars represent standard deviation. The inset shows the corresponding
area of the measured interference fringes on the transverse plane. Phase
simulations at W0 = 10µm are reported in the bottom panel in (h) [the
colored scale goes from −π (bright yellow) to π (dark blue)(0 is green)].
Top panel sketches Fig. 4.4a, for at-a-glance correspondence between
genera changes, Peregrine soliton occurrence and phase discontinuities.
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Figure 4.6: Experiments at large beam waists and modulation instability. a Obser-
vation of normalized optical intensity for an initial box-shaped beam
propagation in KLTN photorefractive crystal, with a waist as large as
the transverse crystal length (2.1mm). Axis t is time of output detection,
x is the transverse direction. In this regime, MI dominates light prop-
agation. b-d Observations of normalized optical intensity for initial
box-shaped beams of waists (b) W0 = 450µm, (c) W0 = 260µm and
(d) W0 = 150µm at fixed time t̄ = (30± 2)s. If MI from intrinsic noise
generates periodic waves between the two DSWs in (b,c), with a period
larger than the DSWs oscillation length, (d) represents a waist diameter
threshold value, below which MI does not affect the dynamics. e Ex-
perimental gain [see Eq. (4.9)] for the initial infinite box-shaped beam
versus spatial momentum, at time t̄ = (30± 2)s. f Logarithm of the
ratio between the two spectral weights, namely, the maximum absolute
values of the FT of the optical field for the DSW and MI momenta. It
highlights two beam waist intervals: the one below 150µm, where MI
does not affect light propagation, and the one above 150µm, where MI
dominates the dynamics.
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Figure 4.7: Modulation instability and rogue waves emergence. a-e Numerical
simulations of the final states after a propagation distance L = 2.5mm
for beam waists (a) W0 = 300µm, (b) W0 = 260µm, (c) W0 = 220µm, (d)
W0 = 180µm and (e) W0 = 140µm. Axis t expresses time of detection,
while x is the beam transverse coordinate. The initial conditions are
box-shaped beams with small-amplitude pertubations, implemented as
Gaussian random noise. White lines represent the shock separatrices.
MI generates periodic waves between the two DSWs in (a-d), but does
not affect the dynamics in (e). f-i Probability density functions of
the optical intensity I/IMAX over a two-dimensional spatio-temporal
computational window, centered at x = 150µm, for t ∈ [0s, 60s], and
IMAX the peak intensity (semilogarithmic scale). Initial conditions are:
(a,b) W0 = 20µm (small-waist regime) with and without random noise,
respectively; (c,d) W0 = 100µm (large-waist regime) with and without
random noise, respectively. All the configurations present a significant
deviation from the exponential distribution, signature of presence of
RWs.





Part III

C O M P L E X I T Y I N Q UA N T U M N O N L I N E A R
O P T I C S

Outline of Part iii
This Part deals with the description of complex nonlinear
regimes at a quantum level.

• Chapter 5 introduces the positive Prepresentation
that maps the second quantized nonlinear Schrödinger
equation to a system of stochastic differential equa-
tions.

• Chapter 6 studies the quantum effects on single
solitons propagation. In particular, we study the
quantum diffusion and its control.

• Chapter 7 describes quantum rogue waves. Specifi-
cally, it illustrates the effects of quantum noise on
the quantum rogue wave generation.
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Synopsis
Part ii presents our most important results on classical
nonlinear waves in nonlinear optics, laying the ground-
work for establishing one uniform theory of dispersive
shock waves, and for controlling complex nonlinear
regimes.

Here, we move to the study of quantum solutions of the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation through a second quan-
tized field theory of optical propagation in nonlinear
dispersive media. The resulting equivalence between
the quantum nonlinear Schrödinger equation and a sys-
tem of two coupled stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger
equations, obtained through space-space methods, al-
lows numerical simulations of the quantum solitons and
the quantum nonlinear box problem, with the analysis
of quantum noise effect on recurrence.

We believe that this treatise can open the way to the
design of new quantum sources and non-classical state
generators for future quantum technologies, and also
that the analysis of the evolution of quantum noise in
nonlinear media can give incredible insights about all-
optical reservoir computing.





5 Q UA N T U M T H E O RY O F N O N L I N E A R WAV E S I N
F I B E R S

introduction

Classical NLO studies the response of dielectric media to strong optical
fields, sufficiently strong that the response is, as its name implies, nonlin-
ear. This finds representation in the polarization, that is, the dipole mo-
ment per unit volume in the medium, which is not a linear function of the
applied electric field. In Sec. 2.2, Eq. 2.3 shows that P(R, t) = P(L)(R, t) +
P(NL)(R, t), with P(L)(R, t) = ε0

∫ t
−∞ dt1χ̃(1)(t− t1)E(R, t1) and, for a

third-order centrosymmetric medium, P(NL)(R, t) = ε0
∫ ∫ ∫ t

−∞ dt1dt2dt3

χ̃(3)(t − t1, t − t2, t − t3) · E⊗3(R, t1, t2, t3). A possible consequence of
such a polarization nonlinear term, as previously deeply analyzed in non-
local case (Sec. 2.2), is a no more constant refractive index, but depending
on light intensity. Therefore, a beam with a non-uniform intensity profile
can experience self-focusing or self-defocusing. However, when this be-
havior, here described by classical electromagnetic fields, is described by
quantized fields, a number of new effects emerge [209–211].

Quantized fields are necessary, for example, if we want to model fields
that originate from spontaneous emission [212]. Nevertheless, the quanti-
zation of electrodynamics in nonlinear dielectrics is not straightforward,
and two approaches are possible: quantization from the macroscopic
theory, that is, quantization of Maxwell’s equations, and a microscopic
treatise, that is, quantizing the entire matter-field system. In the first case
the goal is to obtain a quantized theory where the Heisenberg equations
of motion are the Maxwell’s equations, so the medium properties are
described by its polarizabilities. In the second approach, an effective
Hamiltonian describes the behavior of the fields in the medium, i.e., the
matter degrees of freedom are explicitly included in the theory [213].
Quantum electromagnetic field theory is a huge subject, here the discus-
sion is limited to what is needed.

We report an exact quantum theory of pulses propagation in dispersive
nonlinear fibers by a canonical quantization approach from Maxwell’s
equations [214]. The arena where the action takes place is a many-particle
Hilbert space. Once obtained the Hamiltonian in the Schrödinger picture,
we consider the related Von Neumann (or Quantum Liouville) Equation

80
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(NE) for the density matrix in interaction picture. The quantum theoretical
treatise is simplified by the choice of the positive-P representation to
describe the propagated field [215], which leads to a Fokker-Planck
Equation (FPE) with positive-semidefinite diffusion coefficients to be
constructed over a space with twice the dimensions of the many-particle
Hilbert space. Then an Itô stochastic differential equation system can be
formulated in a nonclassical phase space. Specifically, we obtain a system
of two coupled SNLSEs, with stochastic terms given by independent
multiplicative white noises [213, 216]. The further numerical analysis can
be performed by a stochastic Heun algorithm (equivalent to a Runge-
Kutta of order 1.5) [217].

A parallel approach, instead of starting from first principles (i.e., the
Maxwell’s equations), quantizes directly the NLSE from its version de-
scribing propagation in fibers in Paraxial and Slowly Varying Envelope
Approximation (P-SVEA). The result, that is, the QNLSE, is the Schrödinger
equation corresponding to the same Hamiltonian that rules the SNLSEs

system [218, 219].
Once given the theoretical foundations of light propagation in fibers at

a quantum regime (i.e., at low photon number), the next Chapters will
present three paradigmatic applications of such a treatise.

the stochastic nonlinear schrödinger equation

Let us start again from the relation between the macroscopic interacting
electric field and the induced polarization, now considering only the
transverse components:

PT = ∑
n

P(n) = ε0

[
χ(1)ET + χ(2) · E⊗2

T + χ(3) · E⊗3
T + . . .

]
, (5.1)

with the frequency dependence omitted for the sake of simplicity. The
classical electrical-field energy density for a dielectric is

HE =
∫ D

0
E · dD, withD = εET + ∑

n>1
P(n) , (5.2)

from which, by integrating, one obtains the total energy

H =
∫

V

[
1
2 ET · (εET) + ∑n>1

(
n

n+1

)
ET · P(n) + 1

2µ B2
]

dx

=
∫

V

{
1
2ε

[
D2 −

(
∑n>1 P(n)

)2
]
−∑n>1

(
1

n+1

)
ET · P(n) + 1

2µ B2
}

dx,

(5.3)
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where ε = ε0

(
1 + χ(1)

)
is the frequency-dependent dielectric tensor

(here reduced to a scalar for anisotropy), µ is the magnetic permeability
and B is the magnetic induction field. The canonical quantization requires
the knowledge of the momenta, not specified by previous arguments.
Keeping in mind the free Maxwell’s equations for the vector potential A
(i.e., B = ∇×A), the Lagrangian density is [220]

L0
(
A, Ȧ

)
=

ε

2
E2 − 1

2µ
B2, (5.4)

where Ȧ = d
dtA (the previous symbol ∂t represents the partial temporal

derivative, not the total one as this expressed by the dot). When we
consider a non-trivial radiation-matter interaction, the field equation for
A the Coulomb gauge transverse vector potential reads

(
∇2 − 1

c2 ∂2
t

)
A = −µṖT , (5.5)

and it is equivalent to the system of Euler-Lagrange equations

∂L
(
A, Ȧ

)

∂Aj
= ∂t

[
∂L
(
A, Ȧ

)

∂Ȧj

]
(5.6)

when the Lagrangian density is

L
(
A, Ȧ

)
= U

(
Ȧ
)
− 1

2µ ∑
j

(
∂xjA

)2
(5.7)

with (directly derived from last equations, once noted that ET = −Ȧ)

U
(
Ȧ
)
=
∫ D

0
D · dET = ET · D− HE. (5.8)

The resulting canonical momentum Π has components

Πj =
∂L
(
A, Ȧ

)

∂Ȧj
= −Dj , (5.9)

hence, Π = −D and after a Legendre transformation, the resulting
Hamiltonian corresponds to Eq. (5.3). We proceed in quantizing by
promoting to operators Â and D̂ with commutation relations

[
D̂j(x), Âk(x′)

]
= ıδj,kδ(x− x′), (5.10)

where δj,k is the Kronecker delta, and δ(x− x′) is the Dirac delta function.
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Classically, propagation in a third-order-nonlinear fiber for a complex

envelope A(z, T), where ET = <
{

A(z, T)eı[β(ω0)z−ω0T]
}

E0 and β(ω) =

ω
c

√
ε(ω)

ε0
' n(ω)ω

c (in case of negligible losses) is ruled by the equation

∂z A + β1∂T A +
ıβ2
2

∂2
T A− ı

ω0n2
cAe f f

A|A|2 = 0, (5.11)

where βm = ∂m
ω β|ω=ω0 , n2 is the nonlinear Kerr coefficient and Ae f f is

the effective mode area [31] (Ae f f = πW2
0 for a Gaussian distribution).

Specifically, β1 = v−1
g , with vg group velocity, and β2 is the Group

Velocity Dispersion (GVD). By defining the coordinates s = z and τ =
T − β1z, one obtains the NLSE

ı∂s A− β2
2

∂2
τ A +

ω0n2
cAe f f

A|A|2 = 0. (5.12)

The complex envelope A is such that |A(s, τ)|2 = P, with P the power. It
turns out the following relation for total energy:

Nph h̄ω0 =
∫
|A(s, τ)|2dτ, (5.13)

where Nph is the number of photons.
From all the previous arguments, in the corresponding quantum case,

the suitable Hamiltonian can be chosen as the one ruling the usual model
of linearly polarized waves in the lowest-order propagating transverse
mode with a four-wave mixing (quartic nonlinearity) inside a volume V,
including dispersion and neglecting terms O

(
Ê6

T
)

[214]:

Ĥ = ∑
n

h̄ωn â†
n ân −

ε0χ(3)

4ε4 ·
∫

V

[
D̂(x)

]⊗3 · D̂(x)dx, (5.14)

where ân , â†
n are the annihilation and creation operators, respectively, and

the transverse electric displacement field expansion is

D̂(x) = ı ∑
n

√
εh̄vgkn

2
ânun(r)eıknz + h.c., (5.15)

with kn = k0 + n∆k the wave number corresponding to the frequency ωn,
k0 = ω0n(ω0)

c the leading wave number, ∆k = 2π
L the mode spacing, L the

fiber length, x = (r, z) with z the longitudinal coordinate, un(r) the nor-

malized transverse mode
(∫

V |un(r)|2 dx = 1, L
∫

V |un(r)|4 dx = A−1
e f f

)

related to the longitudinal-mode operator ân. This periodic mode spacing
imposes periodic boundaries, later taken to infinity. We treat only a finite
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frequency range, with χ(3)(ω) ' χ(3)(ω0). Many more details can be
found in [213].

In summary, we are discretizing the longitudinal spatial dependence
of our problem, building a one-dimensional lattice: we divide the fiber
in 2N + 1 cells of length ∆z = L

2N+1 , arranged from l = −N to l = N.
In order to take into account the linear dispersion, we expand ωn to the
second order

ωn = ω(k0 + n∆k) ' ω0 + ∆ω + nvg∆k−
v3

gβ2(n∆k)2

2
(5.16)

and define the local discrete operators

α̂l = (2N + 1)−1/2
n=N

∑
n=−N

e
2πınl
2N+1 ân , (5.17)

such that
[
α̂l , α̂∗l′

]
= δl,l′ , [α̂l , α̂l′ ] =

[
α̂∗l , α̂∗l′

]
= 0. Through an inverse FT

and the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) (terms in the Hamiltonian
which oscillate rapidly are neglected), we can move to the interaction
picture, because the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.14) now reads [214]

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤI ,

Ĥ0 = h̄ω0 ∑l α̂†
l α̂l ,

ĤI = h̄
(
∑l,l′ ωll′ α̂

†
l α̂l′ − χα ∑l α̂†

l α̂†
l α̂l α̂l

)
,

(5.18)

where

ωll′ = ∑n
nvg∆k− 1

2 (n∆k)2v3
g β2

2N+1 e
2πın(l−l′ )

2N+1 + ∆ωδl,l′ ,

χα =
3h̄(vgk0)2

8ε2∆V ε2,

∆V =
LAe f f
2N+1 .

(5.19)

χα is the effective nonlinearity, and ∆V is the effective quantization vol-
ume per local operator. Similarly to Eq. (2.7), we define ε2 = ε0LAe f f 〈χ(3) ·∫

V [un(r)]
⊗3 · un(r)dx〉 with the transverse-mode functions un(r) as-

sumed identical for all the relevant wavelengths.
In the interaction picture, the NE for the density operator ρ̂(t) reads

ıh̄
d
dt

ρ̂(t) =
[
ĤI , ρ̂(t)

]
. (5.20)

By using coherent-state representation, we can write ρ̂(t)in terms of a
non-diagonal projection operator on multimodal coherent states, namely,

|αn〉 = e−
|αn |2

2 ∑+∞
k=0

αk
n√
k!
|k〉 ,

|α〉 = |α−N〉 ⊗ |α−N+1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |αN−1〉 ⊗ |αN〉 ,

Λ̂(α, β) = |α〉 〈β∗ |
〈β∗ |α〉 .

(5.21)
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We use the Drummond-Gardiner positive-P representation [213–216]
and express the density operator as

ρ̂(t) =
∫

R4(2N+1)
dµ(α, β)P(α, β)Λ̂(α, β), (5.22)

with dµ(α, β) = d2α−N . . . d2αNd2β−N . . . d2βN . It turns out that the NE

becomes

ıh̄
∫

R4(2N+1)
dµ(α, β)

d
dt
P(α, β)Λ̂(α, β) =

∫

R4(2N+1)
dµ(α, β)P(α, β)

[
ĤI , Λ̂(α, β)

]
.

(5.23)

Through correspondence rules [216]

α̂lΛ̂(α, β) = αlΛ̂(α, β),

α̂†
l Λ̂(α, β) =

(
βl +

∂
∂αl

)
Λ̂(α, β),

Λ̂(α, β)α̂†
l = βlΛ̂(α, β),

Λ̂(α, β)α̂l =
(

αl +
∂

∂βl

)
Λ̂(α, β),

(5.24)

we obtain the FPE

dP(α,β)
dt = ı ∑l

[
∂

∂αl

(
∑l′ ωll′αl′ − 2χαα2

l βl
)
+ χα

∂2

∂α2
l
α2

l +

− ∂
∂βl

(
∑l′ ωll′βl′ − 2χααl β

2
l
)
− χα

∂2

∂β2
l
β2

l

]
P(α, β).

(5.25)

The coupled Itô Stochastic Partial Differential Equations (SPDEs) derived
from Eq. (5.25) are [214, 216]

∂tαl = −ı
(
∑l′ ωll′αl′ − 2χαα2

l βl
)
+
√

2ıχααlξl(t),

∂tβl = ı
(
∑l′ ωll′βl′ − 2χααl β

2
l
)
+
√−2ıχαβlηl(t),

(5.26)

with ξl(t), ηl(t) Gaussian white noises 〈ξl(t)ξl′ (t′)〉 = 〈ηl(t)ηl′ (t′)〉 =
δl,l′δ(t− t′), 〈ξl(t)ηl′ (t′)〉 = 0.

The final step is to move towards a continuous phase space, to attain
a system of two coupled NLSEs. In the limit ∆z→ 0, we define z := l∆z,
and attain

φ(z, t) = lim
∆z→0

αl(t)
√

vg
∆z ,

ψ(z, t) = lim
∆z→0

βl(t)
√

vg
∆z .

(5.27)
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From Eqs. (5.26), the main steps of the calculations are

lim
∆z→0

√
vg
∆z ∑l′ ωll′αl′ =

(
v3

g β2

2 ∂2
z − ıvg∂z + ∆ω

)
φ(z, t),

lim
∆z→0

√
vg
∆z χαα2

l βl =
χΦvg

2 φ2(z, t)ψ(z, t),

lim
∆z→0

√
vg
∆z
√

2ıχααlξl(t) = vg
√

ıχΦφ(z, t)ξ(z, t),

(5.28)

where χΦ = lim
∆z→0

2∆z
v2

g
χα =

3h̄ω2
0 ε2

4εε0c2 Ae f f
, and ξ(z, t) = lim

∆z→0

ξl(t)√
∆z

. We move

to the travelling-frame coordinates s = vgt, τ = t − β1z, with noise
ξ(s, τ) = ξ(z, t) and ∆ω ' 0, and obtain the two coupled SNLSEs

ı∂sφ =
β2
2 ∂2

τφ− χΦφ2ψ + ı
√

ıχΦφξ ,

ı∂sψ = − β2
2 ∂2

τψ + χΦφψ2 + ı
√−ıχΦψη,

(5.29)

with white noise correlations 〈ξ(s, τ)ξ(s′ , τ′)〉 = 〈η(s, τ)η(s′ , τ′)〉 =
δ(s − s′)δ(τ − τ′), and 〈ξ(s, τ)η(s′ , τ′)〉 = 0. These equations are the
quantum counterpart of Eq. (5.12). The system can be numerically solved
through a stochastic Heun algorithm with initial condition φ(0, τ) =
ψ∗(0, τ). The quantum nature of the computation is evident in the
stochastic terms of the SPDEs. Indeed, we need to average the simulations
results in order to obtain the propagated quantum nonlinear wave into
the fiber. None classical, deterministic numerical code needs such a
probabilistic analysis.

the quantum nonlinear schrödinger equation

From Eq. (5.12) and the transformation t = − β2
1

β2
s, x =

√
2β1
β2

τ, u(x, t) =

A(s,τ)
A0

with A0 =

√√
2β1 h̄ω0
|β2| , χ =

β2
|β2| and c0 =

ω0n2|β2|A2
0

2cβ2
1 Ae f f

, the normalized

NLSE reads

ı∂tu = −∂2
xu + 2χc0|u|u2. (5.30)

We can use the same coordinates to get normalized Eqs. (5.29)

ı∂tu = −∂2
xu + χc0u2v− ıχ

√
ıc0uσ,

ı∂tv = ∂2
xv− χc0uv2 − ıχ

√−ıc0vν,
(5.31)

with u(x, t) =
φ(s,τ)

φ0
, v(x, t) =

ψ(s,τ)
φ0

, φ0 =

√√
2β1
|β2| , c0 =

√
2χΦ
β1

, χ =

β2
|β2| , σ(x, t) = ξ(s,τ)

ξ0
, ν(x, t) =

η(s,τ)
ξ0

, ξ0 =

√√
2β3

1

|β2| , 〈σ(x, t)σ(x′ , t′)〉 =
〈ν(x, t)ν(x′ , t′)〉 = δ(x− x′)δ(t− t′) and 〈σ(x, t)ν(x′ , t′)〉 = 0.
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The QNLSE [218, 219, 221, 222] can be obtained directly quantizing
Eq. (5.30), and it reads

ı∂tΦ̂ = −∂2
xΦ̂ + 2χc0Φ̂†Φ̂Φ̂, (5.32)

where Φ(x, t) and Φ̂†(x, t) are the Fourier trasform of the annihilation
and the creation operators at position x and time t, respectively, namely,
Φ̂(x, t) =

∫ dk√
2π

â(k, t)eıkx, with commutation rules

[
â(k, t), â†(k′ , t)

]
= δ(k− k′),

[
â(k, t), â(k′ , t)

]
=
[

â†(k, t), â†(k′ , t)
]
= 0,

(5.33)

from which we derive
[
Φ̂(x, t), Φ̂†(x′ , t)

]
= δ(x− x′),

[
Φ̂(x, t), Φ̂(x′ , t)

]
=
[
Φ̂†(x, t), Φ̂†(x′ , t)

]
= 0.

(5.34)

The QNLSE Hamiltonian is [219]

Ĥ = h̄
[∫

dx
(

Φ̂†
xΦ̂ + χc0Φ̂†Φ̂†Φ̂Φ̂

)]
, (5.35)

corresponding, in the Fourier space, to

Ĥ = h̄
[∫

dkâ†(k, t)â(k, t)k2+

+χc0
∫

dkdk1dk2 â†(k, t)â†(k1, t)â(k2, t)â(k + k1 − k2, t)
]

.

(5.36)

It is possible to prove that Eq. (5.32) can be derived from Eqs. (5.26) by

defining Φ̂(z, t) =
√

vg
L ∑n ân(t)eı(kn−k0)z [214]. At the same time, from

Eq. (5.32) we can derive Eqs. (5.31) following the scheme sketched in
Fig. 5.1. This definitively demonstrates the the two approaches, the first
one starting from the quantization of Maxwell’s equations and attaining
SNLSEs [214], and the second one quantizing directly the NLSE, getting
the QNLSE [218, 219], are equivalent.
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ıΦ̂t = −Φ̂xx + 2cΦ̂†Φ̂Φ̂ ıρ̂t =
[
Ĥ, ρ̂

]

{
ıαt = αxx − cα2β + ı

√
ıcξα

ıβt = −βxx + cαβ2 + ı
√−ıcηβ

∂
∂t
P (α, t) =

[
−∑

i
∂

∂αi
V (α) + 1

2

∑
i,j

∂2

∂αi∂αj
Dij(α)

]
P (α, t)

Ĥ =
∫ (

Φ†
xΦx + cΦ†Φ†ΦΦ

)
dx

〈Φ̂〉 = Tr
(
ρ̂Φ̂

)
ρ̂ =

∫
P (α, β) |α〉〈β

∗|
〈β∗|α〉 d

2αd2β

dα = V (α)dt + B(α) · dW,

D(α) = B(α)BT (α)

Figure 5.1: Pictorial sketch of the positive-P representation method to obtain the
SNLSEs from the QNLSE.

conclusions

Classical NLO can tell many things about complexity, much more than
what is commonly known, also about topics regarded as genuinely quan-
tum, such as entanglement, or photon teleportation [223–226]. Neverthe-
less, introducing quantized optical fields is not only necessary [212], but
it also is something that enriches complexity science. Here we saw just a
little part about what phase-space methods - as the positive-P represen-
tation - can describe. The starting point of our treatise is semiclassical,
through superpositions of coherent states. In a truly quantum regime,
choosing an initial condition as φ(0, τ) = ψ∗(0, τ) for Eqs. (5.29) is not
enough, but we have to choose a certain statistical distribution of initial
data.

We clearly are many steps far away from this, but an all-optical nonlinear
computer, working at low-photon number with quantum nonlinear waves,
is more reachable than what we think. The next Chapters of this Part
present three paradigmatic models of quantum nonlinear waves. In the
next part, instead, finally the random optical machine is introduced. This
machine takes advantage of the disorder to perform reservoir computing.
What if the randomness is directly given by the quantum nature of the
source, and not by the medium? In what follows, a tentative answer is
given.
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introduction

Strategies for large-scale control are fundamental for the success of quan-
tum technologies. Controlling a quantum system means routing the
evolution towards a desired state without collapse or excitation to spu-
rious states. Effective control allows engineering molecular scale trans-
formations, or novel form of matter [227]. In addition, controllability is
unavoidable for universal quantum computing, quantum simulations and
quantum annealing [228]. For these reasons, various strategies for quan-
tum control have been developed, like shortcuts to adiabaticity [229–231],
quantum feedback control [232], and quantum optimal control [233–235].

Recent years have witnessed a fast development of new methodologies,
with applications spanning many quantum architectures and protocols,
from few- to many-body theories [236–245], from open to closed sys-
tems [233, 235, 246–248]. Moreover, these novel approaches may foster
the exploration of fundamental limits of manipulation of quantum matter
and of the complexity of optimization protocols [249–252].

A potentially important and strategic field of application of quantum
control is quantum NLO, where broadband generation of entangled and
highly non-classical states was reported [253–255]. Proper control of
a nonlinear field evolution with four-wave mixing nonlinearity allows
the generation of multi-photon entangled quantum states, suitable for
optical quantum information [256, 257]. Controlling quantized pulses
propagating in an optical fiber is a crucial challenge and needs to step
forward for large-scale quantum technologies [258].

Can the quantum control strategies contrast quantum effects on soli-
tons propagation at low-photons regime? In this Chapter, we study
the control of quantum dynamics of solitons, showing that the soliton
quantum diffusion can be compensated by a proper time-dependent
term in the Hamiltonian; this enables to moderate the soliton quan-
tum spreading and to preserve information. We adopt the phase-space
positive-P representation [259], and we combine SPDEs and Chopped
Random-Basis (CRAB) quantum optimal control [260]. Our control strat-
egy can be experimentally implemented by dispersion compensation
techniques [261].

89
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Quantum solitons are the quantum counterpart of the self-localized
propagation-invariant classical solutions of a specific class of integrable
equations, which includes the NLSE [218, 219]. We already saw that
classical solitons are very well studied. Moreover, the use of solitons and
the so-called nonlinear FT for optical transmission systems has recently
gained considerable attention [262–265]. However, quantum solitons have
a much richer dynamics with respect to their classical counterpart [266–
271]. When the number of quanta goes to infinity, quantum solitons tend
to classical solitons; conversely the fully quantum regime may provide
many new solutions for quantum computing and cryptography in optics,
polaritonics and BEC [245, 272]. Experimentally, quantum solitons in
nonlinear optical fibers are known and studied as well. They are very
suitable for observation of squeezing and for quantum nondemolition
measurements [221, 273–275].

We believe that the control of quantum solitons opens new perspectives
for quantum processors and quantum simulations. Moreover, quantum
self-localization may be also employed to encode and transmit informa-
tion [276, 277], a key-point in the curvy route towards the all-optical
computation.

quantum solitons propagation

In order to model the propagation of an optical quantum soliton in a
fiber, we adopt Eq. (5.32). If we consider the Fock basis, then we can
express every state as follows

|ψ〉 = ∑
n

an√
n!

∫
dx fn(x, t)Φ̂†(x1)...Φ̂†(xn)|0〉, (6.1)

with ∑n |an|2 = 1 and
∫

dx1...dxn| fn(x1, ..., xn , t)|2 = 1.
Through Eq. (5.32), Eq. (6.1) gives

ı
d
dt

fn =


−

n

∑
j=1

∂2

∂x2
j
+ 2χc0 ∑

1≤i<j≤n
δ(xj − xi)


 fn , (6.2)

which is exactly solved by the Bethe-ansatz with Kerr interactions [218,
219]

fn(x1, ..., xn , t) = e−ıEnt ∑
|Q|

AQeı ∑n
j=i kQ(j)xj , (6.3)

where x1 ≤ ... ≤ xn and En = ∑n
j=i k2

j . We are interested in the exact
solution that, in the many-particle limit, has expectation average of
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the field ψs(x, t) = 〈Φ̂〉, with ψs(x, t) the fundamental classical soliton,
solution of the NLSE (5.30). We consider an attractive interaction χ < 0
and c0 > 0.

Under this hypothesis [219]

kj = p + ı χc0
2 (n− 2j + 1),

fn,p(x1, ..., xn , t) = eıE(n,p)t fn,p(x1, ..., xn),

fn,p(x1, ..., xn) = Nneıp ∑n
j=1 xj+

χc0
2 ∑1≤i<j≤n |xj−xi | ,

Nn =

√
(n−1)!√

2π
|χc0|

n−1
2 ,

E(n, p) = np2 − |χc0|2
12 n(n2 − 1).

(6.4)

A quantum soliton is a superposition of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
(5.35), whose eigenstates are |n, p〉 = 1√

n!

∫
dx fnp(x)Φ̂†(x1)...Φ̂†(xn) |0〉 .

The states |n, p〉 are also eigenstates of the number operator N̂ =
∫

dxΦ̂†(x)Φ̂(x)
and of the momentum P̂ = −ı h̄

2
∫

dx
[
Φ̂†(x)∂xΦ̂(x)− ∂xΦ̂†(x)Φ̂x(x)

]
,

with eigenvalues n and h̄np, respectively. The quantum soliton is de-
fined as the state that has a field expectation value corresponding to the
classical soliton and, at t = 0, it is given by

|ψs〉 |t=0 =
∫

dpg(p) |α, p〉 , (6.5)

with |α, p〉 = ∑n
αn

0√
n!

e−
|α0 |2

2 |n, p〉 the coherent state with total momentum

h̄|α0|2 p, and g(p) = e
− p2

2∆p2√√
π∆p

a Gaussian distribution of the momenta.

By this definition of quantum soliton, the optical field expectation value
is [278]

ψs(x) := 〈ψs|Φ̂(x, 0)|ψs〉| ' n0
2

√
|χc0|sech

( |χc0|n0
2 x

)
e−(∆px)2

, (6.6)

where n0 = |α0|2 = 〈N̂〉 is the photon number, and the many-particle

limit ∆p n0→+∞−→ 0 guarantees that ψs(x) tends towards the fundamental
classical soliton. It turns out that the QNLSE soliton solutions is |ψs〉 =∫

dpg(p) |α, p, t〉, with |α, p, t〉 = eıE(n,p)t |α, p〉. By adopting the positive-
P representation [259, 279, 280], we can study the evolution of the
quantum soliton, as sketched in Fig. 5.1.

It is important to remark that the explicit expression in Eq. (6.6) is valid
only in the semiclassical regime ∆p << n0c0 and n0 >> 1 [278]. Indeed,
in the many-body limit (and only in this case), the momenta distribution
g(p) approaches the Dirac delta function, and the soliton tends towards
a coherent state, i.e., a nearly classical state. Considering the opposite
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relations, which characterize the quantum regime, once fixed the photon
number, we can state that the larger the pulse is, the more quantum the
soliton is.

quantum solitons control

We analyze the different behaviors - at diverse regimes - of quantum
solitons by solving numerically the SPDEs (5.31), through a stochastic
Heun algorithm [217]. The photon number n0 affects the strength of the
quantum noise, which disappears in the classical limit n0 → ∞. To see
this, let us normalize ψs(x), now such that

∫
dx|ψs(x)|2 ' n0 at high

photon number, and define

ψ̃s(x̃) =
ψs(x)√
|c0|n0

=
1
2

sech
(

1
2

x̃
)

e−
(

∆ p̃
n0

x̃
)2

(6.7)

with x̃ = |c0|n0x and ∆ p̃ =
∆p
|c0| . The result is

∫
dx̃|ψ̃s(x̃)|2 = 1, and, by

choosing also t̃ = −χc2
0n2

0t, ũ(x̃, t̃) = u(x,t)√
|c0|n0

, ṽ(x̃, t̃) = v(x,t)√
|c0|n0

, σ̃(x̃, t̃) =

σ(x,t)

(|c0|n0)
3
2

and ν̃(x̃, t̃) = ν(x,t)

(|c0|n0)
3
2

, Eqs (5.31) are transformed into

∂t̃ũ = −ıχ∂2
x̃ ũ + ısgn(c0)ũ2ṽ +

√
ısgn(c0)

n0
ũσ̃,

∂t̃ ṽ = ıχ∂2
x̃ ṽ− ısgn(c0)ũṽ2 +

√
−ısgn(c0)

n0
ṽν̃,

(6.8)

with sgn(c0) = c0
|c0| . Eqs. (6.8) show that quantum noise affects the

propagation as strongly as 1√
n0

is high, no matter which initial condition
one chooses (these equations are generally derived by QNLSE).

On the other hand, the momentum spread ∆p is a quantum soliton
feature. For a fixed n0, |ψs〉 is a superpositions of Hamiltonian eigenstates
with different photon number and, more important, different momen-
tum [218, 219, 278]. It has optical field mean value corresponding to a
propagation-invariant soliton if and only if ∆p � n0|c0|. In Fig. 6.1 we
show simulations of soliton evolution for various n0 once fixed ∆ p̃ = 100.
In Fig. 6.1a, n0 = 106 and we observe an invariant propagation, namely,
the nearly classical regime; Fig. 6.1b shows the quantum spreading in the
low-photon number regime n0 = 200.
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Figure 6.1: Classical Vs Quantum Solitons. (a) Nearly classical soliton evolution
for n0 = 106, ∆ p̃ = 100; (b) quantum regime for n0 = 200, ∆ p̃ = 100.

Quantum Control of Diffusion

The quantum diffusion of the soliton may be characterized by the mean
position operator

ˆ̄X =

[∫
xΦ̂†(x)Φ̂(x)dx

]
N̂−1, (6.9)

with
[

ˆ̄X, P̂
]
= ıh̄, and 〈∆X̄〉 '

√
1

(2n0∆p)2 + (2t∆p)2, which gives the

dynamics of the spreading [278]. This causes also a time-dependent mod-
ification of the Heisenberg principle. As 〈∆P〉 ' h̄no∆p, it turns out that

〈∆X̄〉 〈∆P〉 ' h̄
2

√
1 + [4tn0(∆p)2]

2 ' h̄
2

{
1 + 2

[
2tn0(∆p)2]2}, similar to

other cases in which quantum effects on classical optical propagation
have been studied [6].

Our goal is to show that the soliton diffusion, which has a purely
quantum origin, may be compensated by the quantum control techniques.
We use a time-dependent kinetic energy, with a control function Γ(t)

Ĥ[Γ](t) =
∫

dx
[
Γ(t)Φ̂†xΦ̂x + χc0Φ̂†Φ̂†Φ̂Φ̂

]
(6.10)

to demonstrate that we can control the evolved state at a given instant
t = T. We define the infidelity at the final target state |φ(T)〉, given the
initial soliton state |ψs〉, as

I(|φ(T)〉) = 1− | 〈φ(T)|ψs〉 |2. (6.11)
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We apply a square-wave periodic-modulation of the Γ(t) function with
frequency f

Γ(t) = sgn [cos(2π f t)] (6.12)

in order to have Γ(0) = Γ(T) = 1, so the same Hamiltonian at the
initial and final instant. We solve the resulting SPDEs at varying f . In
Figure 6.2a, we show the calculated infidelity (averaged over NR = 10
realizations of quantum noise): for different photon numbers, one can
identify different optimal frequencies corresponding to minimal infidelity.
Figure 6.2b shows an example of the resulting quantum dynamics at
optimal frequency for n0 = 200. In this case, one can see that the infidelity
goes from 0.236 to 0.007, reaching its minimum at f = 1.421.

Figure 6.2: Inibition of Quantum Diffusion by quantum control. (a) Infidelity
in Eq. (6.11) for c2

0n2
0T = 1 and ∆ p̃ = 100, averaged over NR = 10

realizations, and for various photon numbers; (b) controlled quantum
evolution for n0 = 200, ∆ p̃ = 100, at optimal frequency f = 1.421.

Our control results improve when adopting the CRAB approach. In this
case, the function Γ(t) is written as

Γ(t) = 1 + λ−1(t)
NC

∑
n=1

[An sin (ωnt) + Bn cos (ωnt)] , (6.13)

where n = 1, 2, ..., NC and ωn = 2πn(1+rk)
T ; rk ∈ [0; 1] is a random number

and T is the total time evolution. Furthermore, λ−1(t) = (t/T)2 − (t/T)
is chosen in order to satisfy the constraint Γ(0) = Γ(T) = 0 [242]. With
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reference to I , in Fig. 6.3a we see the two-dimensional surface of the cost
function versus the parameters A and B for the single frequency case
(NC = 1). The minimum of the infidelity as a function of (A, B) is 0.130
(while its maximum is 0.219). Figs. 6.3b,c report the optimal Γ(t) and the
optimized dynamics, respectively.

Figure 6.3: CRAB Control of a quantum soliton. (a) Infidelity versus A and B for
n0 = 200, ∆ p̃ = 100, n0T = 1 and ω = 2π, averaged over NR = 10
realizations; (b) optimal control function, obtained by setting A = 0.93
and B = −2.00, for ω = 2π; (c) dynamics of soliton with n0 = 200
and ∆ p̃ = 100 at optimal control; (d) experimental setup for quantum
control of solitons by dispersion-management [261]. By tuning the
fiber dispersion through a series of dispersion-compensation modules
(DCMs), one obtains a prescribed Γ function.
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Experimental Realization by Soliton-Dispersion Management

The time-dependent kinetic term in Eq. (6.10) is experimentally realizable
by a technique called “dispersion-management” [261]. Fig. 6.3d shows
a sketch of a chain of optical fibers with different dispersion properties,
tunable, e.g., by stress and temperature. This setup allows one to engi-
neer the Γ function to control the quantum solitons. Similarly, one can
modulate the nonlinear terms weighted by c [258]. For example, in a
common silica fiber with parameters

Ae f f = 10−12m2, |β2| = 10−25s2m−1,

β1 = 0.5× 10−8sm−1, n2 = 2× 10−20m2W−1

andλ = 800nm,

we find that the spatial scale of the control is of the order of 100km for
the simulations reported above [258].
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conclusions

We have investigated the quantum control of optical solitons, and have
shown that a proper tailoring of the time-dependent Hamiltonian al-
lows us to counteract quantum spreading and to sustain a propagation-
invariant evolution even at low photon number. An ideal control function
hence optimizes quantum nonlinear effects, because the photons inter-
act over longer distances when the quantum diffusion is compensated.
Many-body quantum control, via CRAB, turns out to be effective also
for second-quantized nonlinear waves. Moreover, we have shown that
quantum optimal control of quantum solitons is experimentally realizable
by soliton-dispersion management [261].

In order to clarify the technique we used, we briefly compare our
optimal quantum control of quantum solitons with the well known
and developed quantum control of Bose Einstein condensates. Let us
consider [281]: in that work, each atom of the condensate is prepared
in the ground state of separate wells of an external optical double-well
potential. The symmetrized initial state is the superposition of two
wave functions, the first one localized in the left well and the second
one localized in the right well. To control this atomic system, authors
change the potential by lowering the right well with respect to the left
one. Atoms initially in the right well remains in the ground state, while
atoms initially in the left well evolves into the first excited state. The
operation of changing the shape of the optical potential, is performed
by rotating the polarization of the optical beam: experimentally, they
follow a classical procedure to realize a quantum prescription. The same
phenomenon occurs in our case: we have a purely quantum effect, that
is, the soliton spreading, and we control its action by optimal quantum
control, namely, through a genuinely quantum prescription, but using a
classical procedure, the dispersion management [261]. This means that
we can easily implement a quantum prescription experimentally.

We believe that our approach to quantum control may be extended to
many different nonlinear optical processes, opening the way to genuine
quantum design of optical soliton devices as quantum sources and non-
classical state generators for future quantum technologies.
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introduction

Light propagation at low intensity can experience quantum noise effects;
the lower the photon number is, the stronger the modifications between
classical and quantum optical evolutions are. In nonlinear media, optical
beam profiles can reproduce water wave propagation, and several exam-
ples of such analogies are reported in literature [282, 283]. In particular, a
laser beam propagating in a third-order nonlinear crystal with an initial
rectangular shape mimics the focusing dam break flow and generates
Peregrine-like RWs [7, 200].

The mechanism hidden behind this argument is examined in Chapter 4,
and it is here summarized. Starting from the small-dispersion NLSE

in Eq. 4.1 with initial condition 4.2, we define the NLSE box problem,
or the dam break problem [200, 205]. The initial evolution presents
the formation of two single-phase, counterpropagating DSWs, which
regularize the box discontinuities. Their two wavefronts superimpose
in the central part of the box (see Fig. 4.1a) and generate a two-phase
quasi-periodic wave locally approximated by a Peregrine soliton [152,
159, 206, 207]. However, quantum noise contribution to this Peregrine
solitons generation has not been investigated yet.

We report relevant quantum effects on the emergence of optical RWs in
focusing third-order-nonlinear media for super-Gaussian beams and show
the way the quantum noise modifies both the intensity of the maximum
peak and the time of its occurrence. We also show that uncertainties have
increasing global behavior when decreasing the number of photons. Our
results cast light on the RW generation at quantum regimes.

quantum effects on rogue waves generation

To analyze the modifications to the RWs emergence in the optical dam
break problem at low intensity, namely, to work on the quantum nonlinear
box problem, we use the same strategy of Chapter 6 for the study of the
quantum solitons evolution. We consider a quantum state |ψb〉 such that

〈ψb|Ψ̂|ψb〉 ' ψb(x) :=





√
|c0|n0 if |x| ≤ 1

2|c0|n0

0 if |x| > 1
2|c0|n0

, (7.1)
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hence
∫

dx|ψb(x)|2 = n0, as for Eq. (6.6) at high photon number.
Again, similarly to the previous Chapter, we normalize as follows:

ψ̃b(x̃) =
ψb(x)√
|c0|n0

=

{
1 if |x̃| ≤ 1

2

0 if |x̃| > 1
2

, (7.2)

with x̃ = |c0|n0x, t̃ = −χc2
0n2

0t, ũ(x̃, t̃) = u(x,t)√
|c0|n0

, ṽ(x̃, t̃) = v(x,t)√
|c0|n0

,

σ̃(x̃, t̃) = σ(x,t)

(|c0|n0)
3
2

and ν̃(x̃, t̃) = ν(x,t)

(|c0|n0)
3
2

. Therefore,
∫

dx̃|ψ̃s(x̃)|2 = 1

and the evolution is ruled by the SNLSEs (6.8).

Figure 7.1: Intensity profiles of a rectangular-shaped beam propagating in a third-
order nonlinear medium. (a) Quantum nonlinear box problem numeri-
cal solution at low photon number n0 = 10; (b) Quantum nonlinear box
problem numerical solution at high photon number n0 = 300. Every
simulation is averaged on NR = 16 realizations.

We numerically simulate the box propagation, using as initial condition
a normalized super-Gaussian function e−

1
2 (2x)24

, for the same reasons
explained in Chapter 4, namely, to avoid numerical errors due to the
box discontinuities. Figure 7.1 reports simulations at different photon
numbers. Figure 7.1(a) shows the box propagation at a quantum level
(n0 = 10), while in Fig. 7.1(b) the box evolution resembles the Peregrine
soliton generation in Fig. 4.4, which confirms its classical behavior (n0 =
300).

We study the quantum noise effects on the Peregrine soliton generation,
and outcomes are illustrated in Fig. 7.2. By analyzing the Peregrine soliton
peak intensity position, and its own value, varying n0, we can highlight
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Figure 7.2: Quantum noise effects on Peregrine soliton, varying n0. (a) Peak inten-
sity mean value; (b) averaged time of Peregrine soliton occurrence; (c)
Peak intensity standard deviation; (d) standard deviation of Peregrine
soliton temporal occurrence. Every simulation is averaged on NR = 16
realizations.

the different behaviors at low and high photon numbers regimes. Fig-
ures 7.2(a,c) prove that the quantum regime enhances both the intensity
per photon number and its standard deviation. Figures 7.2(b,d) shows
the time of Peregrine soliton occurrence has not a monotonic behavior
that is as well-defined as peak intensity profile: its mean value is affected
by numerical fluctuation at every photon number regime. The peak
intensity standard deviation, instead, does not monotonically decrease,
but however owns a decreasing global behavior.
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conclusions

We showed that third-order nonlinear waves at the quantum level can
be numerically studied through SNLSEs, solved by a stochastic Heun
algorithm. Moreover, we proved that this analysis can also be applied to
the quantum nonlinear box problem, the quantum optical analog of the
hydrodynamical dam break problem.

Our results unveil a new direction in the realization of all-optical
nonlinear devices. Since in Chapter 4 we showed how a box-shaped
beam can access very complex nonlinear dynamics, and its propagation
can be supervised, or controlled, this study represents for an invaluable
starting point for our future intent, as we illustrate at the end of this
thesis, aiming at new routes for computation.





Part IV

C O M P L E X I T Y I N C L A S S I C A L A N D Q UA N T U M
C O M P U TAT I O N

Outline of Part iv
This Part reports the first investigations on the use of
waves in computing.

• Chapter 8 is a general introduction to quantum
and classical computing, with emphasis on annealer
devices, as Ising machines and D-waves.

• Chapter 9 describes a simple, large-scale Ising ma-
chine, which has been developed during this thesis.

• Chapter 10 is a general introduction to machine
learning models and a demonstration of the use of
artificial neural networks for designing topological
devices.

• Chapter 11 describes random neural networks and
their implementation by disordered media. In par-
ticular, the design of quantum gates is outlined.
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Synopsis
Parts ii and iii present our results on optical nonlinear
waves, both at a classical and at a quantum regime.
The complexity of light propagation in nonlinear media
is there examined from all the main points of view:
extreme phenomena, recurrence, control, modulation
instability, etc.

Here, we introduce our study towards the realization
of an all-optical computer, able to do computation by
implementing machine learning algorithms. After an
overview of computational complexity and machine
learning techniques (with application to topological
lasers), the first all-optical realization of the Ising ma-
chine and the theoretical foundations of the random
optical machine are illustrated. Applications to quan-
tum gates are designed as well.

Can nonlinear waves do computation? We believe that
the random optical machine draws the route for an
affirmative answer to this question, and the reasons for
our claim are here reported.
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A N N E A L I N G

introduction

Many problems of interest are optimization problems, in which each
feasible solution has an associated value, and we wish to find a feasible
solution with the best value. However, complexity can arise one step
before, not when we are considering optimization problems, but when
we are dealing with decision problems, in which just the choice between
the two simple answers “yes” or “no” (or, more formally, 1 or 0) can be
harder than we think.

We usually can cast a given optimization problem as a related decision
problem by imposing a bound on the value to be optimized. For example,
for the optimization problem “shortest-path", where the algorithm has
to find the shortest way to connect all the nodes of a graph, the related
decision problem could be called “path", in which the algorithm has to
state only if a possible way to connect all the nodes in at most k edges
exists. If it does, “shortest-path" finds the minimal k. On the other hand,
if we are able to solve “shortest-path", we can design the minimal value
of k for which “path" returns “yes". From this example, we can see the
relation between optimization and decision problems works in our favor
when we try to show that the optimization problem is “hard”: if an
optimization problem is easy, its related decision problem is easy as well,
if a decision problem is hard, its related optimization problem is also
hard. In computational complexity science, the word “hard" has a very
specific meaning.

Generally, we think that most of the problems are solvable in a polyno-
mial time, but the truth is the opposite. Not only most of the problems
are not solvable in a polynomial time, being intractable, or hard, but they
are not solvable at all. There are lots of problems that cannot be solved
by any computer, such as Turing’s famous “Halting Problem”, no matter
how much time is provided. This can be demonstrating by thinking about
the cardinality of the set containing all the possible programs and the
set containing all the possible decision problems. A program is a finite
string of 0 or 1, that is, a binary number, isomorphic to a natural number.
Therefore, we represent the programs set as N. A decision problem is a
function that to every program (i.e., to every natural number) associate

106
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NP-complete

Tetris
Rubik’s Cube
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Travelling Salesman Problem

EXP-complete

Chess
k-step Halting Problem
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Go
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Complexity
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NP
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R

NP-hard

EXP-hard

Figure 8.1: Schematic of the decision problems computational complexity.

“yes" or “no" (i.e., 1 or 0), so it is a function f : N→ {0, 1}. How many
are these functions? They are as many as the numbers in R [284]. Hence,
we represent the decision programs set as R. It turns out that we have
R−N unsolvable problems.

Speaking about solvable - or computable - decision problems, we can
classify them with respect to time we need to solve them. Figure 8.1
draws the list of the corresponding sets on an increasing computational
complexity:

P= {problems solvable at most in polynomial time O(nc)},

NP= {problems solvable in polynomial time via a “lucky” (i.e., nonde-
terministic) algorithm}
= {problems with solutions that can be checked in polynomial
time},

EXP= {problems solvable at most in exponential time O
(
2nc)}

,

R= {problems solvable in finite time}, here R stands for “recur-
sive" [285].

About the set difference NP−P, the so-called P 6=NP question has been
one of the deepest, most perplexing open research problems in theoretical
computer science since it was first posed in 1971. The list above the line
in Fig. 8.1 illustrates

NP-Hard= {problems as hard at least as every problem in NP},

NP-Complete=NP∩NP-Hard,

EXP-Hard= {problems as hard at least as every problem in NP},

EXP-Complete=EXP∩EXP-Hard.
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The above classification becomes very useful after having defined the
algorithm reduction. Let us consider a decision problem A that we would
like to solve in polynomial time. We call the input to a particular problem
an instance of that problem. Now suppose that there is a different decision
problem B that we already know how to solve in polynomial time, and
suppose that we have a procedure that transforms any instance a of A
into some instance b of B with the following characteristics:

1. the transformation takes polynomial time,

2. the answer for a is “yes” if and only if the answer for b is also “yes”.

The final result is that we have converted A in B, and solving B solves A
as well. Therefore B ∈P⇒ A ∈P. Reduction can be used also for proving
NP-completeness. The proof methodology is similar: we reduce A to
B, we demonstrate that A ∈NP-Complete, and we have for granted that
B ∈NP-Complete.

The algorithm reduction is a powerful tool. As the multiscale method
allows us to derive model equations (see Chap. 1), the multicall reductions
(series of reductions) allows us to establish models of computation that,
once solved, give us the solutions of entire classes of problems. Some of
these models of computation are represented by the minimization of the
Ising Hamiltonian for different couplings [9], briefly illustrated in what
follows.

ising models

The Ising model, in its one-dimensional version, was proposed in 1925 by
Ernst Ising in his Ph. D. thesis. He wanted to describe the thermodynamic
properties of magnetic systems from a microscopic point of view, but in
the case he considered, Ising found that the system does not exhibit any
phase transition for positive temperature T > 0, thus he concluded that
the whole model was not useful. The history of physics showed that his
conclusion was incorrect. Indeed, his model has been later studied again
in many different configurations, and lots of important properties have
been discovered.

Ising model has been one of the most heavily studied in statistical
mechanics and it is often used as a testing ground when new theories
or methods are developed. The d-dimensional Ising model is defined
as follows: let us consider a d-dimensional lattice with N sites, each
labelled by an index j = 1, . . . , N; in general the lattice is supposed to
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be hypercubic, but this is not necessary 1; the degrees of freedom of the
model are discrete variables σj ∈ {−1, 1}, defined on each site, thus the
number of the possible configurations of the system is 2N . In the original
intent of the Ising model, the lattice represents the atomic configuration
of a metal, and the variables σj are the spin components along the vertical
axis. The study of this model should determine if and how all these spins
can align in a way that the system has a spontaneous net magnetization,
and it corresponds to minimazing the Hamiltonian

H = −∑
jh

Jjhσjσh , (8.1)

with Jjh coupling constants.
An extremely important characteristic of the Ising model is that it

does not only apply to magnetic systems, but to many others. Beyond
fluids, binary alloys, and others [286, 287], it can be applied also to
ANNs [288, 289]. In this case, every site of the lattice represents a neuron
and the interaction bonds are synapses. When neurons are transmitting
an electric pulse σj = 1, when they are not σj = −1.

Since when it was formulated for the first time, Ising model has been
analyzed, generalized, and computerized, but rarely solved. The sci-
entific community got exact solutions for two-dimensional systems,
but have never been able to make the leap out of the plane. There
is a good reason hidden behind this problem: the three-dimensional
Ising model is NP-Complete. The complexity result was definitively
announced in 2000 [290], but previous works showed that all versions
of the Ising model are computationally intractable when the setting is
three-dimensional [291].

The search for the ground state of the Hamiltonian (8.1) is feasible in
models with Jjh a positive constant ∀j, h, where the configuration with all
the spins aligned (either σj = 1 or σj = −1 ∀j) decreases the total energy.
If the coupling constants are a mix of positive and negative numbers -
as they are for spin glasses - finding the ground state is a hard problem,
and computational complexity comes in. At this point, it is natural to
suspect intimate connections between the Ising model and all the other
NP-Complete problems. Indeed, there exists a polynomial time mapping
the Ising model to any other element of the NP-Complete set [292]: the
Ising Hamiltonian minimization is a model of computation, and solving
it means solving the entire class of NP-Complete problem. In [292] it is
described how “all of the famous NP problems” [293, 294] can be written

1 in two dimensions, for example, we can consider triangular or "honeycomb" lattices, while in
three dimensions we can have body-centered or face-centered cubic lattices; what distinguishes
one lattice from another is the number of the nearest neighbours of a site z.
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down as an Ising model with specific coupling constants, and with a
polynomial number of spins which scales no faster than N3.

Analogies between the statistical physics of Ising spin glasses and NP
problems have been also used to construct simulated annealing algo-
rithms [295, 296]. These connections have suggested a physical under-
standing of the emergence of hardness in these problems via a complex
energy landscape with many local minima [297]. As consequence, re-
cently an increasing interest in the possibility of using adiabatic quantum
optimization to solve NP-Complete and NP-Hard problems has been
spreading out. These and other topics are introduced in the next section.

quantum annealing and d-wave systems

As we have already showed in Chapter 6, many techniques of quantum
control work by changing a continuous parameter into the Hamilto-
nian: they force the evolution towards a target state, without exciting
new spurious states. Relevant examples of these methods are quan-
tum shortcuts to adiabaticity [229, 298], quantum feedback control [232]
and quantum optimal control [242, 299]. In shortcuts to adiabaticity, a
quantum adiabatic process 2 is substituted by an alternative faster evo-
lution which reproduces the same final state in shorter time. In other
words, a slowly-varying time-dependent Hamiltonian Ĥ0(t) is associ-
ated to another Hamiltonian Ĥ1(t) that exactly carries the instantaneous
eigenstates of Ĥ0(t), namely, without transitions between them. In this
context, [231]’s Authors establish an important bridge between the latter
technique and the IST [79], by associating the KdVE Lax pair L̂(t), M̂(t) to
the Lewis-Riesenfeld dynamical invariant and the Hamiltonian, respec-
tively. This suggests that the link between shortcuts to adiabaticity and
nonlinear waves is deep and well-defined.

In this Section, another deep link is going to be illustrated: the con-
nection between quantum annealing and computation of NP-Complete
problems. Let us suppose that we have a quantum Hamiltonian Ĥ1,
whose ground state encodes the solution to a problem of interest. At the
same time, we have another Hamiltonian Ĥ0, whose ground state is easy
to find/prepare, and that Ĥ0 and Ĥ1 do not commute. If we prepare a
quantum system to be in the ground state of Ĥ0, and then adiabatically
change the Hamiltonian for a time T, considering a new Hamiltonian

Ĥ(t) =
(

1− t
T

)
Ĥ0 +

t
T

Ĥ1, (8.2)

2 as defined in 1928 by Born and Fock in the adiabatic theorem: “a physical system remains in
its instantaneous eigenstate if a given perturbation is acting on it slowly enough and if there
is a gap between the eigenvalue and the rest of the Hamiltonian’s spectrum”.
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with T large enough, then the quantum system remains in the ground
state, by the adiabatic theorem of QM. At time T, measuring the quantum
state evolved by the Hamiltonian (8.2) has to return the ground state of
Ĥ1 [300, 301].

Summaring, quantum annealing can be seen as a generic algorithm
that uses QM fluctuations to search for the solution of an optimization
problem. However, scientists are still debating about whether or not
these algorithms can solve optimization problems faster than classical
algorithms [302–304]. In fact, if the problem has size N, one typically
finds

T = O
[
exp

(
αNβ

)]
, (8.3)

with α, β positive real numbers. This is a consequence of the requirement
that exponentially small energy gaps between the ground state of H(t)
and the first excited state, at some intermediate time, do not lead to
Landau–Zener transitions into excited states [304].

While it is unlikely that NP-Complete problems can be solved in poly-
nomial time by quantum annealing algorithms, the coefficients α, β may
be smaller than known classical algorithms, so there is still a possibility
that quantum annealing is more efficient on some classes of optimization
problems.

In 2011, D-Wave Inc. released their first quantum computer, working
through quantum annealing. The first commercially produced D-Wave
processor was a programmable, superconducting integrated circuit with
up to 128 pair-wise coupled superconducting flux qubits. The 128-qubit
processor was superseded by a 512-qubit processor in 2013. The processor
is designed to implement a special-purpose quantum annealing. There-
fore, it does not operate as a universal gate-model quantum computer.

Many researchers are highly sceptical about what D-Wave claims. The
remaining contention lies in how useful the D-Wave machine is, and
some researchers still question whether D-Wave’s approach will yield a
significant computation increase. A non-negligible group of researchers,
also, pointed out that the D-Wave machine might not be a quantum
computer, but instead operates in a complex but classical way.
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conclusions

Solving NP-complete problems is a current scientific challenge, an the
engineering of a new type of computer, able to overcome such a challenge,
could be the starting point of a new computational era, which might
significantly change our every-day lives. Ising machine, as a model of
computation, remains a paradigm that, once solved, can open the way to
the design of new devices. D-wave, through quantum annealing, built a
quantum computer that, in its last version, handles 2048 qubits, without
the hypothesis of the universality.

In the next Chapter, we show how, with a simple (and cheap) Spatial
Light Modulator (SLM), we built a (classical) all-optical Ising machine,
able to find the ground state of the Ising Hamiltonian in the all-to-all
spin interaction and Mattis models.
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introduction

A large number of internal states characterizes complex systems from
biology to social science. The fact that the number of these states grows
exponentially with the system size hampers large-scale computational
possibilities. Complex optimization problems involving these models are
in many cases classified as NP-hard (intractable) and cannot be tackled
efficiently by standard computing architectures. In Chapter 8, we show
how a broad class of such computationally intractable problems maps to
the search of the ground state of a classical system of interacting spins: the
minimization of an Ising Hamiltonian with specific spin couplings [291,
292, 305].

Growing research interest is emerging towards physical and artificial
systems that evolve according to an Ising Hamiltonian and enable to
find the optimal combinatorial solution by the ground state observed
in the experiment. Quantum and classical Ising systems have been real-
ized by trapped atoms [306, 307], single photons [308], superconducting
circuits [309], electromechanical modes [310], nanomagnets [311] and
polariton condensates [312]. In optics, spin-glass dynamics have been
observed in random lasers [313, 314], multimodal cavities [315, 316]
, coupled laser lattices [317], beam filamentation [318] and nonlinear
waves propagation in disordered media [319]. In these photonic systems,
one has easy access to thousands of optical spins, but controlling their
interaction is challenging.

Novel photonic platforms with numerous and easily accessible spin
variables are particularly relevant for computation. Optical computing
machines offer high-speed and scalability with respect to conventional
hardware. Various authors reported coherent Ising machines based on
time-multiplexed optical parametric oscillators finding approximate so-
lutions to optimization problems with several nodes [320–324]. Others
proposed nanophotonic circuits to implement any small-scale spin sys-
tems directly on a programmable chip [325–327]. Matrix operations
can also be performed by spatially shaped optical fields, without engi-
neered wave-mixing devices [328, 329], by exploiting randomly reflected
waves [330] or disordered biological samples [1]. However, using spatial
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optical modulation to solve Ising spin dynamics has remained unex-
plored.

In this Chapter, we propose and experimentally demonstrate the use
of spatial light modulation for calculating the ground state of an Ising
Hamiltonian. The phase matrix on a SLM acts as a lattice of spins whose
interaction is ruled by the constrained optical intensity in the far-field.
Feedback from the detection plane allows the spatial phase distribution
to evolve towards the minimum of the selected spin model. We find
ferromagnetic-like ground states in agreement with mean-field predic-
tions. Our spatial Ising machine hosts thousands of parallelly-processed
spins, and represents a scalable and efficient approach for photonic
computing.

the spatial photonic ising machine

We implement a spatial photonic Ising machine by using the phases
in separated spatial points of the optical wavefront. A binary phase
modulated beam encodes binary spins with configurable interactions
[Fig. 9.1(a)]. A spin variable σj = exp(ıφj) = ±1 corresponds to a
spatial point of the optical field with phase φj ∈ {0, π}. As illustrated in
Figs. 9.1(b,c), a SLM acting as a reprogrammable matrix of pixels imprints
binary phase values on the coherent wavefront.

Setting the SLM in the Fourier space of the electric field Ẽ(k) (“tilde”
denotes Fourier transform in this Chapter), we have

Ẽ(k) = ∑
j

ξ jσj δ̃W(k− kj), (9.1)

where ξ j indicates the field amplitude incoming on each pixel. In Eq. (9.1)
we make reference - without loosing generality - to a one dimensional
spin configuration to simplify the notation. The normalized rectangular
function δ̃W models the pixel of finite size 2W [Fig. 9.1(c)], so that kj =
2Wj, with j = 1, ..., n. The resulting far-field intensity after free-space
propagation is

I(x) = |E(x)|2 = ∑
jh

ξ jξhσjσhδ2
W(x)e2ıW(h−j)x , (9.2)

with δW(x) = sin(Wx)/(Wx) the inverse Fourier transform of δ̃W(k).
Spin-spin interaction can be induced by acting on the intensity on the de-
tection plane. We constrain I(x) by a measurement and feedback method
to couple the phases on the SLM plane. Minimizing ‖IT(x)− I(x)‖ for an
arbitrary target intensity image IT(x) thus corresponds to minimizing a
Hamiltonian H. After normalization

∫
[IT(x)]2dx '

∫
[I(x)]2dx, and the
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Figure 9.1: Ising machine by spatial light modulation. (a) The wave phase in differ-
ent spatial points gives the spins evolving through optical propagation.
(b) Experimental setup: an amplitude-modulated laser beam is phase
modulated by a reflective SLM and detected by a CCD camera in the
far-field. (c) A discrete phase mask with binary values φj = 0, π in the
Fourier plane mimics Ising spins σj = ±1. Spin interaction is encoded
in the input intensity distribution and occurs through recurrent feed-
back from the detection plane [Eq. (9.3)]. Inset is an example of the
detected intensity when the binary hologram is tailored to generate a
squared intensity target IT .

function H takes the form of the Ising Hamiltonian in Eq. (8.1), with spin
interactions given by

Jjh = 2ξ jξh

∫
IT(x)δ2

W(x)e2ıW(h−j)xdx. (9.3)
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When the effect of the SLM pixel size can be neglected, δW(x) ∼ 1, and
the couplings reduce to

Jjh = 2πξ jξh ĨT [2W(j− h)], (9.4)

which indicates that the interaction matrix is set by the input amplitude
modulation along with the Fourier transform of the far-field target image.
The interaction passes from short- to long-range by changing the spatial
profile of IT . In particular, in the case of a point-like target image,
the spins are all-to-all interacting (Jjh = const) for an input wave with
constant amplitude. Using a programmable (quenched) amplitude mask
on the input beam the couplings can be varied according to Jjh ∝ ξ jξh,
which allows us to implement the entire class of spin-glass models,
known as Mattis models [331, 332], where the pairwise interaction can be
expressed as product of two independent variables. Figure 9.1(c) shows
the principle of operation of our Ising machine. A spin configuration
{σj} is generated upon an amplitude-modulated wavefront using binary
phases on the SLM and the corresponding intensity distribution I(x) is
measured in the far-field. The detected image is compared with the
target IT(x), which, according to Eq. (9.4), fixes the interaction together
with the specific input modulation, and the information is feedback
to the SLM plane. At each time step, the system is made to evolve
towards minimization of the cost function f = ||IT(x)− I(x)|| , which
corresponds to looking for the Ising ground state.

The experimental implementation of this optical machine follows the
setting shown in Fig. 9.1(b). Light from a CW-laser source with wave-
length λ = 532nm is expanded, eventually modulated in amplitude, and
made to impinge on a twisted nematic liquid crystal reflective modulator
(Holoeye LC-R 720, 1280× 768 pixels, pixel pitch 20× 20µm) whose ac-
tive area is selected by a rectangular aperture to host N = L× L spins
(pixels). The SLM is set into a phase-modulation mode with less than
10% residual intensity modulation by a combination of incident and
analyzed polarizations. Phase-modulated light is spatially filtered (3mW
power) and then focused by a lens (f= 500mm) on a CCD camera. The
intensity is measured on M = 18× 18 spatial modes obtained grouping
16× 16 camera pixels to average over speckles arising from spatial phase
fluctuations in the far-field plane.

all-to-all spin interactions

We first demonstrate the spatial Ising machine for N = 4× 104 spins
with all-to-all couplings (Jjh = const), which corresponds to a number
of spin-spin connections orders of magnitude larger than those realized
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in time-multiplexed platforms [321, 322]. In this case, ξ j = ξh = ξ0 and
the target corresponds to intensity focused only in a single spatial mode,
that is, a bright localized spot [Fig. 9.2(a)]. The binary phases on the
SLM are initialized by a random distribution, which gives a weak and
broad speckle pattern in the detection plane. By a Monte Carlo-like
method, at each iteration we randomly flip a small cluster of spins and
measure the corresponding far-field intensity, retaining the change only
if its difference with the target image decreases [333]. Unlike other pho-
tonic Ising machines [334], no information about the target Hamiltonian
is used to affect electronically the spin evolution. To prevent trapping
into local minima induced by the algorithm, we select clusters with a
gradually increasing size. To follow the system evolution, we consider
as physical observables the energy H and the magnetization m = 〈σj〉
of each configuration. As shown in Fig. 9.2(b) for different realizations,
we observe a monotonic growth of |m|, which saturates to a large value
after approximatively 103 iterations. The Hamiltonian monotonically
decreases toward a plateau, thus indicating the onset of a low-energy
ferromagnetic-like state. The actual temperature T of these spin configu-
rations is determined by the random phase fluctuations in the Fourier
plane, which results from the intrinsic noise characterizing each operation
in the experimental setup. Sources of noise come from the quantization
on the CCD discrete modes of the detected intensity as well as from the
imperfect spatial phase modulation [335].

To test the solution found by our machine, we use a different and
complementary approach based on phase retrieval. The aim is to evaluate
the energy statistical distribution function (PDF) of all those {σj} that
satisfy the far-field constraint and compare with the low-energy solutions
found by the machine. The method allows distinguishing the errors
related to the feedback algorithm to those associated with the optical
setup. We use a Quantized Phase-Retrieval (QPR) algorithm [336] to
numerically generate binary phase distributions from the target image IT
and we measure the far-field intensity I. Among the many possible states
that we determine by the QPR, which are associated with different phase
patterns in the target plane, the solution of the machine is determined by
minimizing the cost function f . Figures 9.2(c,d) show the results from 16
sets of measurements, each with 100 phase-retrieved spin configurations.
We observe that the identified solutions populate the tail of the energy
distribution [Fig. 9.2(c)] and have maximum magnetization [Fig. 9.2(d)].
This indicates that ground states of the Ising Hamiltonian are successfully
found. In particular, the machine gives with 87% probability the correct
minimum solution, that is, a spin configuration lying in the 5% of those
with the lowest energy. This ground state probability quantifies the
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Figure 9.2: Optically solving the Ising Hamiltonian with all-to-all spin interactions.
(a) An unweighted Möbius-Ladder graph with fully-connected vertices
(results refer to N = 4× 104 vertices) along with the employed target
intensity IT . (b) Measured evolution of the system energy H (Jjh =

1) and magnetization |m| for different initial random spin matrices.
(c-d) Observed probability distribution function for the (c) energy
and (d) magnetization of spin configurations satisfying the interaction
constrain IT (see text); red and magenta lines indicate H and |m| of the
identified ground state solutions, respectively. (e) A set of ground state
spin configurations: small-size ferromagnetic clusters with opposite
magnetization are visible.

correspondence between the cost-function minima and spin states with
lower energy, and is independent of the way the ground state has been
found.

To quantify the physical state resulting from the optical computation,
we analyze the spin configurations. Figure 9.2(e) shows the typical
ground states retrieved by the optical machine. We observe ferromagnetic
domains of various size embedded in a phase with opposite magneti-
zation. Spin states with m < 0 and m > 0 appear with almost equal
probability, as expected from spontaneous symmetry breaking in the
absence of external magnetic fields. From the set of {σj} we can estimate
the actual temperature according to the mean-field solution of Eq. (5.35),
which describes the case with all-to-all interacting spins [332, 337]. Con-
sidering the equation of state m = tanh [(Tc/T)m], from the observed
mean magnetization we obtain T/Tc = 0.80± 0.03. We also analyze the
measured spin spatial autocorrelation according to g(r) = exp (−r/ξ),
where the autocorrelation length ξ gives an estimation of the mean
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domain size. In the mean-field approach, ξ diverges at the critical tem-
perature as ξ = R∗ (1− T/Tc)

−β, where the critical exponent β = 1/2
and R∗ is the minimum cluster length. In this case, the resulting temper-
ature is T/Tc = 0.83± 0.02. Therefore, the observed ground states have
magnetizations and domain configurations consistent with a mean-field
Ising model at fixed temperature.

One of the main features of our spatial photonic setting is the extremely
large number of spins that can be simulated. Varying the active area
on the SLM (the transverse size of the spatially modulated laser beam),
we investigate how the machine operation depends on the system size
L. Figure 9.3(a) shows the magnetization and the fidelity (probability
of finding the Ising ground state) of the observed ground state varying
the number of spin from N = 74× 74 to N = 274× 274 and leaving un-
changed their interaction. At variance with other photonic settings [321],
we find that the performance of our Ising machine does not sensibly
depend on the number of spins [inset in Fig. 9.3(a)]. For large sizes N, a
minor decrease of the magnetization and fidelity is observed, and due to
the lower spatial resolution in the detection plane. At low spin number,
we observe a linear decrease of |m| as N is reduced. We ascribe this
behavior to finite-size effects. The observed spin autocorrelation function
strongly varies with the number of spins, and a well-defined single decay
only emerges at large N [Fig. 9.3(b)]. For configurations with few spins,
we find that the measured correlation length grows linearly with the
configuration size [Fig. 9.3(c)], in close agreement with finite-size scaling
arguments, which predicts a mean-field behavior ξ ∝ L [338]. For large
L the size of ferroelectric domains becomes independent of the system
scale. The photonic machine thus points out a fundamental phenomenon
of spin models [339].

mattis model

We investigate other Ising models, by tailoring the spin couplings. As
suggested by Eq. (9.4), Mattis spin-glasses can be realized varying the
input amplitudes ξi and keeping a point-like target image ( ĨT [2W(i −
j)] ' const).

For these experiments, the SLM is split into two independent parts [340].
A portion of the SLM is used for amplitude modulation to generate
controlled ξi distributions, that are imaged pixel by pixel on the second
portion, where binary phase modulation and spin dynamics occur. We
implement coupling matrices Jjh ∝ ξ jξh made of large random blocks
with strongly (ξ j = ξ0) and weakly (ξ j = 0) interacting spins [Fig. 9.4(a)].
Following the theoretical solution of the Mattis model [332], the expected
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spin ground state is identical to the interaction configuration ξ j, or to
its reversal, except for the weakly interacting regions where spins are
randomly oriented. Therefore, in our photonic simulation, we quantify
the fidelity of the measured inhomogeneous ferromagnetic ground state
by the spatial correlation C = ∑j σjξ j/ξ0. C = ±1 for the ideal Mattis
model in the lowest energy state. Figure 9.4(b) shows that the measured
ground states are strongly correlated or anticorrelated with the interaction
matrix, as expected. Since in the Mattis models a minimal amount of
noise introduces frustration [332], the differences between the machine
solutions and the ideal ones are due to the non-zero effective temperature
of the system.
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conclusions

We have demonstrated that spatial light modulation can be exploited
to find the ground state of Ising Hamiltonians. By using binary phases
on the wavefront of an amplitude modulated laser beam, a detection
and feedback method, we optically calculate the low-energy ferromag-
netic spin configuration. The ground states display finite-size scaling
effects and mean-field properties at a fixed temperature. This finding
opens the way to photonic simulations of phase-transition phenomena.
The platform naturally hosts tens of thousands of spins (not limited
to binary spins, when adopting multilevel phase modulations) and is
scalable to larger sizes. The speed of our machine is limited only by
the SLM response, camera rate, and data processing. The iteration time
can be potentially reduced to few milliseconds with the most recent
technologies [341]. Moreover, a recent theoretical proposal in the time
domain [327] suggests a possible direction for further reducing the steps
performed digitally by wave-mixing devices. The use of temporally
modulated light pulses in addition to spatial modulation may also allow
implementing three-dimensional spin systems with controllable interac-
tion, even including the quantum optical regimes in which the coherent
laser source is replaced by non-classical light. Similar large-scale simula-
tors may also be conceived with quantum wavepackets as in ultracold
gases, and Bose-Einstein condensates, by proper control and preparation
of the initial states.
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Figure 9.3: Scaling properties of the ferromagnetic ground state. (a) Observed
magnetization varying the spin number (the dotted line is a linear
trend serving as a guide). The inset shows the scaling of the machine
performance. (b) Spatial spin autocorrelation functions (distance in
pixel units) for different N. (c) Corresponding autocorrelation length
as a function of the system size L (dots) and linear fitting behavior
(line).
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Figure 9.4: Programming the spin interaction by amplitude modulation. (a) Ex-
amples of coupling configurations (N = 104, top panels) made of
random blocks in which the interaction assumes two positive values
(ξ j = 0, ξ0 > 0). The corresponding spin ground state observed in the
red box region is shown in the bottom panel. (b) Measured probability
distribution of the correlation C between the ground state and the
couplings for the Mattis models. The inset shows a corresponding
Möbius-Ladder graph with connected and unconnected nodes.
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introduction

Early research on ML adopted an informal approach to evaluation. Papers
typically reported runs of learning methods on a small set of training
cases or problems, the outputs of these runs, and arguments for why the
latter were reasonable or desirable results. In 1988, Kibler and Langley [342]
laid out a framework for an experimental science of ML. Many authors
adopted this perspective and, within a few years, the vast majority of
articles reported experimental results about performance improvement
on well-defined tasks.

The early movement in ML was also characterized by an emphasis on
symbolic representations of learned knowledge, such as production rules,
decision trees, and logical formulae. This bias was understandable, since
ML was an outgrowth of symbolic Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cognitive
science, with most of these researchers being concerned with automat-
ically constructing expert systems or modeling human acquisition of
knowledge structures. However, the growing interest on performance
improvement definitively changed the definition of this field. In 1980s, ML

was still viewed as a branch of AI. By 2000, many researchers committed
to ML treated it as a separate field with few links to its parent discipline.
This shift occurred partly because it was far easier to carry out experi-
ments in classification and regression domains, and partly because of
the commercial success of many data-mining applications. The growing
use of statistical and pattern-recognition approaches, which improved
performance, pushed away ML from AI.

Recently, ML [343–345] has been proposed as an encompassing tech-
nology for dealing with greatly differing problems through an unified
approach. ML techniques have shown a remarkable growth in sophisti-
cation and application scope in multiple fields [346–348]. Moreover, ML

offers exciting perspectives in photonics. It is applied in two main classes
of problems:

1. classification for categorizing information,

2. regression to predict continuous values,

124
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and, depending on the nature of the problem, there are different ML

approaches, based on the type and volume of the data, here listed.

Supervised learning.

Supervised learning typically begins with an established set of data
and a certain understanding of how that data is classified. It is
intended to find patterns in data that can be applied to an analytics
process. This data has labeled features that define the meaning
of the data itself. When the label is continuous, it is a regression;
when the data comes from a discrete set of values, it is known
as classification. The algorithms are trained using preprocessed
examples, and the performance of the algorithms is evaluated with
test data.

Unsupervised learning.

Unsupervised learning is best suited when the problem requires a
massive amount of data that is unlabeled. Understanding the
meaning behind this data requires algorithms that are able to
classify the information based on patterns or clusters. Then, the
supervised learning conducts an iterative process of analyzing data.
In essence, either this process is used to add labels to the data so
that it becomes supervised, or it is used to determine outcomes
from huge amounts of data more quickly than a supervised learning
approach.

Reinforcement learning.

Reinforcement learning is a behavioral learning model. The al-
gorithm receives feedback from the analysis of the data, so the
user is guided to the best outcome. Reinforcement learning differs
from other types of supervised learning because the system is not
trained with the sample data set. Rather, the system learns through
trial and error. Therefore, a sequence of successful decisions will
result in the process being “reinforced”, because it best solves the
problem at hand.

ANNs and Deep Learning.

Deep learning is a specific method of ML that incorporates ANNs in
successive layers, in order to learn from data in an iterative man-
ner. Deep learning is especially useful when one is trying to learn
patterns from unstructured data. Complex ANNs are designed to
emulate how the human brain works, so computers can be trained
to deal with abstractions and problems that are poorly defined.
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An ANN consists of three or more layers: an input layer, one or
many hidden layers, and an output layer. Data is ingested through
the input layer. Then the data is modified in the hidden layers
and the output layer, based on the weights applied to these nodes.
Figures 10.1a,b show examples of regressive ANNs. A regressive
ANN is a configuration of computational layers such that a specific
set of input nodes I is connected to a single output node, through
a configurable set of Nh hidden layers, each containing ni nodes hij,
where i = 1, ...Nh and j = 1, ...ni. A generic node k + 1, j, shown
in Figs. 10.1c, receiving as inputs hki, with i = 1, ..., nk, yields on

output hk+1j = g
(

∑l wk+1jklhkl + bk+1j

)
, with g(x) being a nonlin-

ear activation function, wk+1jkl the weight of hkl on hk+1j, and bk+1j
a bias term. The typical ANN may consist of thousands or even
millions of simple processing nodes that are densely interconnected.
The term deep learning is used when there are multiple hidden
layers within an ANN. Using an iterative approach, an ANN contin-
uously adjusts and makes inferences until a specific stopping point
is reached. Deep learning is a ML technique that uses hierarchical
ANNs to learn from a combination of unsupervised and supervised
algorithms, and it is often called a sub-discipline of ML.

solving the inverse problem in topological lasers

The rapidly growing interest in topological photonics [349, 350] is leading
to the design of complex structures for the many applications of optical
topological insulators [351]. One leading goal of topological photonics
is photon transport protected from unwanted random scattering. This
is achieved by realizing analogues of the quantum Hall effect [352–354]
through magnetic-like Hamiltonians in photonic systems [355]. In the
optical domain, topological insulators [356] have been implemented in
modulated honeycomb lattices [355], in arrays of coupled optical ring res-
onators [357] and optical quantum walks [358]. Geometry-independent
topological structures have been proposed to obtain nonreciprocal single
mode lasing [359–362] as well as systems with balanced gain and loss for
parity-time symmetric structures with topological order [363, 364]. Emu-
lations of four-dimensional physics have also been reported [365, 366].
By using one-dimensional Harper modulations, it is possible to simu-
late two-dimensional topological systems. Similarly, by two-dimensional
topological systems, one can simulate four-dimensional ones, as recently
investigated in [365, 366].
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Figure 10.1: Architecture of fully-connected feed-forward ANNs. Orange and green
circles are the input and output units, respectively. Blue ones represent
the nodes of the hidden layers. Interconnections among the units are
given by arrows. The networks in the background are specific to the
unfolded problem; in the foreground we show the networks with
extra mode and trend inputs. a) Inverse problem network. b) Direct
problem network. c) Single unit scheme. The node performs a linear
combination of its inputs followed by a nonlinear activation function.

One challenge in this field is to find an effective methodology for
the inverse problem in which the target optical properties result from
topological characteristics. Although various computational techniques
are available, these require specific implementations, tailored to the task
at hand. In this Chapter, we employ ML regression for solving the inverse
problem in topological photonics. We apply advanced ML techniques to
design photonic topological insulators, enabling innovative applications
through custom tailoring of desired optical parameters. In our approach,
we introduce a twist in order to ensure that only physically possible
solutions are found. This twist is based on a self-consistent cycle, in
which a tentative solution, obtained from the inverse problem ANN, is
run through the direct problem ANN in order to ensure that the solution
obtained is indeed viable. This has the added benefit of checking that
multivalued degeneracy has been effectively removed.
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The Photonic Topological Insulator

We consider one of the simplest structures that support non-trivial topo-
logical properties. In one-dimensional (1D) systems, synthetic mag-
netic fields occur by lattice modulation [367] of the optical structure. In
the Aubry-Andre-Harper (AAH) model [368, 369], identical sites - res-
onators, two-level atoms, waveguides, etc. - are centered at positions
zn = do

(
n + ηδH

n
)
, with n an integer label, do the primary lattice period,

η the modulation strength and δH
n = cos(2πβn + φ) the Harper modula-

tion [369]. The parameter β is the frequency of the Harper modulation.
Together, β and the phase shift φ furnish the topological properties by
a “two-dimensional ancestor” mapping [370]. The 2D ancestor is char-
acterized by the dependence of the dielectric function on the coordinate
z and on the parameter φ, which acts as a periodic artificial coordinate.
Hence, the phase φ can be treated as a wave vector in a fictitious aux-
iliary direction [370]. For β = p/q, with p > 0 and q > 0 integers, the
lattice displays two commensurate periods with q sites zn in the unit-cell.
Properly chosen parameters give rise to nontrivial topological phases
with protected states at the border of the structure. These “edge-states”
are hallmarks of topological insulators. The phase φ tunes edge-state
eigenfrequency in the photonic band-gaps.

Our photonic topological insulator is an array of layers A of normalized
thickness ξ = LA/do (characteristic size ratio), centered in zn, in an
homogeneous bulk of material B. This kind of structure can be effectively
modeled by the transfer matrix technique [364, 371], as reported in
Fig. 10.2a. In this figure A0 and An are the initial and final amplitudes of
the right-travelling waves; while B0 and Bn are their equivalent for the
left-travelling wave amplitudes.

Given the stepped and periodic dielectric function of period D = qdo:

εφ(z) =

{
εA , ifzn − LA/2 ≤ z ≤ zn + LA/2

εB , ifzn + LA/2 ≤ z ≤ zn+1 − LA/2

in each layer the electric field can be represented as the superposition of
a left- and a right-traveling wave. Applying the boundary conditions, the
matrices

Mαγ =
qγ + qα

2qγ

(
1 rαγ

rαγ 1

)
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Figure 10.2: a) Scheme of the topological optical structure. b) Dielectric function
profile for an AAH chain with β = 1/3, with si = [zi+1 − zi − LA]/do .
c) Band diagram with χ = φ + π(2β− 1)/2. For |χ/π| > 1 one can
identify the gaps of the unmodulated structure (blue regions). The
range |χ/π| < 1 shows the gaps with Harper modulation: each gap of
the unmodulated structures (|χ/π| > 1) splits into q bands. d) Orange
and green regions correspond to gaps. White areas indicate the
regions where Q(ω, χ, ξ) > 0, blue the regions where Q(ω, χ, ξ) < 0.
Edge states are possible only in the regions with crosses in orange
and green gaps.

with α, γ = AorB, and rαγ =
qγ−qα

qγ+qα
, describe the light propagation

through the interfaces, having introduced qα = (ω/c)
√

εα, while the
propagation within each layer A and B is given by:

TA =

(
eiqAdoξ 0

0 e−iqAdoξ

)
, TBn =

(
eiqBdosn 0

0 e−iqBdosn

)

where sn = [zn+1 − zn − LA]/do are the normalized thicknesses of the B
layers.
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From these we obtain the transfer matrix for the single period T(1)(ω),
the matrix connecting the fields in the left side of the elementary cell to
the ones in the right side:

T(1) =
q−1

∏
i=0

TB(q−i)M

with M = MABTA MBA. The quantity ρ = − 1
2 TrT(1)(ω, φ, ξ) allows one

to locate bulk bands in the regions where ρ2 6 1, and gaps where ρ2 > 1.
Alternatively, the amplitude |r∞(ω, φ, ξ)|2 of the reflection coefficient of
the structure [370]

r∞(ω, φ, ξ) =
eik(ω)D − T(1)

11 (ω, φ, ξ)

T(1)
12 (ω, φ, ξ)

, (10.1)

where eik(ω)D is an eigenvalue of the matrix T(1)(ω, φ, ξ), can also be
used to locate the gaps of the system.

Figure 10.2a shows the final wave amplitudes An , Bn by the n-fold
repeated action of T(1)(ω, φ, ξ) on A0, B0. The dielectric constant profile -
for the case β = 1/3 - is schematically illustrated in Fig. 10.2b.

For η = 0, we have a periodic unmodulated structure with frequency
bandgaps labeled by an integer i, with frequency ω̃0 = ω0d0/c =
π/(
√

εA + (1− ξ)
√

εB). For η 6= 0, each gap of the unmodulated struc-
ture splits into q gaps, each one labelled by indices (i, j) (j = 1, ..., q) [372].
This splitting is shown in Fig. 10.2c for β = 1/3 with respect to the
variable χ = φ + π(2β− 1)/2.

To determine the existence of the edge states, one needs to specify the
boundary conditions on each edge of the structure. For the left edge this
condition is given by:

0 = (qb + qa)A1 + (qb − qa)B1

where A1 and B1 are the amplitudes of the right and left-travelling waves
in the first layer of the structure. This condition can be reformulated as

det(b1, a1) = 0

with b1 = ((qa − qb), (qa + qb))
T and a1 = (A1, B1)

T , and, together

with the eigenvalues λ± and eigenvectors v± = (T(1)
12 , λ± − T(1)

11 ) of the
transfer matrix T(1), it is possible to determine existence and dispersion
of edge states.

Following [373, 374], it can be, in fact, shown that a proportionality
relation exists between the boundary vector b1 and the eigenvectors v± of
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the transfer matrix. So the condition for the existence of the edge states is
given by det(b1, v±) = 0, in a gap where |λ±| < 1. This entails searching

for the zeros of the function Fl,± = (qA − qB)(λ±− T(1)
11 )− T(1)

12 (qA + qB).
Specifically, the real part of Fl,± = 0 yields the function Q(ω, φ, ξ) =

Re{T(1)
12 (qA + qB)− (qA− qB)(T

(1)
22 −T(1)

11 )/2} and, as shown in Fig. 10.2c,
this implies that edge states exist only in the gaps where |ρ| > 1 and
Q(ω, φ, ξ) · ρ > 0. At the same time, edge states cannot exist in gaps
where Q(ω, φ, ξ) does not change sign. Moreover, due to a bulk-boundary
correspondence [375], the number of these edge modes is equal to the
modulus of the associated topological invariant |νij|, given by the winding
number of the reflection coefficient:

νij =
1

2πi

π∫

−π

dχ
∂ln(r∞(ω, χ))

∂χ
, (10.2)

i.e., the extra phase (divided by 2π) of r∞(ω, χ) when χ varies in the
range (−π, π), with ω in the stop band [376].

By relying on the transfer matrix method, our approach can be ap-
plied to a general class of problems and thus makes it suitable for a
wide range of systems beyond our baseline AAH model. Specifically,
it can be extended to many physical systems whose behavior is de-
scribed by a gapped unitary operator, e.g photonic Floquet topological
insulators [355, 377] and photonic topological quantum walks [378].
Analogously to the AAH model, the edge states of these systems can be
defined with an equivalent Fl,±(ω, p1, ..pn) function, where (p1, ..pn) are
relevant parameters describing the structure. The imaginary component
of Fl,±(ω, p1, ..pn) = 0 furnishes the dispersion relations of the edge
modes and hence the training dataset of our ML inverse problem.

Implementation of Supervised Machine Learning Regression

As illustrated in Fig. 10.2d, enforcing boundary conditions at the left
edge [373, 374], and defining the function Q(ω, φ, ξ), enables one to
establish the presence of edge states corresponding to poles ωt of the
reflection coefficient. However, the function ωt = ω(χ, ξ) cannot be
analytically inverted to express the geometrical parameters χ and ξ in
terms of the variable ωt. Exploiting ML techniques, we solve this inverse
problem and design topological insulators with target edge modes.

The inverse problem in ANN theory - and therefore in ML - is widely
discussed in numerical modelling, engineering and other fields [379–383].
Regression in ML optimizes an ANN so that a given vector input (Rn)
results in a scalar (R) output, emulating the behaviour of the training
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data. For our purposes, we use a regressive ANNs approach, with g(x) =
tanh(x) the activation function, as common, accepted practice.

Optimization of the ANN is performed by minimizing a cost function by
a gradient descent method that updates weights and biases. In the initial
state, weights wijkl are selected from a truncated normal and biases are
set to zero. Training applies this procedure to a data-set randomly split
into two separate classes: (i) an actual training set and (ii) a validation
set. The network is iteratively updated until the error on the validating
data-set converges to a given rate.

The inverse topological problem at hand is to obtain the desired optical
behaviour: a target edge-state at frequency ωt, which is an input to
the design (Fig. 10.1a). ML techniques achieve this result by modeling
the multidimensional nonlinear relationships among all the structure
parameters ωt, χ, β, εA, εB and ξ. In our specific case, the data-set fixes
εA, εB, β at the values εA = 9, εB = 4 and β = 1/3.

First we generate a data-set to train our ANNs by numerically comput-

ing the complex roots of T(1)
12 (ω, χ, ξ), covering the region of interest for

parameters χ and ξ. The real part of these roots, shown in Fig 10.3a,
represents the edge states dispersion. Interestingly, the same data-set
can be used both for the inverse and direct ANN training phase, by suit-
ably selecting the features and target fields. The inverse problem ANN

(Fig. 10.1a) targets a value χ = χo, a topological parameter on the basis
of features including ωt. For a direct problem (Fig. 10.1b), the mode
frequency ωt would be the target of a network whose features include
the topological parameters (χ, ξ).

The data-set contains various branches, since there exists an edge state
for each band gap (i, j) with j 6= 3, as results by Eq. (10.2). Due to the
folding of the Brillouin zones, the edge state frequency ω(χ, ξ) is then
a multi-mode function, which we unfold by introducing a label m±ij for
each mode; here i = 1, ...∞ and j = 1, ...q, while the sign ± indicates
modes in the positive/negative χ domain. In Fig. 10.3a, data points with
different i, j values are identified with different colors and, solving the
inverse problem is a matter of determining when these surfaces intercept
a specific target value of the ω axis. Three outcomes are possible: a single
value for χ and ξ when a monotonic mode surface is intercepted, no
solution for values of ω laying between surfaces, and multiple solutions
in other cases. This implies that the feature set (χ, ξ, m±ij ) is insufficient.
To tackle this problem, we take into account the trend s± = sgn (dωt/dχ)
as an additional variable. The ANNs with this enlarged feature set are
illustrated in Figs. 10.1a,b.
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Figure 10.3: a) The training dataset. Points are the real component (mode frequen-

cies) of the complex roots of the function T(1)
12 (ω, χ, ξ). b) Edge state

dispersion for a specific mode and ξ value, exhibiting a positive s+
(green) and negative s− (red) trend. c) Multivalued relationship of
features and targets for the same edge mode dispersion. The s± labels
are used for training the inverse model.

In the terminology used in ML, the mode indices m±ij and trend labels
s± are categorical features and lead to two possible courses of action for the
actual implementation of the ANNs used in our problem. One in which a
single ANN is constructed in a hybrid feature space with both continuous
variables (real valued ξ’s and χ’s) and categorical features, as illustrated
in Fig. 10.1b. Another course is to adopt multiple independent ANNs, one
ANN for each mode and each trend.

The single ANN approach is hindered by the presence of discontinuities
in the features domain: with respect to the ω variable they are a conse-
quence of the fact that edge states fall within the bulk energy gaps; with
respect to the χ variable these arise from considering only the left-edge
states. Fig. 10.3a clarifies this aspect. Due to these discontinuities we have
chosen to use multiple independent ANNs. Moreover, when considering
the solution provided by the inverse ANNs, we identify a specific problem
in the use of ML as they may furnish solutions that are not physical. An
example of this issue is given in Fig. 10.3b, where - for a fixed band
and a fixed ξ - the curve representing ω as a function of χ is shown
together with its inverse (Fig. 10.3c). Inverting the function ω(χ), we
consider an interval of values for ω spanning from its minimum ωmin
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Figure 10.4: Reconstruction of edge states dispersion by ANN models. a) Direct
problem solution as reproduce by our self-consistent cycle. b) Inverse
problem solution. ω is in units of d0/c.

to the maximum ωmax, but for the two branches of the inverse function
χ(ω) - identified by colors in Fig. 10.3c - the range of ω is different. For
example, for the red branch the maximal value of ω is ω′max < ωmax.
When the target frequency is outside this range, the ANN produces an
output outside the physically acceptable range for χ. The inverse ANN

can furnish spurious non-physical solutions.
Our approach tackles this issue by a two-step self-consistent cycle: (i) in

the first stage, a desired input ωt forms part of the feature set (ωt , m±ij , s±)
resulting in the output χo of the inverse ANN; this set is used as input
(χo , m±ij , s±) to a direct problem network; (ii) in the second stage, the
target of this direct network ωsc is compared with the input value ωt
and χo is retained as a solution of the inverse model if |ωsc − ωt| < δ

with δ a user-defined small positive quantity. The value of δ affects the
model accuracy. A reasonable choice can be δ ∼ Emax

j (with j=I,D), i.e.,
the maximum value of the squared error functions for the inverse (I) and
the direct (D) networks.

In details, let us consider as target a smooth, non monotic func-
tion ωt(χ). Without loss of generality, ωt(χ) may have two regions
of monoticity: it decreases from ωt = ω′max to ωt = ωmin for χ ∈ (0, χ1),
and increases from ωt = ωmin to ωt = ωmax for χ ∈ (χ1, 1), with
ωmin < ω′max < ωmax, 0 < χ1 < 1. When we use an inverse ANN to
compute χo(ωt), ML is engineered in a way such that it generalizes the
solutions and associates to every ωt ∈ [ωmin , ωmax] a value χo ∈ [0, 1] for
each branch, producing new, unphysical values for ωt ∈ (ω′max , ωmax].
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These values must be eliminated. To avoid the solution generalization,
we test the self-consistency by the procedure sketched in Fig. 10.5. After
the training stage, implemented through numerically computed data
(ω, χ, ξ), we use an inverse ANN with input (ωt , ξ) to attain an output
χo. In order to have the unfolding and determine in advance the slope of
ωt(χ) in its different branches, we add the mode index m±ij and the trend
s± as inputs. To clarify the idea, let us fix the normalized thickness ξ and
the mode index m±ij : we have two correspondences, i.e., on one hand

(ωt , s−) −→ (χo , s−), (10.3)

on the other hand

(ωt , s+) −→ (χo , s+). (10.4)

While Eq. (10.4) associates ωt ∈ [ωmin , ωmax] to χo ∈ [χ1, 1], Eq. (10.3)
should associate just ωt ∈ [ωmin , ω′max] to χo ∈ [0, χ1], but ML produces
extra values. Hence, how may we be sure that χo corresponds to a
physical solution, i.e., χo does not belong to a forbidden region? We need
to test the validity of our result by a direct ANN that takes the previous
values (χo , ξ , m±ij , s±) as input and gives back a self-consistent output ωsc.
In order to complete our cycle, we need to compare the resulting value
ωsc with the input ωt by the choice of a tolerance δ, which affects the
model accuracy. Finally, if |ωsc −ωt| < δ, then χo is accepted as solution
of the inverse model, otherwise it is discarded.

Figure 10.5: Scheme of the self-consistent procedure for the ML inverse problem
solution.

The training dataset is generated with eleven sets of ξ ranging from
0.10 to 0.20 in steps of 0.01 and for each set χ spans −π to π with 997
equally spaced values. Results based on using an array of ANNs each
composed of 5 hidden layer of 131 nodes are shown in Fig. 10.4 together
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with its training set (colored lines). The model is developed using 80%
of the dataset randomly chosen the rest being used for validation and
comprising of 250, 000 steps. Training each model takes about 8 minutes
on our hardware using a single Nvidia GP-GPU Tesla K20c. The purple
dots in Fig. 10.4 are based on 100 values of ξ while exploring the ω

domain with a resolution of 10−5. Each array element is trained for a
specific value of the categorical features and pertains to either the positive
or the negative χ domain.

The results of applying the direct and inverse ANNs, portrayed in
Figs. 10.4a,b, respectively, show that the proposed method gives accurate
solutions matching the original data in the whole range of interest. Fig-
ure 10.4 clearly shows that our ML strategy solves the inverse topological
design problem.

To implement the ML algorithm we use TF. TF is Google’s versatile open-
source multiplatform dataflow library capable of efficiently performing
ML tasks such as implementing ANNs. Multidimensional data arrays,
referred to as “tensors” are executed on the basis of stateful dataflow
graphs, hence the name TF. For our final code implementation, TF version
1.3 with python Application Program Interface (API) bindings is used.

The nature of our problem is such that there is a discontinuity in ξ = 0
which cannot be correctly handled by a single ANN bridging this point;
this is relevant to both the inverse and direct cases. Breaking up the
data-set into two parts to be used for two separate ANNs is the simplest
solution to this problem.

Another interesting aspect is related to the fact that the feature set
in our inverse and direct ANNs contain both continuous and discrete
variables. The discrete variables can either be treated as such or handled
by constructing multiple ANNs each relative to a specific value of the
discrete variable. The trend variable which has two possible values is one
such case as is the mode number. In our code we have implemented a
flexible system which allows one to decide which discrete variables are to
be included in each ANN, the others being broken up into arrays of ANNs

one for each value of the variable. Once the bookkeeping issues have
been tackled,this generalized approach allows one to tailor the problem
to the given data-set.
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conclusions

The inverse problem in topological design is solved by a supervised
ML regression technique. We employ a self-consistent procedure to
rule out unphysical solutions enabling tailored engineering of protected
edge-states. We successfully tackle multivalued functions introducing
categorical features, as the trend, which tags training data according to
their gradient’s sign. Discontinuous domains are effectively treated by
adopting multiple independent ANNs each one specific to its domain. Our
general method can be extensively applied - well beyond the example
considered in this work - and may also be exploited for other physical
systems in topological science, as polaritonics [384, 385], quantum tech-
nologies and ultra-cold atoms [386, 387]. The method is scalable to very
complex structures involving hundreds of topological devices, as those
recently considered for large scale synchronization [388], and frequency
comb generation [389], eventually including non-hermitian systems [390,
391]. Further applications include 2D and 3D topological systems [359]
and quantum sources and simulations [365, 366].
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introduction

In the long path for designing all-optical machines, able to do compu-
tation, Chapter 9 and this Chapter, together, show our main results on
the engineering of photonic computers. In Chapter 9, the realization
of a scalable Ising machine is illustrated, and its relevance towards the
fulfilment of our aspiration of building all-optical machines able to solve
NP-Complete problems drives us to do many other attempts. The the-
oretical design of a random optical machine, where light transmission
in random media turns out to act as an ANN architecture, performing
untrained ML, is undeniably an important achievement in that direction,
and it is here illustrated, together with applications to quantum gates
implementation.

Random media with tailored optical properties are attracting for appli-
cations in many areas, such as imaging, biophysics, energy, nanomedicine,
spectroscopy, cryptography, and telecommunications [1, 392–396]. The
transmission of light in the presence of diffusion and multiple scattering
can be effectively controlled by manipulating its wavelength, polarization,
and spatiotemporal dynamics [397–400]. This rich behavior is enabled
by a large multitude of optical modes that can interact during propaga-
tion [401, 402].

A key paradigm for describing this modes interaction is the transmis-
sion matrix, the tensorial link between the input and the output signals,
completely measurable even in case of nonlinearity [403, 404]. The trans-
mission matrix has specific statistical properties, such as the existence of
lossless channels, that can be used to transmit information, and are deter-
mined by the disorder distribution. Lossless channels may be modulated
and the transmission matrix tuned accordingly. Typically, this approach
is based on iterative algorithms that modify the state of the light at the
input of the random material, until a predetermined figure of merit is
obtained at the output.

This approach can be implemented very efficiently [405–409]. The
trait of this technique is that it treats the random material as a black
box, in which light is efficiently coupled to and transported by transmis-
sion channels created by long-range intensity correlations, as a result of

138
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interference effects [410, 411]. In essence, the random medium acts as
an untrained ANN with a large number of weights, each one optimized
iteratively by tuning input and readout.

It turns out, by electromagnetic perturbation theory, that weakly tam-
pering the medium with external factors, such as changing enviroment
temperature or adding chemical agents, alters the transmission matrix,
which at the new steady state is given by the product between the pre-
vious matrix and a further one. So forth, the higher the number of
perturbations is, the longer the product between transmission matrices is.

In standard ML, one trains the parameters (weights) of an ANN to fit a
given function linking input and outputs. In reservoir computing [412,
413], due to the increasing computational effort to train a large number
of weights, one internal part of the network is left untrained (“the reser-
voir”) and the weights are optimized only at input and readout. If each
transmission matrix represents a ANN hidden layer, we are moving from
an extreme learning machine (unperturbed system) to untrained deep
learning (many perturbations). In any case, we obtain a random optical
machine working through reservoir computing, as demonstrated in what
follows.

transmission through disordered media

We first review the Green function formalism [404, 409, 414], which shows
the way light propagation in a complex medium is mapped to an ANN

model.
We follow [409], and adopt the Dirac notation formalism, which is

handy for classical vectorial waves. This notation is detailed in the
book by Economou [414]. The field scattered by a random medium
is |E〉 = K|Ein〉, where |Ein〉 is the incident field, K = 1 − Ges is a
generalized propagator [415], 1 is the identity operator, and the Green
function G is such that

(D + e)G = 1. (11.1)

In Eq. ((11.1)), D(r) = −∇×∇×, and e = eb + es is the operator given
in terms of the position representation

〈r|e|r′〉 = k2
0ε(r)δ(r− r′), (11.2)

associated to the relative permittivity ε(r) = εb(r) + εs(r), with εb(r) = 1
the permittivity of the homogenous background medium and 1 + εs(r)
the relative permittivity of the scattering medium.

In the position representation r, the propagator reads

〈r|K|r′〉 = δ(r− r′)− k2
0ε(r′)〈r|G|r′〉, (11.3)
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and its matrix elements are

kmn = 〈m|K|n〉, (11.4)

where |n〉 corresponds to input/output eigenmodes, or “channels” (as
detailed in [409]), with n = 1, ..., N.

Given the input field |Ein〉, one can choose a basis representation such
that the input is represented by a vector (Ein

n )n=1,...,N . Since, in our
random optical machine, we design the input by a SLM set in the Fourier
input plane, we choose to represent each n as a different plane wave
corresponding to each segment in the SLM. The SLM pixels are grouped
in a number N of segments and, as also detailed below, the SLM and the
related Fourier-transforming optics act as an optical convolutional ANN

layer. As the total field in the presence of the scatterer is |E〉 = K|Ein〉,
one can represent the trasmission through the system by the matrix
elements kmn such that, letting En = 〈n|E〉. One obtains

Em =
N

∑
n=1

kmnEin
n . (11.5)

Equation ((11.5)) can be represented as in Fig. 11.1a: to the input mode
with amplitude Ein

n is associated the input node n, for the output node
with amplitude Em we have the output node m, and the link is weighted
by the coefficient kmn. A schematic representation of the overall network
is in Fig. 11.1b, with x denoting the input vector with components xn =
Ein

n and n = 1, 2, ..., N, while y is the output vector, with components
yn = En and n = 1, 2, ..., N.

effect of perturbations

In the presence of the perturbation, the perturbed propagator is

K′ = 1−G′e′ , (11.6)

with G′ the perturbed Green’s function such that
(
D + eb + es + e′

)
G′ = 1, (11.7)

and e′ is the operator associated to the perturbed permittivity ∆ε(r),
where ε(r) = εb(r) + εs(r) + ∆ε(r) is the total relative permittivity.

The field in the presence of perturbation |E′〉 can be then expressed in
terms of the state without perturbation |E〉 and the input state |Ein〉 as
operator multiplication

|E′〉 = K′|E〉 = K′K|Ein〉. (11.8)
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Figure 11.1: Representing light propagation in a random medium as a layer of an
ANN with random coefficients. (a) Dense layer representing Eq. 11.5.
(b) Representation of the random layer.

Correspondingly, the transmission matrix elements kP
mn in the presence of

the nonlinear perturbation are written as results of a matrix multiplication

k(P)mn =
N

∑
q=1

k′mqkqn. (11.9)
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To simplify the notation, we omit in the following the sum over re-
peated indices, and Eq. ((11.9)) reads

k(P)mn = k′mqkqn. (11.10)

In addition, we introduce a tensorial notation by using a three index
tensor kmnq, such that

kmn1 = kmn , (11.11)

kmn2 = k(P)
mn (11.12)

. This notation is useful when one has many layers, and each layer
corresponds to a different value of the third index q. In this notation,
Eq. ((11.9)) reads

kmn2 = k′mqkqn1. (11.13)

By using (11.6), the element of the rotation matrix k′mq is written as

k′mq = δmq + wmq , (11.14)

with δmq the Kronecker symbol and the perturbation elements

wmq = −〈m|G′e′|q〉. (11.15)

The element of the perturbed matrix can then be written as

kmn2 = kmn1 + wmqkqn1 = kmn1 + wm1k1n1 + ... + wmNkNn1. (11.16)

Eq. (11.16) is graphically represented in Fig. 11.2, and can be interpreted
as follows: in the absence of perturbation, light is channelled - with
amplitude kmn - from the channel n to the channel m (see Fig. 11.2a). In
the presence of the perturbation, further contributions arise from other
channels. For example, the light channeled from n to 1 with amplitude k1n
also contributes to the signal in the channel m with amplitude w1m (see
Fig. 11.2b). This may be described by stating that any perturbation adds
further channels for light by scattering from one unperturbed channel
to another or, in terms of ANNs, this corresponds to a new layer whose
weights wmn are proportional to the strength of the perturbation. This is
sketched in Fig. 11.3: in the presence of the perturbation, the input signal
x activates an hidden layer with state vector h(1) and elements hm1, such
that

hm1 = kmn1xn , (11.17)
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and the hidden layer activates the output layer as

ym = k′mqhq1 = k′mqkqn1xn = kmn2xn. (11.18)

This analysis shows how to implement ANNs by the mean of random
(or multimodal) media. It also demonstrates that these ANNs can be multi-
level, depending on the number of perturbations, since each perturbation
adds a new hidden layer to the ANN. Such an approach has already been
applied to a biological system [1], which worked as a random medium,
to study the growth of brain tumor spheroids in the absent (unperturbed
case) and the presence (perturbed case) of chemotherapy. In what follows,
we illustrate another application of the random optical machine to the
design of quantum gates. For this purpose, we do not use a random
medium, but a multimodal one, such as a multimodal fiber, where the
random optical machine is easier to implement [27, 409].

implementation of quantum gates

The development of multilevel quantum information processing systems
has steadily grown over the past few years, with experimental realiza-
tions of multi-level, or qudit, logic gates for several widely used photonic
degrees of freedom, such as orbital-angular-momentum and path en-
coding [416–419]. However, efforts are still needed for increasing the
complexity of such systems while, still being practical, with the ultimate
goal of realizing complex large-scale computing devices that operate in a
technologically efficient manner.

Here we adopt reservoir computing-ML to design complex multi-
level gates [417, 418, 420, 421], which form a building block for high-
dimensional quantum information processing systems. While low-dimensional
examples of such gates have been implemented using bulk and integrated
optics, efficiently scaling them up to high dimensions remains a challenge.
We explore methodologies to train the input and the output gates by
using different implementations of ML concepts.

Figure 11.4 shows the scheme of a device including the complex
medium, represented by the unitary operator Û and two trainable input
Ŝin and readout Ŝout operators. The use of an optical gate as in Fig. 11.4 is
also related to a Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) with Physically Unclon-
able Function (PUF) [276, 422, 423]. A PUF may be realized by a random
medium to authenticate an object or data. Top panels in Fig. 11.4a
display the concept by introducing input/output readout operators that
provide a programmable gate. Assuming (bottom panels in Fig. 11.4b)
that one has two q-dits as input, one |c〉 acting as a “control”, and the
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other acting as the “challenge” |ψ〉. The challenge/response relation will
depend on the control and the training. |h(1,2)〉 are hidden states.

In our general framework, we have a random system modeled by
a unitary random matrix. We want to use the random medium to
perform a random optical machine in a Hilbert space containing many
q-dits. The random medium is not necessarily a disordered system (for
example, a dielectric assembly of scattering particles), but may also be a
multimode fiber, or an array of waveguides. The input/output relation
is represented by a linear unitary matrix operator UM and only forward
modes are considered. The UM matrix has dimensions M×M, with M
the dimension of the embedding space.

The “reduced” state vector at input has dimensions N× 1, with N ≤ M.
This models the case in which we use a subset of all the available modes.
The input to the reservoir is a “rigged” state vector x with dimension
M, where the missing complementing C components are replaced by
C ancillas with C = M− N. Our goal is to use the random medium to
perform a given operation denoted by a gate unitary matrix

TM = Sout
M ·UM · Sin

M. (11.19)

Sin
M and Sout

M are two “training” operators that are applied at input and
output (see Fig. 11.4), and whose elements can be adjusted. We first
consider the presence of the input operator Sin

M = SM, and Sout
M = 1M,

which can be implemented by SLMs (we denote as 1M the identity matrix
with dimension M).

We identify two cases:

(i) we know the matrix UM,

(ii) we have to infer UM from the input/output relations.

In the following, we show the way these two problems can be solved by
an ANN, where we denote the two families as (i) non-inferencing and (ii)
inferencing gates.

Non-inferencing Gates

We consider a target gate with complex-valued input state with di-
mension N, and components x1, x2, ..., xN . We embed the input vec-
tor in a RHS with dimension M ≥ N, thus the overall input vector is
x = {x1, x2, ..., xN , xN+1, ..., xM}. We have a linear propagation through
a medium with unitary complex transmission matrix UM. The overall
transmission matrix is TM = UM · SM, such that the output vector is
y = TM · x = UM · SM · x. The observed output vector is written as P · y,
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where P is a N−projector operator with dimensions N ×M, such that
P = [1N |0], with 1N the identity matrix of size N×N, and 0 a null matrix
of dimension N × C. The goal is to find the matrix SM such that

P ·UM · SM = [XN 0], (11.20)

where XN is the N×N target gate and 0 is the null complement N×C at
dimension M. Eq. (11.20) is a matrix equation, which guarantees that the
overall system behaves as a XN gate on the reduced input. Solving the
matrix Eq. (11.20) may be demanding and non-trivial when the number of
dimensions grows. In the following, we discuss the use of ML techniques.

The transmission matrix TM in the rigged space from x to y can be
written as blocks

TM =

[
XN 0

0 OC

]
, (11.21)

where OC is a unitary matrix with dimensions C× C to be determined.
If UM and SM are unitary, the resulting transmission matrix TM is also
unitary. However, if one uses Eq. (11.20), the problem may also have a
nonunitary solution (“projected case”) as some channels are dropped
at the output. In other words, solving Eq. (11.21) is not equivalent to
solving Eq. (11.20), and we adopt two different methodologies: one can
look for unitary or nonunitary solutions by ANN.

By following previous work developed for real-valued matrices [424],
we map the complex-valued matrix equation ((11.20)) into a recurrent
ANN. In the non-inferencing case, the matrix UM is known, and the
solution is found by the recurrent ANN in Fig. 11.5. The recurrent ANN

solves an unconstrained optimization problem by finding the minimum
of the sum of the elements eij > 0 of an error matrix E. The error depends
on a “state matrix” WM, and one trains the elements wij of WM to find
the minimum

min
WM

E[G(WM)] = min
WM

∑
i,j

eij[G(WM)]. (11.22)

In the adopted approach, the sum of the elements eij is minimum when
the hidden layer elements gij of the matrix G(W) are zero. E and G have
to be suitably chosen to solve the considered problem. We found two
possible G matrices: (i) the “projected” one

GP = P ·UM ·WM − XN0, (11.23)

with XN0 = [XN 0] as in Eq. (11.20) and, (ii) the “unitary” one (see
eq. 11.21)

GU = UM ·WM − TM. (11.24)
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These two cases are discussed below.
To find the unknown training matrix SM, one starts from an initial

guess matrix WM(0). The guess is then recurrently updated, as in
Fig. 11.5, until a stationary state WM(∞) is reached. Once this opti-
mization has converged, the solution is given by SM = WM(∞). The
update equation is determined by a proper choice of the error matrix E.

As the matrices are complex-valued, eij is a function of gij and g∗ij. We

set eij = eij(|gij|2). The corresponding dynamic recurrent ANN equation,
which for large time gives the solution to the optimization problem, is

dWM
dt

= −µU†
M · F[G(WM)], (11.25)

where µ is the “learning rate”, an optimization coefficient (hyperparam-
eter) which is set to speed-up the convergence. The elements fij of the

matrix F are fij =
deij
dg∗ij

. Letting eij = |gij|2, one has fij = gij.

Eq. ((11.25)) implies that the recurrent ANN is composed of two bidirec-
tionally connected layers of neurons, the output layer with state matrix
W, and the hidden layer with state matrix G. The training corresponds
to sequential updates of F and W when solving the Ordinary Differen-
tial Equation (ODE) ((11.25)). As shown in [424], this recurrent ANN is
asymptotically stable and its steady state matrix represents the solution
(an example of training dynamics is in Fig. 11.5b).

We code the recurrent ANN by TF and use the ODEs integrator odeint.
In the case N = M, as XN = XM is a unitary operator, the solution of the
recurrent ANN furnishes a unitary SM matrix, which solves the problem.
For M > N the recurrent ANN furnishes a unitary solution SM - and a
unitary transfer function TM - only if we embed the target gate XN in a
unitary operator as in ((11.21)) with OC a randomly generated unitary
matrix.

Single Non-inferencing Q-trit X Gate

We study the training of a gate X3 defined by [417]

X3 =
d−1

∑
l=0
|l ⊕ 1〉〈l| =




0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0


 . (11.26)

The gate X3 is obtained by an embedding dimension M = 5 and unitary
transfer function U5, as in Fig. 11.5.

For G = GP, the number of ODEs for the training of the network is
minimal (N = 3), but the solution is not unitary, as some channels are
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dropped out by the N−projector. The overall M×M transmission matrix,
after the training, TM is such that T†

M · TM 6= I, because the solution SM
is not unitary. However, the system always reaches a stationary case.

A unitary solution is found by letting G = GU and involving the
maximum number M of ODEs in ((11.25)) with a unitary embedding of
XN as in ((11.21)), i.e., adopting a further - randomly generated - unitary
matrix OC. The key point is that the system finds a solution for any random
unitary rigging of the matrix XN , that is, for any randomly assigned matrix
OC. This implies that we can train all these systems to realize different
multilevel gates.

Inferencing Gates

In the case that we do not know the transmission matrices of the system,
we can still train the overall transmission matrix by using an ANN and
infer UM. Here we use an ANN to determine the training operators
without measuring the transmission matrices. Figure 11.6 shows the
scheme of the ANN, where the unitary matrix UM is represented by its
elements uij, and the wij are the adjustable weights. After the training,
the resulting wij are the elements of the solution matrix SM. For the
sake of simplicity, we first consider Ŝout = 1M, as above. For a target
XN , we build the TM as in (11.21) by randomly generating the unitary
complement OC. As TM and UM are unitary, the resulting SM is also
unitary. One can use a non-unitary TM by choosing, for example, OC = 0,
correspondingly - after the training - SM is not unitary.

We randomly generate a set of input states xi, with i = 1, ..., ntrain. Each
input state is labelled with the target output yi = TM · xi. We remark that
xi and yi are vector with size M. A further set of nvalid validation rigged
vectors is used to validate the training.

For any input xi in the training set, we adjust the weights to minimize
the error function

ei =
1
N ∑

N
|yi −UM ·WM · xi|2, (11.27)

with yi = TM · xi. After this training, we test the accuracy on the valida-
tion set. Each cycle of training and validation is denoted as epoch.

Figure 11.6 shows the ANN for N = 3, and M = 5. In our model,
we build a matrix WM of unknown weights. As we deal with complex
quantities, WM is written as WM = W ′M + ıW ′′M, where W ′M and W ′′M
are real-valued matrices with elements forming the weights of the ANN.
Using random matrices as initial states, we end the iteration when the
validation cost is below a threshold εvalid.
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Single Q-trit Inferencing X Gate

Figure (11.6) shows the training of a single q-trit gate X3 in 11.26. Similar
results are obtained with other single q-dit gates as X2 and Z. Training
typically needs tens of iterations and scales well with the number of
dimensions. Figure 11.6 shows an example with N = 3 and M = 5.
Figure 11.6c shows that the number of training epoch nepochs scales with
the embedding space dimension M.

Generalized Q-trit Gate

We next consider the implementation of a generalized q-trit gate ˆCNOT,
shown in Fig. 11.7. The gate is obtained by training a random system
with a unitary transmission matrix U9 by using an input layer Sin

9 . In
this case, we consider N = M = 9 corresponding to the dimensional
space of two q-trits (one control and one challenge/response, denoted as
target). Other controlled q-trits gates can be realized, as Feynman gates
or GXOR [421].

Figure 11.7a shows the input/output matrix Ŝin = A, obtained after
the training when Ŝout = 19. One can also figure out other configurations,
for example by employing a double passage in the random system, such
Ŝout = U9, with U = U9. In this case, the previous input matrix Ŝin = A
does not produce the correct result, as shown in Fig. 11.7b. One has to
calculate a novel input matrix Ŝin = B, as described in Figs. 11.7c,d.

This analysis may be the starting point for designing cryptographic
quantum transmission systems with PUF.
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conclusions

Random materials, appearing as black boxes, transmit light through
transmission channels, created by long-range intensity correlations. The
result is that random media acts as an untrained ANN with a large number
of weights, each one optimized iteratively by tuning input and readout.
In essence, a random medium by itself is an extreme learning machine.
When we weakly tamper the medium with external stimuli, we add layers
to our ANN, and the architecture becomes deep. Thanks to this principle,
here demonstrated, we created our reservoir computing random optical
machine.

We have investigated the use of ML paradigms for designing linear
multilevel quantum gates by using a complex transmitting multimodal
system. In this application, the random optical machine is not necessarily
a random medium, but may also be a multimode fiber, or an array of
waveguides. The key point is the complexity of the radiation-matter
interaction. We developed versatile algorithms and demonstrated their
efficiency both for known and unknown random system unitary opera-
tors. We showed that single- and multi-qudit gates can be designed. We
also considered the use of the ML training for QKDs with PUFs.

The overall methodology has been easily implemented by TF API, and
can be directly adapted to experimentally retrieved data. The method can
be generalized to more complex information protocols, and embedded
in real-world multimodal systems. We believe that these results can
give further momentum to the applications of AI and new computing
paradigms, and to quantum technologies.
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Figure 11.2: Schematics of the effect of the perturbation in the ANN. (a) Unper-
turbed transmission linking input channel n, and the output channel
m. (b) In the presence of the perturbation, new links are created
and all the channel in addition to the channel n contribute to the
output m, see Eq. ((11.18)). (c) As in (b) an equivalent representation
of Eq. ((11.18)).
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Figure 11.4: A general optical gate based on a complex random medium; the input
state x is processed to the input layer with operator Ŝin, the system is
modeled by the unitary operator Û, and the ouput further elaborated
by Ŝout. When the complex system cannot be cloned, the overall gate
is a cryptographic scheme in which the input and readout operators
are keys to decode the transmission. An example of the controlled
gate is sketched in the bottom panel. In the simplest formulation, one
of the input and the readout operators can be omitted.
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randomly generated unitary matrix U9, representing the complex
system. The trained input operator is Sin
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output with Sin

9 = A and Sout
9 = U9 (double passage in the random
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9 = I9. B is
the calculated input operator for Sout
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In an era in which the long overdue promise of quantum technologies has
not been fulfilled yet, the perspective of an all-optical nonlinear computer,
which does computation at the speed of light, is more than appealing.
Given that quantum technologies should be able to solve most of the
main complexity science problems, but no significant progress can be
seen in the near future, scientific community interest is moving towards
other methodologies to realize super-fast computers. Indeed, new opto-
electronic chips and machines have been recently developed [425, 426],
and photonics is progressively more involved in the engineering of com-
putational systems through artificial neural networks.

In this context, two neural network mathematical models are drawing
the main research directions: the deep neural network and the reser-
voir computing. The optical realization of deep neural networks has
been developed in many systems, as integrated circuits with coupled
waveguides [325], pulse propagation in fibers [427] and continuous wave
propagation in air [428]. For reservoir computing, we have devices
made by multimodal fibers with delayed feedback [429, 430], diffrac-
tive resonator arrays via spatial light modulator [413, 431], and random
media [27, 425, 432].

Beyond the engineering of conventional computational techniques, an-
other field is gaining interest: the solutions of optimization problems,
which have been analyzed both by classical and quantum models, includ-
ing experimental implementations. In the field of quantum technologies,
the most widespread approach is quantum annealing, which has its
actualization in D-Wave processors. These devices are designed to find
the ground states of Ising Hamiltonians with specific coupling constants.
Classical minimization of the Ising models also solves optimization prob-
lems. Indeed, there is no proof that quantum annealing algorithms are
more efficient than the classical ones. Classical Ising machines have been
demonstrated by continuous waves propagating in air and designed via
spatial light modulator [9], photonic integrated circuits [426], and pulse
propagation in ring cavities [322].

However, we are still far away from the realization of a nonlinear all-
optical device. This thesis is an in-depth study of classical and quantum
complex nonlinear dynamics in optical systems, aiming at setting the
basis to realize in future a machine that uses a highly nonlinear radiation-
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matter interaction and iterative algorithms to solve NP-Complete prob-
lems.

After a general introduction to complexity science, we treated light
complexity both in classical and in quantum systems. In Part ii, we
investigated classical nonlinear dynamics in complex, extreme regimes.
We dealt with new theoretical models for dispersive shock waves, rogue
waves, Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou recurrence, and soliton gas generation,
and reported experimental results in thermal media and photorefractive
crystals. Part iii was about quantum nonlinear systems described in
a nonperturbative framework. By using the positive Prepresentation,
we numerically solved stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equations and
studied quantum effects in solitons and rogue wave generation. In Part iv,
we explored the use of waves for novel computational devices, able to
solve complex optimization problems, like Ising machines random optical
neural networks.

In this thesis, the complexity of light propagation in nonlinear media
was examined from many points of view to try to answer a specific ques-
tion: can nonlinear waves do computation? We think to have demonstrated,
in various ways, that complexity can be controlled, and enlightening
works in random media [1, 27] experimentally prove that randomness
does generate a reservoir computing neural network.

This thesis also opens novel, inspiring questions: What if we replace
randomness with extreme nonlinear dynamics, or with quantum noise? What
if the weights of the optical artificial neural network are given by an extreme
radiation-matter interaction, which can be highly nonlinear, or even stochastic?
Maybe this could increase the neural network efficiency, maybe not. We
hope to be able to respond certainly to all these open questions in the
near future.
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irreversible evolution in time asymmetric quantum me-
chanics

Fundamental theorems of QM

In order to build a mathematical theory behind a generic quantum
system, we need to define a Hausdorff vector space Ψ with a locally
convex topology τ and a scalar product (·|·). We need also an algebra A
of τ-continuous linear operator on Ψ and a probability measure P on A.
By the scalar product (·|·), we are able to build a norm ||ψ|| =

√
(ψ|ψ)

∀ψ ∈ Ψ and a metric d(ψ, φ) = ||φ − ψ|| ∀ φ, ψ ∈ Ψ, that is induced
by the norm, therefore we can settle a new topology τd on Ψ, given by
the distance d. Now, we have a Euclidean space (Ψ, τd), which is also
normed and separable. To be a physical space it needs the completeness.

Let (H, τH) be the completion of (Ψ, τd); H is a separable Hilbert
space, and is the space used to formulate the known time symmetric
quantum theory. The temporal symmetry in a Hilbert space arises from
the following three theorems:

Theorem A.1.1 (Gleason). [433] For every probability P(Λ), there exists a
positive trace class operator ρ such that

P(Λ) = Tr(Λρ). (A.1)

Theorem A.1.2 (Stone-Neumann). [434] Let us consider the Schrödinger-
Neumann equation for ρ previously defined

∂ρ(t)
∂t

=
i
h̄
[H, ρ(t)], (A.2)

with H Hamiltonian operator. The solutions of such an equation are time
symmetric and they are given by the group of unitary operators U†(t) =
exp− i

h̄ Ht.

Theorem A.1.3 (Hegerfeldt). [435] For every Hermitian and semi-bounded
Hamiltonian H, either

Tr(Λ(t)ρ) = Tr(Λρ(t)) = 0 ∀t ∈ R (A.3)
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or

Tr(Λ(t)ρ) = Tr(Λρ(t)) > 0 ∀t ∈ R (A.4)

except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero.

These theorems imply that time asymmetric solutions of the Schrödinger
equation

ıh̄
∂φ(t)

∂t
= Hφ(t) (A.5)

with time asymmetric boundary conditions are not allowed, hence we
need to modify the mathematical description of the system.

Rigged Hilbert Space Topology

For every fixed ψ0 ∈ Ψ, the translation T : Ψ→ Ψ such that ψ→ ψ + ψ0
is a linear homeomorphism of Ψ on itself. Therefore τ is uniquely
determined by the neighborhood system I(0) centered at the origin,
because every other neighborhood of any point ψ of Ψ is obtained by
translating a neighborhood of the origin of the vector ψ. (Ψ, τ) is said to
be locally convex if C = {C ∈ I(0) | Cisconvex} is a neighborhood local
basis. Since every open ball centered at the origin is convex, it is also a
member of C if and only if ∃A ∈ τ | 0 ∈ A ⊂ Br(0) ∀Br(0). By this last
condition, we build a locally convex topology τ on Ψ that is finer than
the topology τd induced by the norm.

Let us suppose that (Ψ, τ) and (H, τH) are the previously described
spaces and, besides, τ is locally convex and finer than τH. Then we can
define another completion Φ of Ψ, this time with respect to τ, and find
another complete space (Φ, τΦ) that is different from (H, τH). Precisely,
Φ ⊂ H, and Φ is dense in H. Moreover, Φ ⊂ H ⇒ H∗ ⊂ Φ∗, where H∗
and Φ∗ are the dual spaces of H and Φ, respectively.

The definition of dual space is the basis to build a RHS and we need a
more physically accessible dual space, according to [102, 103]. Let E be a
Euclidean space. We identify the scalar product on E as (·|·); instead 〈·|·〉
is the operatorial product on the dual space E∗, namely F(v) = 〈F|v〉.
We define our dual space Φ× as the space of antilinear and continuous
functionals on Φ, that is

F ∈ Φ× ⇐⇒ F(φ) = 〈φ|F〉. (A.6)

Thus every functional in Φ× has a sort of complex conjugate in Φ∗, and
the Riesz-Frechet representation theorem on the Hilbert space H still
works, hence H = H×. In this manner we obtain the Gelfand triplet
Φ ⊂ H ⊂ Φ×, which defines our RHS.
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Gamow Vectors

It is well known that, in order to be observable, the Hamiltonian op-
erator H of a quantum system must be self-adjoint on H, so H = H†.
Nevertheless H 6= H× on Φ×. Let us consider the secular equation

H×|E〉 = E|E〉. (A.7)

If |E〉 ∈ Φ× \ H, we cannot affirm that the corresponding eigenvalue E
is a real number. We define a generalized eigenvector |E〉 ∈ Φ×, which
has complex eigenvalue, as a GV |φG〉 = |E±〉 = |ER ± i Γ

2 〉 (subscript R
is due to one of the first applications of this theory, that Bohm developed
in scattering experiments [103], and it is related to the resonances of the
system). From the Schrödinger equation (in units such that h̄ = 1), we
get a unitary operator U(t) = e−iHt for the temporal evolution of any
state in H. We see that U(t)× = eiH×t is not unitary on Φ×:

U(t)×|ER ± i
Γn

2
〉 = eiERte∓

Γn
2 t|ER ± i

Γn

2
〉, (A.8)

U(t)× is not an isometry, because

||U(t)×|ER ± i
Γn

2
〉||2 = e∓Γnt|||ER ± i

Γn

2
〉||2. (A.9)

Moreover

||U(t)×|ER ± i
Γn

2
〉|| t→±∞−→ 0 (A.10)

and

||U(t)×|ER ± i
Γn

2
〉|| t→∓∞−→ +∞. (A.11)

In a physical context, we need to identify Φ with the Schwartz space
S(RN), that is, the space of rapidly decreasing functions, and the Hilbert
space H with the space of quadratically integrable functions L2(RN), so
these last two expressions suggest that we need to define the following
new spaces:

Φ− =
{

φ ∈ Φ | f (E) = 〈φ|E−〉 ∈ S(R) ∩H2
−
}

, (A.12)

Φ+ =
{

φ ∈ Φ | f (E) = 〈φ|E+〉 ∈ S(R) ∩H2
+

}
; (A.13)
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where H2
− and H2

+ are Hardy spaces bounded from below and from
above, respectively. To sum up, Φ± are dense in Φ, Φ = Φ− + Φ+

(Φ− ∩Φ+ 6= 0 generally) and Φ is dense in H, consequently

Φ−
dense⊂ Φ

dense⊂ H dense⊂ Φ×
dense⊂ Φ×− , (A.14)

Φ+
dense⊂ Φ

dense⊂ H dense⊂ Φ×
dense⊂ Φ×+. (A.15)

We have now found two Gelfand triplets, Φ− ⊂ H ⊂ Φ×− and Φ+ ⊂ H ⊂
Φ×+, where the evolution operator U(t) acts as a semigroup, because it
is well defined and continuous only for t ≤ 0 on Φ−, and only for t ≥ 0
on Φ+. The value t = 0 expresses the intrinsic irreversibility we have
when, for example, we divide an experiment into a preparation stage and
a registration stage. In this case, Φ− will be the space of the initial states
and Φ+ will be the space of the detected states.

Quantization of a Damped Motion

For its simplicity and its relevance, the HO can be chosen to introduce the
study of quantum mechanics in a time symmetric context [105, 106]. The
classical HO Hamiltonian is

H =
p2

2m
+

mω2

2
x2. (A.16)

We quantize the HO by converting the canonical coordinates x, p into the
operators x̂, p̂ such that

[x̂, p̂] = ih̄, (A.17)

and we find the spectrum of H:

Hψ(x) = Eψ(x), En = h̄ω

(
n +

1
2

)
, (A.18)

ψn(x) = 4

√
mω

h̄π

1√
2nn!

Hn

(√
mω

h̄
x
)

, (A.19)

where Hn(x) = (−1)nx2 dn

dxn e−x2
are the Hermite polynomials.

In a time asymmetric context, considering the equation of a damped
motion comes natural for its inherent irreversibility. In fact, if we consider
the classical dynamical system in one dimension

{
d
dt u(t) = −γu(t)

u(0) = u0
(A.20)
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where γ > 0 and m = h̄ = 1, we have

u(t) = e−γtu0, (A.21)

which represents a damping for t ≥ 0. We quantize it exactly as we did
for the HO, even if this one is not a Hamiltonian system. In a general
n-dimensional space, one defines a dynamical system as

du
dt

= X(u), (A.22)

where X is a vector field. Using canonical coordinates (u1, ..., un , v1, ..., vn),
we get the Hamiltonian

H(u, v) =
n

∑
k=1

vkXk(u), (A.23)

where Xk are the components of X in the coordinate basis, so for Eq.(A.20)

H(u, v) = −γuv. (A.24)

Since the quantization must take into account that v̂ does not commute
with û, we have

Ĥ(û, v̂) = −γ

2
(ûv̂ + v̂û). (A.25)

By performing the canonical transformation

û =
γx̂− p̂√

2γ
, v̂ =

γx̂ + p̂√
2γ

, (A.26)

one obtains the Hamiltonian of the RHO:

Ĥ(x̂, p̂) =
p̂2

2
− γ2 x̂2

2
. (A.27)

Let us compare the HO and the RHO. We pass from the first one to the
second one, by changing ω into the complex value iγ [436]. This simple
transformation allows us to move from a parabolic potential bounded
from below to a parabolic barrier. This potential overturning produces a
completely different physics: the HO models the behavior of a pointlike
mass around a stable equilibrium and the RHO gives the dynamics around
an unstable equilibrium, an intrinsically irreversible evolution (at variance
with an oscillator, a falling body never goes back to its initial position).

In this section, we analyze the Hamiltonian of the damped motion,
defined in (A.25). As proved in [105], Ĥ(û, v̂) is self-adjoint on L2(R)
and parity invariant. We define the time reversal operator T such that

Tφ(t) := φ(−t) ⇒ TU(t) = U†(t)T ⇒ U(t)TU(t) = T, (A.28)
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where U(t) := e−iHt. T plays a fundamental role in this system, and
coincides with the inverse FT, i.e. Tφ(u, t) := F̌[φ](u, t),where

F̌[φ](x, t) =
1√
2π

∫

R
eikxφ(k, t)dk. (A.29)

Let us define two families of tempered distributions in Φ×, the first
one

û| f−0 〉 := 0, f−0 (u) = δ(u), (A.30)

∀n ∈N | f−n 〉 :=
(−i)n
√

n!
v̂n| f−0 〉 ⇒ f−n (u) =

(−1)n
√

n!
dn

dun δ(u), (A.31)

and the second one

v̂| f+0 〉 := 0, f+0 (u) = 1, (A.32)

∀n ∈N | f+n 〉 :=
1√
n!

ûn| f+0 〉 ⇒ f+n (u) =
un
√

n!
. (A.33)

Hereafter, following [99, 102, 103], we denote a tempered distribution f±n
a resonance. We can see that

H×| f±n 〉 = ±En| f±n 〉, (A.34)

where En := iγ
(

n + 1
2

)
∈ C. Given that f±n are tempered distributions,

their inverse FTs are well defined, and they are

F̌[ f−n ] =
in
√

2π
f+n , (A.35)

F̌[ f+n ] = in
√

2π f−n . (A.36)

We show the quasi-orthogonality and the quasi-completeness of the reso-
nances:

〈 f−n | f+m 〉 = δn,m ,
∞

∑
n=0

f−n (u) f+n (y) = δ(u− y). (A.37)

In order to find real energy values, we need to analyze also the contin-
uous spectrum. Since H is parity invariant, each generalized eigenvalue
is doubly degenerate, thus

H×ψE
± = EψE

±. (A.38)
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As one can see in [105], the generalized eigenfunctions are

ψE
±(u) =

1√
2πγ

u
−
(

iE
γ + 1

2

)

± , (A.39)

where uλ
± are tempered distributions such that

uλ
+ :=

{
uλ u ≥ 0

0 u < 0
, uλ
− :=

{
0 u < 0

uλ u ≤ 0
. (A.40)

It is possible to prove both the orthonormality and the completeness of
the eigenfunctions, namely

∑
±

∫
[ψE1
± (u)]∗ψE2

± (u)du = δ(E1 − E2); (A.41)

∑
±

∫
[ψE
±(u)]

∗ψE
±(u

′)dE = δ(u− u′). (A.42)

Therefore we can apply the Gelfand-Maurin theorem [437] and write any
function in S(R) as

φ(u) = ∑
±

∫
ψE
±(u)〈φ|ψE

±〉∗dE. (A.43)

By repeating the same reasoning

H× F̌
[
ψ−E
±
]
= EF̌

[
ψ−E
±
]

, (A.44)

so one can prove also the orthonormality and the completeness of the
inverse FTs of the eigenfunctions, whence

φ(u) = ∑
±

∫
F̌
[
ψ−E
±
]
(u)〈φ|F̌

[
ψ−E
±
]
〉∗dE. (A.45)

We have just defined two groups of eigenfunctions, ψE
±(u) and F̌

[
ψ−E
±
]
(u),

which represent the continuous spectrum of the Hamiltonian of a damped
motion into the RHS. Moreover, we have just seen that they depend on

the tempered distributions u
−
(

iE
γ + 1

2

)

± , which have simple poles in the
complex plane when

E = −En = −iγ
(

n +
1
2

)
. (A.46)
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Thanks to the properties of the generalized function uλ
± [105], we can

finally state what follows:

Res
[
ψE
± ,−En

]
=

(±1)ni
√

γ√
2πn!

f−n , (A.47)

Res
[

F̌[ψ−E
± ], En

]
=

(±i)ni
√

γ

2π
√

n!
f+n . (A.48)

By defining the following spaces, we get two Gelfand triplets:

H = L2(R), Φ = S(R), (A.49)

Φ− =
{

φ ∈ Φ | f (E) = 〈φ|F̌[ψ−E
± ]〉 ∈ H2

−
}

, (A.50)

Φ+ =
{

φ ∈ Φ | f (E) = 〈φ|ψE
±〉 ∈ H2

+

}
. (A.51)

From this framework into the RHS Φ×, we can infer the irreversible
evolution of certain waves in Φ. We established above the connection
between the continuous and the point spectrum. Now we make this
link definitively clear and we show that the evolution operator acts as a
semigroup on Φ± for a well-defined orientation of the arrow of time. By
recalling Eqs.(A.47) and (A.48), we apply the residue theorem to initial
data in Φ± [105] and get two different expansions in GV:

φ+(u) =
+∞

∑
n=0
〈φ+| f+n 〉 f−n (u) ∀ φ+ ∈ Φ+; (A.52)

φ−(u) =
+∞

∑
n=0
〈φ−| f−n 〉 f+n (u) ∀ φ− ∈ Φ−. (A.53)

Thanks to the following definitions of two new function spaces, both
of them subspaces of S(R) and isomorphic by the inverse FT, we can
establish the relation between Φ+ and Φ−:
D = C∞

c (R) is the space of the infinitely differentiable functions with
compact support;
Z =

{
F̌[φ] | φ ∈ D

}
, where F̌ is the inverse FT.

Since for each function φ ∈ Z , we have

φ(u) =
+∞

∑
n=0

1
n!

dn

dun φ(u)|u=0un =
+∞

∑
n=0

f+n (u)〈 f−n |φ〉, (A.54)
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while, at the same time, every ψ ∈ D is the FT of a function in Z , hence

ψ(u) =
1√
2π

∫

R
F̌[ψ](v)e−ivudv =

+∞

∑
n=0

f−n (u)〈 f+n |ψ〉. (A.55)

We can state that

Φ+ ≡ D, Φ− ≡ Z . (A.56)

At last, we study the evolution operator U(t) = e−iHt. U is a unitary
group on H = L2(R), given that if ψ(u, 0) ∈ L2(R) then

ψ(u, t) = U(t)ψ(u, 0) = e
γ
2 tψ(eγtu, 0), (A.57)

transformation that turns out to be an isometry on L2(R). This means
that if ψ(u, t) solves the Schrödinger equation, then also Tψ(u, t) =
ψ(u,−t) does. Therefore the theory is time-reversal invariant on the
Hilbert space H, without letting us see the damping we expected. Where
do we observe the temporal irreversibility? It lacks the analysis of U
restricted to Φ±. If φ+(u, 0) ∈ Φ+ then

〈U(t)φ+|ψE
±〉 = 〈φ+|U×(t)ψE

±〉 = eiEt〈φ+|ψE
±〉 ∈ H2

+ ⇔ t ≥ 0; (A.58)

on the other hand, if φ−(u, 0) ∈ Φ− then

〈U(t)φ−|F̌[ψ−E
± ]〉 = 〈U(−t)F̌[φ−]|ψ−E

± 〉 =
= 〈F̌[φ+]|U×(−t)ψ−E

± 〉 = eiEt〈F̌[φ−]|ψ−E
± 〉 =

= eiEt〈φ−|F̌[ψ−E
± ]〉 ∈ H2

− ⇔ t ≤ 0.

(A.59)

We conclude that U(t) establishes two semigroups:

U+(t) : Φ+ −→ Φ+ ∀t ≥ 0 (A.60)

and

U−(t) : Φ− −→ Φ− ∀t ≤ 0. (A.61)

We have just found a way to model irreversible phenomena. In fact, the
action of U allows us to choose an orientation of the temporal arrow: if it
goes forward from zero, then our initial data is in Φ+, otherwise it is in
Φ−, indeed

φ+(u, t) = ∑n e−γ(n+1/2)t〈φ+| f+n 〉 f−n (u)

φ−(u, t) = ∑n eγ(n+1/2)t〈φ−| f−n 〉 f+n (u).
(A.62)
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Moreover, all the physics we get fixing a specific orientation of time’s ar-
row is achievable fixing the other one too, because time reversal operator
T establishes an isomorphism between Φ+ and Φ−, in fact

Tφ+(u, t) = U(−t)Tφ+(u, 0) = φ−(u,−t). (A.63)

Summarizing, we got an irreversible quantum system by observing
that the evolution operator acts as a semigroup on Φ±, due to the pres-
ence of resonant states f±n . In this way, the instant t = 0 separates the
evolution in two complementary directions: if one starts from Φ+, one
can stays forever in Φ+ only evolving forward in time. In other words
one chooses the temporal orientation, fixes the signature of Φ±, and
cannot go backwards.

Figure A.1: Pictorial representation of Gelfand triplet defined in Eq.(A.15). Here
Φ+ ≡ D, Φ ≡ S(R) and H ≡ L2(R). One can get an Euler-Venn
diagram also for the triplet in Eq.(A.14) by changing Φ+ with Φ− and
D with Z .

The Reversed Harmonic Oscillator: Remarkable Results

We consider the family of operators [106]

V̂λ = exp
{

λ

2
(x̂ p̂ + p̂x̂)

}
. (A.64)

In a system of measurement where h̄ = 1, we have
[x̂, p̂] = i, so

V̂λφ(x) = e−i λ
2 φ(e−iλx), (A.65)
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whence

V̂λ x̂V̂−1
λ = e−iλ x̂, V̂λ p̂V̂−1

λ = eiλ p̂. (A.66)

If we recall the Hamiltonian in the equation (A.19)

HHO :=
p̂2

2
+

γ2 x̂2

2
, (A.67)

it is easy to see that

V̂± π
4

HV̂−1
± π

4
= ±ıHHO (A.68)

and we can transform the results we already know for the HO in results
for the RHO:

EHO
n = γ(n +

1
2
), En = ıEHO

n ∈ C (A.69)

ψHO
n =

( γ

π

)1/4
(2nn!)−1/2e−

γ
2 x2

Hn(
√

γx) (A.70)

f±n = V̂−1
± π

4
ψHO

n ∈ S×(R). (A.71)

The Unitary Transformation: from (u, v) to (x, p) Framework

One passes from the HO to the RHO through the operator V̂± π
4

, but can
also pass from H(û, v̂) to H(x̂, p̂), i.e. from the damped motion to the
RHO, through a canonical transformation and find a relation between the
spectra of these two Hamiltonians.

The canonical transformation from (u, v) to (x, p) it is generated by
the generating function

S(x, u) =
γ

2
x2 −

√
2γxu +

1
2

u2, (A.72)

with p = ∂S
∂x , v = − ∂S

∂u .
We define the unitary transformation

U : L2(R) −→ L2(R) (A.73)

such that

f (u) −→ (U f )(x) = C̃
∫

R
f (u)eiS(x,u)du, (A.74)
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with C̃ := e−i π
8 4
√

γ
2π2 and we can prove that U is unitary by demonstrat-

ing that

|C̃|2
∫

R
ei[S(x,u)−S(x′ ,u)]du = δ(x− x′). (A.75)

In order to get a relation of quasi-orthogonality and quasi-completeness
for the resonances, we need to understand the nature of the operator V̂λ.
It acts almost like the evolution operator U in Eq.(A.57), with a complex
(instead of real) exponential, but this is enough only to say that V̂λ is
unitary for pure imaginary λ, not for every λ ∈ C. In fact, for a generic
λ = ω + iγ, where ω, γ ∈ R, one has

〈V̂λφ|V̂λψ〉 =
∫

R
dx
[
e

γ−iω
2 φ

(
eγ−iωx

)]∗
e

γ−iω
2 ψ

(
eγ−iωx

)
=

= eiω ∫
R

dx [φ(x)]∗ ψ(x) = eiω〈φ|ψ〉.
(A.76)

Therefore it is not surprising that f±n are only proportional to U [ f±n (u)](x)
and not exactly equal. In fact

f±n (x) = ein π
4 (2π)±

1
4 U [ f±n (u)](x). (A.77)

Nevertheless, we achieve the same relation of quasi-orthogonality and
quasi-completeness we had before:

〈 f±n (x)| f∓m (x)〉 = δnm;
+∞

∑
n=0

[
f±n (x)

]∗ f∓n (x′) = δ(x− x′). (A.78)

Moreover
[

f±n (x)
]∗

= f∓n (x). (A.79)

Recalling the equations (A.35), (A.36) and the meaning of the inverse FT

for the damped motion represented by Ĥ(û, v̂) (the inverse FT coincides
with the time reversal operator T in that system), one has T = C, where
C is the complex conjugation operator, as shown in [106].

We want to find χE such that

HχE = EχE. (A.80)

From [106] we get the complete derivation of the following solutions:

χE
+(x) =

C̃√
2πγ

i
ν+1

2 Γ(ν + 1)D−ν−1(−
√
−2γix), (A.81)

χE
−(x) = χE

+(−x), (A.82)
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where here ν = −
(

i E
γ + 1

2

)
and

Dν(z) :=
e−

z2
4

Γ(−ν)

∫

R
ξ−ν−1
± e∓zξ− 1

2 ξ2
dξ (A.83)

is a Whittaker function [438].
If one remembers the equation (A.44), one knows that the set of

eigenfunction is not complete yet. In fact, the two families of functions

ηE
±(x) :=

(
U F̌[ψ−E

± ]
)
(x) still miss, and we obtain

HηE
± = −EηE

± , (A.84)

ηE
+(x) =

C̃√
2πγ

i
ν+1

2 Γ(−ν)Dν(−
√

2γix), (A.85)

ηE
−(x) = ηE

+(−x). (A.86)

We observe that

ηE
±(x) = [χE

±(x)]∗ , (A.87)

fact which confirms that the time reversal operator T acts like the complex
conjugation C.

From the corresponding properties satisfied by ψE
±(u) and from the

unitary nature of U we have

∑
±

∫

R
[χE
±(x)]∗χE′

± (x)dx = δ(E− E′); (A.88)

∑
±

∫

R
[χE
±(x)]∗χE

±(x′)dE = δ(x− x′); (A.89)

∑
±

∫

R
[ηE
±(x)]∗ηE′

± (x)dx = δ(E− E′); (A.90)

∑
±

∫

R
[ηE
±(x)]∗ηE

±(x′)dE = δ(x− x′). (A.91)

At this point, we have all the tools we need to study the analytic
properties of these four families of eigenfunctions. The outcome is that
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χE
±(x) and ηE

±(x) have simple poles at E = −En and E = En, respectively.
Furthermore,

Res[χE
±(x);−En] =

C̃√
2πγ

(−1)n

n!
i−

n
2 Dn(∓

√
−2γix), (A.92)

Res[ηE
±(x); En] =

C̃√
2πγ

(−1)n

n!
i

n+1
2 Dn(∓

√
2γix). (A.93)

In [438], [439] and [440] one can find out that

Dn(y) = 2−
n
2 e−

y2

4 Hn

(
z√
2

)
. This, together with Hn(−y) = (−1)n Hn(y),

allows us to obtain

Res[χE
±(x);−En] ∝ f+n (x) (A.94)

and

Res[ηE
±(x); En] ∝ f−n (x). (A.95)

Following section A.1.4, we get Φ± from the residues of the RHO

eigenfunctions:

H = L2(R), Φ = S(R), (A.96)

Φ− =
{

φ ∈ Φ | f (E) = 〈φ|ηE
±〉 ∈ H2

−
}

, (A.97)

Φ+ =
{

φ ∈ Φ | f (E) = 〈φ|χE
±〉 ∈ H2

+

}
. (A.98)

The Evolution Operator Acting like a Semigroup

We study waves φ± ∈ Φ± and the action of the evolution operator. We
have T = C and

T(Φ+) = Φ−. (A.99)

Writing envelopes of φ± in series of resonances:

φ+(x) = ∑+∞
n=0〈φ+| f+n 〉∗ f−n (x) ∀ φ+ ∈ Φ+ ,

φ−(x) = ∑+∞
n=0〈φ−| f−n 〉∗ f+n (x) ∀ φ− ∈ Φ−.

(A.100)
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Thanks to the Gelfand-Maurin spectral theorem

φ+(x) = ∑±
∫

R
dEχE

±(x)〈φ+|ψE
±〉∗

φ−(x) = ∑±
∫

R
dEηE

±(x)〈φ−|ηE
±〉∗.

(A.101)

In conclusion, even in this case, the temporal evolution operator U(t) =
e−iHt establishes a unitary group on H = L2(R), and two semigroups:

U+(t) : Φ+ −→ Φ+ ∀t ≥ 0; (A.102)

U−(t) : Φ− −→ Φ− ∀t ≤ 0. (A.103)

Furthermore, if φ+(x, 0) ∈ Φ+ then

φ+(x, t) = ∑
n

e−γ(n+1/2)t〈φ+| f+n 〉∗ f−n (x), (A.104)

while, if φ−(x, 0) ∈ Φ− then

φ−(x, t) = ∑
n

eγ(n+1/2)t〈φ−| f−n 〉∗ f+n (x). (A.105)

We stress again that we got an irreversible quantum theory by studying
the action of U on Φ± as a semigroup. Time t = 0 splits the evolution in
two diametrically opposed directions, and it becomes the instant which
separates two different dynamics.

Functions with Compact Support

In this section we examine a function set in Φ+. We start working in
the (u, v) representation, where H(û, v̂) = − γ

2 [ûv̂ + v̂û]. We analyze
the evolution in (u, v) and (x, p) planes. In (x, p) the Hamiltonian is

H =
p̂2

2 −
γ2 x̂2

2 (we fix γ = 1 hereafter).

Wave Packets in (u, v) Plane

We previously proved that Φ+ and Φ− coincide with D and Z , respec-
tively. We choose the forward orientation of the temporal arrow, so we
focus our attention on the triplet

Φ+ ⊂ H ⊂ Φ×+ , (A.106)

that is D ⊂ L2(R) ⊂ D×.
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Let us consider the family of functions

φε(u) =





Kε exp
[

1
( u

ε )
2−1

]
|u| < ε

0 |u| ≥ ε

(A.107)

where ε > 0 and Kε is such that ||φε||2 = 1, i.e.
(∫

R
|φε(u)|2dx

) 1
2 = 1.

φε(u) is a function of class C∞(R), precisely

φε(u) ∈ D ∀ ε > 0. (A.108)
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Figure A.2: Functions φε with compact support defined in Eq.(A.107) for several ε
values.

Starting from
∞

∑
n=0

f−n (u) f+n (w) = δ(u− w), (A.109)

with f−n (u) = (−1)n
√

n!
dn

dun δ(u) and f+n (u) = un√
n!

, we have

φε(u) =
∫

R
dwδ(u− w)φε(w) =

=
∫

R
dw ∑∞

n=0 f−n (u) f+n (w)φε(w) = ∑∞
n=0 f−n (u)〈φε| f+n 〉,

(A.110)

since φε ∈ D. In deriving Eq.(A.110), as discussed in Sec. A.1.4 and
in [106], the residue theorem allows us to swap the integral and the
summation. This is not valid for general functions in Φ not belonging to
Φ+. We define the N-order background function as

φBG
N (u, t) := φ(u, t)−

N

∑
n=0

f−n (u)〈U(t)φ| f+n 〉∗ ∈ Φ×; (A.111)
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consequently

φ(u, t) =
N

∑
n=0

f−n (u)〈U(t)φ| f+n 〉∗ + φBG
N (u, t) ∀φ ∈ Φ. (A.112)

For φ ∈ Φ+, φBG
N→+∞ = 0 and U(t) acts as a semigroup. The evolution

is a superposition of exponentially decaying functions. On the contrary,
for φ /∈ Φ+, φBG

N→+∞ does not converge and the evolution includes non
exponentially decaying components.
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Figure A.3: One-dimensional evolution of |φ1(u, t)| [Eq.(A.107) with ε = 1].

We numerically simulate the Schrödinger equation ı ∂ψ
∂t = Hψ for

the Hamiltonian H = ıγ
(

u ∂
∂u + 1

2

)
(with γ=1), with initial condition

ψ(u, t = 0) = φε(u). Figures A.3 and A.4 show the resulting “focusing”
evolution.

Figure A.5 reports the evolution of the coefficients CN(t) := 〈U(t)φ1| f+N 〉∗.
These brackets exponentially decay, with quantized decay rates. Into a
semilogarithmic scale, the decay rates correspond to straight lines with
different slopes.

Wave Packets in (x, p) Plane

We pass from the (u, v) to (x, p) by the unitary transformation U :

φε(x) = U [φε(u)](x) =
∞

∑
n=0
U [ f−n (u)](x)〈Uφε|U f+n 〉 =

∞

∑
n=0

f−n (x)〈φε| f+n 〉,

(A.113)
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Figure A.4: Evolution of |φ1(u, t)| [Eq.(A.107) with ε = 1].
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Figure A.5: Numerically calculated projections CN(t) := 〈U(t)φ1| f+N 〉∗ on the N
order resonances of a function with compact support [Eq.(A.107) with
ε = 1] in the (u,v) representation, in a semilogarithmic scale.

with f±n (x) = V̂−1
± π

4
ψHO

n (x).
We numerically analyze the transformed functions. In Fig. A.6, one can

see several (Uφε) (x). We remark that functions φε, which have compact
support in (u, v), do not have compact support in (x, p) phase plane.

We numerically study the evolution of wave packets in (x, p). We solve
numerically i ∂ψ

∂t = Hψ with initial condition ψ(x, t = 0) = (Uφε) (x) and
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Figure A.6: Transformed φε [Eq.(A.113) for various ε].
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Figure A.7: One-dimensional evolution of a transformed function with compact
support [Eq.(A.113), ε = 1/2] with a RHO potential.

a RHO potential. Figures A.7 and A.8 show the resulting “defocusing”
evolution.

Gaussian Function

We examine the Gelfand triplet in Eq.(A.15) defined in sections A.1.4
and A.1.5, in the case of the Gaussian function as element of the Hilbert
space but not belonging neither to Φ+ nor to Φ− (see figure 1). For this
kind of functions, the expansion in Gamow states must be truncated
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Figure A.8: Evolution of a transformed function with compact support [Eq.(A.113),
ε = 1/2] with a RHO potential.

and completed by an additional background function, not decaying
exponentially, as discussed in Sec. A.1.8.2. We illustrate theoretically
and numerically the properties of the background function, specifically

studying a Gaussian function φ(u) = e−
u2
2

4√π
and its transformed U [φ](x).

We analyze the evolution both in (u, v) and (x, p) planes.
Let us define a normalized Gaussian function

φ(u) =
1

4
√

π
e−

u2
2 ∈ S(R). (A.114)

φ(u) does not belong to D or to Z because the Fourier transformed of
a Gaussian function is still a Gaussian function and D ∩ Z = ∅. Since
∑+∞

n=0 f+n (u) f−n (w) = δ(u− w), we have

φ(u) =
∫

R
dw

+∞

∑
n=0

f−n (u) f+n (w)φ(w) ∀φ ∈ Φ. (A.115)

The integral and the summation in Eq.(A.115) cannot be swapped in
general, at variance with the case of φε(u) previously considered. Without
loss of generality, we write

φ(u) =
N

∑
n=0

f−n (u)〈φ| f+n 〉∗ + φBG
N (u), (A.116)

where φBG
N (u) is the N-order background.
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Figure A.9: Projections 〈φ1| f+n 〉∗ of a function with compact support [defined in
Eq.(A.107), ε = 1].
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Figure A.10: Projections 〈φ| f+n 〉∗ of the Gaussian function.

Since φ(u) = φ(−u), while fn(u) = − fn(−u) for odd n, we have

〈φ| f+n 〉 =





2
n+1

2 Γ( n+1
2 )

4√π
√

n!
forevenn

0 foroddn
. (A.117)

Both 〈φ| f+n 〉 and 〈φε| f+n 〉 decrease for even n, but the Gaussian 〈φ| f+n 〉
decay much more slowly, as one can see by comparing figures 9 and
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10. However, this is not a mathematical proof of the existence of the
background. The presence of the background is proved through the
study of the initial datum: φε(u) is an initial state that is composed
only by a discrete sum of resonances without any component in the
continuum, because it belongs to D; on the contrary φ(u) is an initial
state with a component of continuous radiation that is the background.

We analyze the evolved N-order background wave for a Gaussian
initial data. We want to study its limit as N → +∞. We have

φBG
N (u, t) = φ(u, t)−∑N

n=0 f−n (u)〈 f+n |U(t)|φ〉 =
= U(t)φ(u)−∑N

n=0 f−n (u)〈 f+n |U(t)×|φ〉 =
= U(t)φ(u)−∑N

n=0 e−
γ
2 (2n+1)t f−n (u)〈 f+n |φ〉.

(A.118)

We notice that the limit as N approaches infinity could diverge or not
exist. This happens in most cases, and specifically for the Gaussian
function. In fact, in Eq.(A.117), we can approximate the Gamma function

Γ(z) =
√

2πzz− 1
2 e−z

[
1 + O

(
1
z

)]
(A.119)

and the factorial

n! =
√

2πnn+ 1
2 e−n

[
1 + O

(
1
n

)]
(A.120)

for large values of z and n, thanks to the Stirling’s formula [438]. We find,
for even n

〈φ| f+n 〉 =
2

n+1
2 Γ

(
n+1

2

)

4
√

π
√

n!
'

2
3
4

(
1 + 1

n

) n
2

4
√

e2n
' 2

3
4

4
√

n
, (A.121)

hence 〈φ| f+n 〉 approaches zero with order 1
4 , too slowly to let the series

converge ∀t ≥ 0, ∀u ∈ R, so the limit N → +∞ does not exist globally.
This confirms that an expansion like Eq.(A.113) with an infinite number
of GV is meaningless for a Gaussian function, and a background term is
needed.

Figures A.11 and A.12 show a portrayal of the Gaussian function
evolution. In Fig. A.13 and in Fig. A.14 one can observe the decay of the
coefficients.

The (u, v) phase space remains the simplest configuration for numerical
tests of the theory. Since one runs into a high computational complexity
when analyses the background evolution, we choose (u, v) phase space
to compare the evolution of a Gaussian function with a specific φε. We
best fit the normalized Gaussian function by a function φε in order to
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Figure A.11: One-dimensional evolution of the Gaussian wave φ(u) = e−
u2
2

4√π
.

Figure A.12: Evolution of the Gaussian wave φ(u) = e−
u2
2

4√π
.

compare the background function with the difference between these two
waves. Figure A.15 shows φ(u) and its best fit by φε(u), obtained for
ε = ε0 = 1, 802425. Fig. A.16 compares the calculated evolution of
φ(u) and φε0 . We should see the dispersive component that occurs on
the boundaries of the Gaussian evolution. However, appreciating the
dispersive behavior is difficult in a linear scale; we report a comparison
between φBG

20 and φ− φε0 in Fig. A.17 in a semilogarithmic scale. The
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Figure A.13: Evolution of the projections CN(t) := 〈U(t)φ| f+N 〉∗ on the N order

resonances of the Gaussian wave φ(u) = e−
u2
2

4√π
in the (u,v) represen-

tation, in a linear scale.
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Figure A.14: Evolution of the projections on the N order resonances CN(t) :=

〈U(t)φ| f+N 〉∗ of the Gaussian wave φ(u) = e−
u2
2

4√π
in the (u,v) represen-

tation, in a semilogarithmic scale.

continuous lines represent the Gaussian background for several time
values, while the dashed lines give the difference between the Gaussian
and the function with compact support. One can now see without
difficulties that the outlines on the boundaries are well overlapped, so
the long time evolution of a Gaussian background, that is, the dispersive
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tail of a function not belonging to Φ+, can be approximated to the
rest between the function we are studying and an appropriately chosen
function φε.
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by the function φε0 (u)
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focalizes without any loss or dispersion of energy, while the Gaussian
presents a dispersive background (see also Fig. A.17).
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φBG
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Figure A.18: One-dimensional evolution of the Gaussian wave φ(x) = e−
x2
2

4√π
under

a RHO potential.

We want now complete our analysis by considering the (x, p)−system.
By the transformation U we see that φ(x) = [Uφ(u)] (x) is a Gaussian
function anyway, because

[Uφ(u)] (x) = π−
1
4 C̃
∫

R
e−

u2
2 eiS(x,u)du =

( γ

π

) 1
4 e−

γ
2 x2

. (A.122)
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Figure A.19: Evolution of the wave |φ| with initial condition φ(x) = e−
x2
2

4√π
.

The focusing dynamics in the (u, v) space corresponds to a defocusing
propagation in the (x, p) space as shown in Fig. A.18 and in Fig. A.19.

mathematical definitions

This appendix is written to let the reader find the mathematical definitions
used in Sec. A.1 quickly. It presents only a list of definitions, without any
ambition to explain the mathematics that is behind. For more details, one
can see [441–444].

Definition A.2.1. Given a set X, a topology τ is a collection of elements
of the power set P(X) such that:

• ∅, X ∈ τ;

• ∪∞
n=1 An ∈ τ ∀{An}n∈N ⊂ τ;

• ∪N
n=1 An ∈ τ ∀{A1, ..., AN} ⊂ τ.

The members of τ are called open sets.

Definition A.2.2. Given two topologies τ1 and τ2 on the same set X, we
say that τ1 is finer or stronger than τ2 if τ2 ⊂ τ1.

Definition A.2.3. Let f : X → Y be a function between two topological
spaces (X, τX) and (Y, τY). f is said to be continuous if and only if

f−1(A) ∈ τX ∀A ∈ τY . (A.123)
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Definition A.2.4. Let f : X → Y be a function between two topological
spaces (X, τX) and (Y, τY). f is called a homeomorphism if and only if
f is a bijective continuous function with continuous inverse function.

Definition A.2.5. Let (X, τ) be a vector space with a topology τ. If τ

makes the vector addition and the scalar multiplication be continuous on
X, then we say that (X, τ) is a topological vector space.

Definition A.2.6. A subset B of the topology τ is a basis (or a base) of τ

if

∀A ∈ τ ∃{Bi}i∈I⊆N ⊂ B | A = ∪i∈I Bi. (A.124)

Definition A.2.7. Given x ∈ X, a neighborhood U of x is a subset of X
such that ∃A ∈ τ | x ∈ A ⊆ U.

Definition A.2.8. Given x ∈ X and given the neighborhood system
centered at x

I(x) = {U ⊆ X | Uisaneighbourhoodofx}, (A.125)

a neighborhood local basis is a subset J of I(x) such that ∀U ∈ I(x) ∃A ∈
J | A ⊂ U.

Definition A.2.9. A topological space (X, τ) is a Hausdorff space if

∀x, y ∈ X ∃ U ∈ I(x), V ∈ I(y) | U ∩V = ∅. (A.126)

Definition A.2.10. Let (X, τ) be a topological vector space. A subset C
of X is said to be convex if the segments {(1− t)x + ty | 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} are
contained in C for any x, y ∈ C.

Definition A.2.11. Let (X, τ) be a topological vector space. (X, τ) is said
to be locally convex if C = {C ∈ I(0) | Cisconvex} is a neighborhood
local basis.

Definition A.2.12. Let {ψn}n∈N be a sequence of elements of X, where
(X, τ) is a topological vector space. Let B be a neighborhood local basis
that is centered at 0. {ψn}n∈N is said to be a Cauchy sequence if

∀B ∈ B ∃ν ∈N | φm − φn ∈ B ∀m, n > ν. (A.127)

Definition A.2.13. A topological vector space is said to be complete
when it contains the limit elements of every its Cauchy sequence.

Definition A.2.14. Let (X, τ) be a topological vector space. A topological
vector space Y is the X completion according to τ if it is the smallest
vector space that contains every members of X and each limit element of
Cauchy sequences in X.
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Definition A.2.15. Let X be a set. A metric (or a distance) on X is a
function d : X× X → R that satisfies the following three conditions:

• d(x, y) ≥ 0 ∀x, y ∈ X and d(x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y;

• d(x, y) = d(y, x) ∀x, y ∈ X;

• d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) ∀x, y, z ∈ X.

Definition A.2.16. Given a metric space (X, d), we define an open ball
of radius r ∈ R+ centered at x0 ∈ X as the set

Br(x0) = {x ∈ X | d(x0, x) < r}. (A.128)

Definition A.2.17. Let (X, d) be a metric space. d induces a metric topol-
ogy τd on X, which is generated by the basis B = {Br(x) | x ∈ X, r ∈
R+}. In τd, the subset J = {Br(0) | r ∈ R+} of B is a neighborhood
centered at the origin.

Definition A.2.18. Let X be a set. A norm on X is a function || · || : X →
R that satisfies the following three conditions:

• ||x|| ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ X and ||x|| = 0 ⇔ x = 0;

• ||ax|| = |a| ||x|| ∀x ∈ X, ∀scalara;

• ||x + y|| ≤ ||x||+ ||y|| ∀x, y ∈ X.

Definition A.2.19. In a topological space (X, τ), a point x0 ∈ X is the
limit of the sequence {xn}n∈N if

∀U ∈ I(x0) ∃ν ∈N | xn ∈ U ∀n > ν. (A.129)

Definition A.2.20. A ⊂ X is dense in (X, τ) if every point x ∈ X either
belongs to A or is a limit point of a sequence in A.

Definition A.2.21. A topological vector space that is normed and com-
plete with respect to the norm is called Banach space.

Definition A.2.22. A topological vector space with a scalar product is
called Euclidean space.

Definition A.2.23. A Banach space with a scalar product is called Hilbert
space.

Definition A.2.24. Given a set X, an algebra A is a collection of elements
of the power set P(X) such that:

• ∅ ∈ A;
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• Ac ∈ A ∀A ∈ A;

• A ∪ B ∈ A ∀A, B ∈ A.

Definition A.2.25. Given a set X, a σ-algebraA is a collection of elements
of the power set P(X) such that:

• ∅ ∈ A;

• Ac ∈ A ∀A ∈ A;

• ∪∞
n=1 An ∈ A ∀{An}n∈N ⊂ A.

The members of A are called measurable sets.

Remark A.2.1. Each σ-algebra is an algebra.

Definition A.2.26. Given an algebra A, a measure on A is a function
µ : A → R̄ that satisfies the following three conditions:

• µ(∅) = 0;

• µ(A) ≥ 0 ∀A ∈ A;

• µ(∪∞
n=1 An) = ∑∞

n=1 µ(An) ∀{An}n∈N ⊂ A | ∪∞
n=1 An ⊂ (A), Ak ∩

Aj = ∅ ∀k 6= j.

Definition A.2.27. Given a set X, an algebra A on X and a measure µ on
A, a measure space is the triplet (X,A, µ).

Definition A.2.28. Let (X,A, µ) be a measure space. If µ(X) = 1,
(X,A, µ) is a probability space and µ is called a probability measure.

Definition A.2.29. Given a vector space V on a field K, V∗ = {F : V →
K | Fiscontinuousandlinear} is called a dual space of V, and any F ∈ V∗

is called a linear functional. Moreover, if W is a vector subspace of V,
then V∗ ⊂W∗.

The one which follows is a fundamental theorem about the representa-
tion of the dual space of a Hilbert space.

Theorem A.2.1 (Riesz-Fréchet). LetH be a Hilbert space. Given any F ∈ H∗,
there exists a unique f ∈ H such that

〈F|φ〉 = ( f |φ) ∀φ ∈ H, (A.130)

where 〈F|φ〉 := F(φ) is the operatorial product. Moreover,

||F||H∗ = sup
||φ||H≤1

|〈F|φ〉| = || f ||H. (A.131)
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Definition A.2.30. Let us consider a continuous linear operator A : H →
H, where H is a Hilbert space. Then the adjoint of A is the continuous
linear operator A† : H → H satisfying

(Ax|y) = (x|A†y) ∀x, y ∈ H. (A.132)

If A = A† it is a Hermitian (or self-adjoint) operator. Moreover, if A is
a Hermitian continuous operator, its spectrum is real.

Definition A.2.31. A continuous linear operator U : H → H is said to
be unitary if and only if U† = U−1. Moreover, an operator U is unitary
on H if and only if U is an isometry, i.e. ||Ux|| = ||x||.
Definition A.2.32. Let us define the Hardy space Hp

+ (Hp
−), p ∈ (0;+∞)

for the upper half space (for the lower half space) as the space of the
holomorphic functions f : C → C such that || f || := supy>0

[∫
R
| f
]1/p

(
|| f || := supy<0

[∫
R
| f
]1/p

)
is a finite real number.
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